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h?Bb i?2bBb rb T`2T`2/ i i?2 *2Mi2` 7Q` "BQHQ;B+H a2[m2M+2 MHvbBb-
.2T`iK2Mi Q7 avbi2Kb "BQHQ;v i i?2 h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`FX
h?2 rQ`F BM i?Bb i?2bBb rb +``B2/ Qmi mM/2` i?2 bmT2`pBbBQM Q7 bbQ+Bi2
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h?Bb i?2bBb T`2b2Mib i?2 rQ`F +``B2/ Qmi i i?2 *2Mi2` 7Q` "BQHQ;B+H a2[m2M+2
MHvbBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`FX h?2 i?2bBb BM+Hm/2b 7Qm` `iB+H2b
/2b+`B#BM; H`;2@b+H2 /i BMi2;`iBQM M/ K2i?Q/b 7Q` i?2 T`2/B+iBQM Q7 /`m;
bB/2@2z2+ibX
*?Ti2` k T`2b2Mib *?2KS`Qi-  MQp2H /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2X
*?2KS`Qi BMi2;`i2b /Bz2`2Mi +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM MMQiiBQM `2bQm`+2b 7Q`
/Bb2b2@bbQ+Bi2/ T`Qi2BMb M/ T`Qi2BMĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM /iX *?2KS`Qi
Bb /2p2HQT2/ iQ bbBbi BM bBHB+Q 2pHmiBQM Q7 2MpB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+Hb- Mi@
m`H T`Q/m+ib M/ TT`Qp2/ /`m;b- b r2HH b iQ B/ i?2 b2H2+iBQM Q7 M2r
+QKTQmM/b #b2/ QM i?2B` +iBpBiv T`Q}H2b ;BMbi #BQHQ;B+H i`;2ibX h?2
Hi2bi mT/i2 Q7 *?2KS`Qi /i#b2 BM+Hm/2b  M2r pBbmH BMi2`7+2- r?B+?
2M#H2b 2bv MpB;iBQM i?`Qm;? i?2 T?`K+QHQ;B+H bT+2X //BiBQMHHv-
M2r b2`+? K2i?Q/b 7Q` +?2KB+H- T`Qi2BM- /Bb2b2 M/ bB/2@2z2+i /i ?p2
#22M BKTH2K2Mi2/X
*?Ti2` j T`2b2Mib irQ `iB+H2b i?i b?Qr+b2 i?2 TTHB+iBQM Q7 bvbi2Kb
+?2KB+H #BQHQ;v TT`Q+?2b iQ mM/2`biM/ M/ KQ/2H /`m; bB/2@2z2+i /iX
h?2 }`bi TT`Q+? TTHB2b K+?BM2 H2`MBM; K2i?Q/b iQ +Hmbi2` bB/2@2z2+ib-
/`m;b- T`Qi2BMb M/ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b BM M2irQ`FbX h?Bb rQ`F /2KQMbi`i2b
i?2 TQr2` Q7  bi`i2;v i?i mb2b +HBMB+H /i KBMBM; BM bbQ+BiBQM rBi?
+?2KB+H #BQHQ;v BM Q`/2` iQ `2/m+2 i?2 b2`+? bT+2 M/ B/ B/2MiB}+iBQM Q7
MQp2H /`m; +iBQMbX h?2 b2+QM/ `iB+H2 /2b+`B#2/ BM +?Ti2` j QmiHBM2b  ?B;?
+QM}/2M+2 bB/2@2z2+iĜ/`m; BMi2`+iBQM /ib2iX
q2 2biBKi2/ #b2/ QM i?2 TH+2#Q@+QMi`QHH2/ bim/B2b 7`QK .BHvJ2/ i?i
QMHv TT`QtBKi2Hv kyW Q7 i?2 /`m;ĜbB/2@2z2+i bbQ+BiBQMb `2 bB;MB}+MiX
qBi? i?2 *?2KS`Qi /i#b2 r2 HBMF2/ /`m;b rBi? i?2B` #BQHQ;B+H i`;2ib
M/ TTHB2/  b+Q`BM; 7mM+iBQM BM Q`/2` iQ +Tim`2 7`2[m2MiHv 2M+QmMi2`2/
bB/2@2z2+iĜT`Qi2BM bbQ+BiBQMbX q2 i?2M #mBHi  +QKTmiiBQMH +?2KB+H
#BQHQ;v KQ/2H- r?B+? `2p2H2/ bB/2@2z2+i T`2/B+iBp2 +T#BHBiB2b 7Q` 88W Q7
i?2 Rjj /`m;b BM i?2 aA.1_ /i#b2X 6m`i?2` pHB/iBQM rb T2`7Q`K2/ QM
rBi?/`rM /`m;b biQ`2/ BM .`m;"MF M/ KMv bB/2@2z2+ib r2`2 +QM}`K2/
i?`Qm;? HBi2`im`2 b2`+?X h?Bb rQ`F /2KQMbi`i2b i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 mb@
BM; ?B;?@+QM}/2M+2 /`m;ĜbB/2@2z2+i /i BM /2+BT?2`BM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 bKHH
KQH2+mH2b BM ?mKMbX
AM bmKK`v- i?Bb i?2bBb T`2b2Mib +QKTmiiBQMH bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v
TT`Q+?2b i?i +M ?2HT B/2MiB7v +HBMB+H 2z2+ib Q7 bKHH KQH2+mH2b i?`Qm;?
H`;2@b+H2 /i BMi2;`iBQMX h?2b2 TT`Q+?2b HbQ b2`p2 iQ Tp2 i?2 rv BMiQ




.2MM2 7?M/HBM; T`¤b2Mi2`2` `#2D/2 m/7Ǡ`i T´ *2Mi2` 7Q` "BQHQ;BbF a2@
Fp2Mb MHvb2- .MK`Fb h2FMBbF2 lMBp2`bBi2iX 7?M/HBM;2M BM/2?QH/2` }`2
`iBFH2`- /2` #2bF`Bp2` BMi2;`iBQM 7 biQ`2 /i K¤M;/2` bKi K2iQ/2` iBH
7Q`m/bB;2Hb2 7 #BpB`FMBM;2`X
ETBi2H k T`¤b2Mi2`2` *?2KS`Qi- 2M Mv bv;/QK@F2KBFHB2@#BQHQ;B /i@
#b2X *?2KS`Qi BMi2;`2`2` 7Q`bF2HHB;2 F2KBFHB2@T`Qi2BM MMQiiBQMb `2bQm`+2`
7Q` bv;/QKb bbQ+B2`2/2 T`Qi2BM2` Q; T`Qi2BM@T`Qi2BM BMi2`FiBQMb /iX *?2K@
S`Qi 2` m/pBFH2i iBH i bbBbi2`2 BM bBHB+Q 2pHm2`BM; 7 KBHDǠ F2KBFHB2`- Mim`
T`Q/mFi2` Q; ;Q/F2M/i2 H¤;2KB/H2`- bKi mM/2`biǠii2 m/p¤H;2Hb2M 7 Mv2 F2@
KBbF2 biQz2` #b2`2i T´ /2`2b FiBpBi2ib T`Q}H2` BKQ/ #BQHQ;BbF2 i`;2ibX .2M
b2M2bi2 QT/i2`BM; 7 *?2KS`Qi /i#b2M BMFHm/2`2` 2M Mv pBbm2H BMi2`7+2-
bQK KmHB;;Ǡ` H2i MpB;2`BM; B /2i 7`KFQHQ;BbF2 `mKX u/2`K2`2- 2` /2` BK@
TH2K2Mi2`2i Mv2 bǠ;2K2iQ/2` 7Q` F2KBFHB2- T`Qi2BM- bv;/QK Q; #BpB`FMBM;b
/iX
ETBi2H j T`¤b2Mi2`2` iQ `iBFH2`- /2` 7`2KpBb2` Mp2M/2Hb2M 7 bvbi2K
F2KBbF@ #BQHQ;BbF2 iBH;M;2 iBH i 7Q`bi´ Q; KQ/2H2`2 #BpB`FMBM;b /iX .2M
7Ǡ`bi2 iBH;M; Mp2M/2` miQKiBbF2 H¤`BM;b K2iQ/2` iBH i ;`mTT2`2 #BpB`F@
MBM;2`- F2KBbF2 biQz2`- T`Qi2BM2` Q; FHBMBbF2 `2bmHii2` B M2ip¤`FX .2ii2 `@
#2D/2 /2KQMbi`2`2` biv`F2M B 2M bi`i2;B /2` Mp2M/2` FHBMBbF /i KBMBM; B
bK`#2D/2 K2/ F2KBFHB2 #BQHQ;B 7Q` i `2/m+2`2 bǠ;2 KmHB;?2/2`M2 Q; biǠii2
B/2MiB}+2`BM;2M 7 Mv2 pB`F2KB/H2`X .2M M/2M `iBF2H #2bF`2p2i B FTBi2H j
bFBib2`2` 2i ?ǠD +QM}/2Mb #BpB`FMBM;@K2/BFK2Mi BMi2`FiBQMb /ib¤iX
S´ #;;`mM/ 7 TH+2#Q FQMi`QHH2`2/2 bim/B2` 7` .BHvJ2/ 2biBK2`2/2
pB i FmM +X kyW 7 H¤;2KB//2H #BpB`FMBM;2`M2 2` bB;MB}FMi2X o2/ ?D¤HT
7 *?2KS`Qi /i#b2M T``2/2 pB F2KBbF2 biQz2` K2/ /2`2b #BQHQ;BbF2
i`;2ib Q; T´7Ǡ`i2 2M b+Q`BM; 7mMFiBQM 7Q` i 7M;2 /2 ?vTTB;i 7Q`2FQKK2M/2
#BpB`FMBM;@T`Qi2BM bbQ+BiBQM2`X .2`27i2` Hp2/2 pB 2M F2KBbF #BQHQ;BbF KQ@
/2H- bQK FmMM2 7Q`m/bB;2 #BpB`FMBM;2` ?Qb 88W 7 /2 Rjj H¤;2KB/H2` A aA.1_
/i#b2MX u/2`HB;2`2 pHB/2`BM; #H2p m/7Ǡ`i T´ iBH#;2i`mFM2 H¤;2KB/H2` 7`
.`m;"MF Q; KM;2 7 /2`2b #BpB`FMBM;2` #H2p #2F`¤7i2i ;2MM2K HBii2`im`
bǠ;MBM;X .2ii2 `#2D/2 /2KQMbi`2`2` pB;iB;?2/2M 7 i Mp2M/2 ?ǠD +QM}/2Mb
H¤;2KB//2H@ #BpB`FMBM;b /i iBH i /2+B7`2`2 bK´ KQH2FvH2`b 2z2Fi T´ K2M@
M2bF2`X
PTbmKK2`2i- /2MM2 7?M/HBM; T`¤b2Mi2`2` bvbi2K F2KBbF #BQHQ;BbF2 iBH@
;M;2 bQK FM biǠii2 B/2MiB}+2`BM;2M 7 bK´ KQH2FvH2`b FHBMBbF2 2z2Fi2` pB
BMi2;`iBQM 7 biQ`2 /i K¤M;/2`X .Bbb2 iBH;M;2 2` Q;b´ K2/ iBH i #M2




A rQmH/ HBF2 iQ 2tT`2bb Kv ;`iBim/2 iQ HH r?Q ?p2 /B`2+iHv M/ BM/B`2+iHv
+QMi`B#mi2/ iQ i?Bb rQ`FX A rQmH/ 2bT2+BHHv HBF2 iQ i?MF,
Ç Jv bmT2`pBbQ`b A`2M2 EQmbFQmKp2FFB- PHBpB2` h#Qm`2m M/ aǠ`2M
"`mMF 7Q` i?2B` /pB+2b- i`mbi M/ BMbTB`iBQMbX A K p2`v i?MF7mH 7Q`
vQm` bmT2`pBbBQMX
Ç hm/Q` PT`2 7Q` ?Bb #`Q/ FMQrH2/;2 rBi?BM bvbi2K +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v
M/ 7Q` ?Bb BMbB;?i7mH /Bb+mbbBQMbX
Ç HH K2K#2`b Q7 i?2 *QKTmiiBQMH *?2KB+H "BQHQ;v ;`QmT- 2bT2+BHHv
GQmBb M/ C2Mb 7Q` i?2B` i2KrQ`F /m`BM; *?2KS`Qi kX
Ç HH K2K#2`b Q7 i?2 AMi2;`iBp2 avbi2Kb "BQHQ;vX
Ç Gm` 6m`HQM; 7Q` H2M/BM; K2  /2bF i AJAJ BM "`+2HQMX
Ç Jv +QHH2;m2b i *"a r?Q A ?p2 #22M #H2bb2/ iQ ;2i iQ FMQr- H2`M
7`QK M/ /Bb+mbb rBi?- 2bT2+BHHv Kv HmM+? #m//B2b J`+BM- aHpiQ`2-
h?QKb- "2Mi- G2QM- 1/Bi- HB- :`2; M/ EbT2`X
Ç h?2 *"a /KBMBbi`iBQM 7Q` HH i?2 ?2HT rBi? 7Q`KHBiB2b M/ i?2 *"a
bvbi2K /KBMBbi`iBQM 7Q` HH i?2B` i2+?MB+H bmTTQ`i- 2bT2+BHHv S2i2`
7Q` 2ti2M/BM; Kv S2`H FMQrH2/;2X
Ç Jv 7`B2M/b- 7KBHv- Kv rB72 GQmBb2 M/ Kv /m;?i2` LMMX h?MF
vQm bQ Km+?5
SS1_a AL*Gl.1. AL h>1 h>1aAa Bt
ST2`b BM+Hm/2/ BM i?2 i?2bBb
Ç PHBpB2` h#Qm`2m†- aQMMv EBK LB2Hb2M†- E`BM2 m/Qmx2- LBHb
q2BM?QH/- .MB2H 1/b; `/- 6`M+Bb+Q aX _Q[m2- A`2M2 EQmbFQmKp2FFB-
HBM "Q`- _KQM *m`TM- h?QKb aFǠi C2Mb2M- aǠ`2M "`mMF M/
hm/Q` AX PT`2
*?2KS`Qi,  /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2 Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?-
kyRR- oQHX jN- .i#b2 Bbbm2 .jedĜ.jdk /QB,RyXRyNjfM`f;F[Nye
Ç hm/Q` AX PT`2†- aQMMv EBK LB2Hb2M†- PH2; l`bm†- C2`2Kv CX uM;-
PHBpB2` h#Qm`2m- ai2T?2M GX Ji?Bb- A`2M2 EQmbFQmKp2FFB- G``v
X aFH`- M/ *`BbiBM :X "QHQ;
bbQ+BiBM; .`m;b- h`;2ib M/ *HBMB+H Pmi+QK2b BMiQ M AM@
i2;`i2/ L2irQ`F zQ`/b  L2r SHi7Q`K 7Q` *QKTmi2`@B/2/
.`m; _2Tm`TQbBM;X JQH2+mH` AM7Q`KiB+b- jyUk@jV- Ryy@RRRX X
/QB,RyXRyykfKBM7XkyRRyyykj kyRR
Ç aQMMv EBK ED¤`mHz†- GQmBb qB+?†- C2Mb E`BM;2HmK†- lH`BF SX
C+Q#b2M- A`2M2 EQmbFQmKp2FFB- E`BM2 m/Qmx2- PH2 GmM/- aǠ`2M
"`mMF- hm/Q` AX PT`2 M/ PHBpB2` h#Qm`2mX
*?2KS`Qi@kXy, oBbmH MpB;iBQM BM  /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2
Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- kyRk- R@e /QB,RyXRyNjfM`f;FbRRee
Ç aQMMv EBK ED¤`mHz- hm/Q` PT`2- PHBpB2` h#Qm`2m M/ A`2M2
EQmbFQmKp2FFBX
 bvbi2K +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v TT`Q+? 7Q` i?2 T`2/B+iBQM Q7 /p2`b2 /`m;
`2+iBQMb JMmb+`BTi BM T`2T2`iBQM
†h?2b2 mi?Q`b +QMi`B#mi2/ 2[mHHvX








RXR h?2 T`/B;K BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v
h?2 QM2@/`m;@QM2@i`;2i `2/m+iBQMBbiB+ TT`Q+? ?b #22M i?2 T`/B;K BM
/`m; /Bb+Qp2`v 7Q` HKQbi  +2Mim`vX >Qr2p2`- i?Bb TT`Q+? ?b `2+?2/
Bib HBKBib M/ Bb BM+`2bBM;Hv +QMbB/2`2/ BM/2[mi2 BM i?2 /`m; BM/mbi`v-
2bT2+BHHv BM +M+2` /`m; `2b2`+? (R)X hQ/v- i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 M2r /`m;b
iF2b RyĜRk v2`b M/ +Qbib  T?`K+2miB+H +QKTMv M p2`;2 Q7 038y
KBHHBQM /QHH`bX h?2 BMp2biK2Mi BM `2b2`+? M/ /2p2HQTK2Mi U_.V ?b #22M
BM+`2bBM; bBM+2 i?2 KBHH2MMBmK- r?BH2 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 M2r KQH2+mH` 2MiBiB2b
ULJ1bV TT`Qp2/ #v i?2 la 6QQ/ M/ .`m; /KBMBbi`iBQM U6.V ?b
`2KBM2/ HKQbi +QMbiMi i k8 +QKTQmM/b  v2` U6B;m`2 RXRV (k)X
h?2 ?B;? +Qbi Q7 /`m; /2p2HQTK2Mi Bb KQbiHv bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 7BHm`2
Q7  H`;2 MmK#2` Q7 T`QKBbBM; /`m; +M/B/i2b /m`BM; i?2 }MH T?b2b Q7
i?2 +HBMB+H i`BHb- r?B+? Bb Q7i2M /m2 iQ mMrMi2/ 2z2+ib M/ b2`BQmb bB/2@
2z2+ibX  T`/B;K b?B7i iQr`/b  KQ`2 bvbi2Kb@H2p2H TT`Q+? Bb i?2`27Q`2
r``Mi2/ BM i?2 T?`K+2miB+H BM/mbi`vX
RXk 6`QK bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;v iQ bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v
aBM+2 i?2 v2` kyyy- i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `iB+H2b rBi?BM bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;v ?b
;`QrM 2tTQM2MiBHHv (j)X qQ`F /QM2 rBi?BM bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;v ?b H2/ iQ ;`2i
/pM+2b BM Qm` mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2 #BQHQ;v Q7 +QKTH2t /Bb2b2bX Ai ?b
Tmb?2/ mb rv 7`QK i?2 Ƕ`2/m+iBQMBbi TT`Q+?Ƕ r?2`2 2z2+ib Q7 bBM;H2
;2M2b- T`Qi2BMb Q` T?2MQivT2b `2 bim/B2/- M/ ?b KQp2/ mb iQr`/b  KQ`2
j
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6B;m`2 RXRX aiiBbiB+ 7`QK RNNd iQ kyRR b?QrBM; i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 M2r
KQH2+mH` 2MiBiB2b ULJ1bV 7Q` 2+? v2`X 6`QK (k)
Ƕ?QHBbiB+ TT`Q+?Ƕ r?2`2 i?2 2z2+ib Q7 KmHiBTH2 ;2M2b- T`Qi2BMb Q` T?2MQivT2b
`2 bim/B2/ bBKmHiM2QmbHvX 1p2M i?Qm;? i?QmbM/b Q7 ;2M2b 7Q` ?mKM /Bb@
2b2b ?p2 #22M /Bb+Qp2`2/ mbBM; i?2 ǵ`2/m+iBQMBbi TT`Q+?Ƕ- i?Bb TT`Q+?
7BHb iQ i`;2i +QKTH2t /Bb2b2b bm+? b +M+2`- ?vT2`i2MbBQM- /B#2i2b M/
K2MiH /BbQ`/2`bX am+? /Bb2b2b- /m2 iQ i?2B` BM?2`2Mi KmHiB7+iQ`BH Mim`2-
i?2`27Q`2 M22/ iQ #2 bim/B2/ BM  bvbi2Kb KMM2`X h?Bb BMpQHp2b /2+BT?2`BM;
M/ KQ/2HBM; 2MiB`2 M2irQ`Fb i- 7Q` 2tKTH2- ;2MQKB+- K2i#QHB+ Q` +2HH
bB;MHBM; M2irQ`Fb H2p2Hb M/ MHvxBM; i?2K BM i?2B` iQiHBiv i /Bz2`2Mi
H2p2Hb Q7 +QKTH2tBiB2bě7`QK KQH2+mH2b iQ Q`;MBbK (9- 8)X
Hi?Qm;? i?2 i2`K ǵbvbi2Kb #BQHQ;vǶ ?b #22M rB/2Hv mb2/ BM HB72 b+B@
2M+2b- i?2`2 Bb MQ +H2` /2}MBiBQM Q7 i?2 K2i?Q/b M/ +QM+2Tib #2HQM;@
BM; iQ BiX AMbi2/- Bi +M #2 `2;`/2/ b  KBtim`2 Q7 BMi2`/Bb+BTHBM`v
iQQHbfi2+?MB[m2b M/ +QKTmiiBQMH KQ/2HBM; iQ QKB+b Ubm+? b ;2MQKB+b-
T`Qi2QKB+b- K2i#QHQKB+bV /i (j)X
qBi?BM i?2 Hbi 72r v2`b- +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v ?b H2/ iQ i?2 ;2M2`iBQM
Q7 H`;2 KQmMib Q7 /i QM ;2M2b- T`Qi2BMb M/ i?2B` KQ/mHiBQM #v bKHH
KQH2+mH2bX *QK#BMBM; i?2b2 /i ivT2b M/ bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;v TT`Q+?2b
HHQrb BMp2biB;iBQM Q7 i?2 2z2+i Q7 bKHH KQH2+mH2b QM i?2 #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2K
(e)X  M2r }2H/ ?b i?mb 2K2`;2/ b  +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 BMi2;`iBM; +?2KB+H
#BQHQ;v rBi? bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;v- M/ Bb /2b+`B#2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 b bvbi2Kb
+?2KB+H #BQHQ;v (d)- bvbi2Kb T?`K+QHQ;v (3)- bvbi2Kb K2/B+BM2 (N)- Q`
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bvbi2Kb TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v (Ry)X Hi?Qm;? i?2 MK2b `2 /Bz2`2Mi- i?2v
HH 7Q+mb QM  bvbi2KiB+ mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2 BKT+i Q7 bKHH KQH2+mH2b
QM i?2 #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2K (k)X *?2KQBM7Q`KiB+b-  }2H/ r?B+? BMBiBHHv rb
BMi`Q/m+2/ BM RNN8 (RR) M/ MQr Bb r2HH BMi2;`i2/ BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v (k)- Bb
mb2/ iQ `2i`B2p2 M/ MHvx2 bKHH KQH2+mH2b 7`QK /i#b2bX
*QK#BMBM; +?2KQBM7Q`KiB+b iQQHb rBi? #BQHQ;B+H /i#b2b M/ bvbi2Kb
#BQHQ;v K2i?Q/b T`QpB/2b  TQbbB#BHBiv iQ mM/2`biM/ i?2 +QKTH2t `2HiBQMb?BT
#2ir22M +?2KB+Hb M/ i?2B` 2z2+ib QM HBpBM; bvbi2KbX
RXj _2T`2b2MiiBQM M/ `2i`B2pH Q7 +?2KB+H
+QKTQmM/b
*?2KB+H +QKTQmM/b +M #2 `2T`2b2Mi2/ BM KmHiBTH2 rvb- 7Q` 2tKTH2- 2Bi?2`
#v i`BpBH MK2b U2X;X- bTB`BMV Q` #v +?2KB+H MK2b U2X;X- k@+2iQtv#2MxQB+
+B/VX q?2M mbBM; +?2KB+H MK2b- +?2KB+H MQK2M+Him`2 `mH2b `2 mb2/ iQ
;2M2`i2 bvbi2KiB+ MK2b- MQ`KHHv #v 7QHHQrBM; i?2 biM/`/b /2}M2/ #v
i?2 AMi2`MiBQMH lMBQM Q7 Sm`2 M/ TTHB2/ *?2KBbi`v UAlS*VX
k. ;`T?B+H `2T`2b2MiiBQM Bb i?2 KQbi +QKKQM KQ/2 7Q` +?2KBbib
iQ `2T`2b2Mi  +?2KB+H +QKTQmM/X >2`2- BM/BpB/mH iQKb `2 /2TB+i2/
#v iQKB+ bvK#QHb M/ i?2 #QM/BM; 2H2+i`QMb /2TB+i2/ b HBM2bX h?2 k.
;`T?B+H `2T`2b2MiiBQM Bb  p2`v bBKTHB}2/ `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2 KQH2+mH2c
Bi QMHv 2tTHBMb i?2 iQTQHQ;v Q7 i?2 KQH2+mH2- BX2X- r?B+? iQKb `2 +QMM2+i2/
M/ i?`Qm;? r?B+? #QM/ ivT2bX 6Q` KQ`2 +QKTH2t `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2
KQH2+mH2b- j. ``M;2K2Mi UiQTQ;`T?vV +M #2 mb2/c i?Bb `2[mB`2b //B@
iBQMH BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 TQbBiBQM- M;H2 M/ /BbiM+2 #2ir22M 2+? iQKX
hQ KF2 Bi 2p2M KQ`2 +QKTH2t- 2H2+i`QbiiB+ TQi2MiBH +QmH/ #2 //2/ iQ j.
+?2KB+H `2T`2b2MiiBQMbX h?Bb ivT2 Q7 /2b+`BTiBQM Bb BKTQ`iMi iQ /2TB+i i?2
`2;BQM Q7 i?2 +?2KB+H bB;MB}+Mi 7Q` Bib `2+iBpBiv U6B;m`2 RXkVX am+? KQ/2b
Q7 `2T`2b2MiBM; +?2KB+Hb- ?Qr2p2`- `2 MQi +QKTmiiBQMHHv bmBi#H2 7Q`
b2`+?BM; i?`Qm;? /i#b2b M/ +QKT`BM; KBHHBQMb Q7 +QKTQmM/bX AMbi2/-
biM/`/b HBF2 aJAG1a- AM*?A M/ 6BM;2`T`BMib- Dmbi iQ K2MiBQM bQK2 Q7 i?2
KQbi +QKKQM QM2b- `2 mb2/ iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2 BM7Q`KiBQM
BM  ?B;?Hv +QKT`2bb2/ M/ bBKTHB}2/ MQiiBQMX aJAG1a UaBKTHB}2/ JQH2+@
mH` AMTmi GBM2 1Mi`v aT2+B}+iBQMV rb +`2i2/ #v .pB/ q2BMBM;2` BM RN3e
(Rk) M/ Bb MQr mb2/ 7Q` +QKT`2?2MbBp2 +?2KB+H MQK2M+Him`2X
h?2 aJAG1a MQK2M+Him`2 7QHHQrb e #bB+ `mH2b,
RX iQKb `2 b?QrM #v i?2B` iQKB+ bvK#QHb U* 7Q` *`#QM- P 7Q` Ptv;2M-
2i+VX
kX >v/`Q;2Mb `2 QKBii2/X
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jX L2B;?#Q`BM; iQKb `2 M2ti iQ 2+? Qi?2`X
9X .Qm#H2 M/ i`BTH2 #QM/b `2 b?QrM #v ǳ4Ǵ M/ ǳOǴ- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
8X "`M+?2b `2 b?QrM #v T`2Mi?2b2bX
eX *v+HB+ bi`m+im`2b `2 /2b+`B#2/ #v HHQ+iBM; /B;Bib iQ i?2 irQ ǳ+QM@
M2+iBM;Ǵ `BM; iQKbX
6B;m`2 RXkX .Bz2`2Mi rvb Q7 `2T`2b2MiBM;  +?2KB+H rBi? /Bz2`2Mi +QMi2Mib
Q7 bi`m+im`H BM7Q`KiBQMX 6`QK *?2KQBM7Q`KiB+b (Rj)
JMv /Bz2`2Mi aJAG1a bi`BM;b +M #2 r`Bii2M 7Q` i?2 bK2 bi`m+im`2X
h?Bb Bb  KDQ` /Bb/pMi;2 r?2M +QKT`BM; +?2KB+HbX 6Q` 2tKTH2-
6B;m`2 RXj b?Qrb i?2 k. bi`m+im`2 Q7 bTB`BM M/ irQ aJAG1a 7Q` i?2 bK2
bi`m+im`2X 6m`i?2`KQ`2-  bT2+BH 2ti2MbBQM Q7 aJAG1a- +HH2/ laJAG1a Q`
ǳlMB[m2 aJAG1aǴ +`2i2/ #v .vHB;?i (R9) mb2b M H;Q`Bi?K BM/2T2M/2Mi
Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH iQKB+ MmK#2`BM; M/ Hrvb 2Mbm`2b i?2 bK2 +MQMB+HR
R*MQMB+HBxiBQM Bb iQ biM/`/Bx2 M/ KF2 `mH2b 7Q` MmK#2`BM; Q7 iQKb BM i?2 +?2K@
B+H iQ 2Mbm`2 mMB[m2M2bbX Pi?2`rBb2- i?2 MmK#2`BM; Q7 i?2 bK2 KQH2+mH2- BM T`BM+BTH2-
+QmH/ #2 BM M5 /Bz2`2Mi +QK#BMiBQMb
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6B;m`2 RXjX hrQ /Bz2`2Mi rvb iQ r`Bi2  aJAG1 bi`BM; 7Q` i?2 k. +?2KB+H
bi`m+im`2 Q7 bTB`BMX
`2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2 bi`m+im`2X >Qr2p2`- MQi HH +?2KB+H /i#b2b i?i
BM+Hm/2 aJAG1a mb2 i?2 bK2 H;Q`Bi?K- M/ i?Bb +M H2/ iQ  /mTHB+iBQM
Q7 i?2 +?2KB+H r?2M BMi2;`iBM; /Bz2`2Mi /i#b2bX h?2 mMB[m2M2bb Q7 i?2
+?2KB+Hb +M #2 2Mbm`2/ B7 i?2B` j. bi`m+im`2b `2 pBH#H2X j. +QQ`/BMi2b
`2 BM+Hm/2/ BM a.6 }H2b- #mi +QMbB/2`#H2 +QKTmiBM; TQr2` M/ iBK2 rQmH/
#2 `2[mB`2/ iQ +QKT`2 i?QmbM/b Q7 +QKTQmM/b #b2/ QM i?2B` a.6k /iX
h?2`27Q`2- r?2M /2HBM; rBi? H`;2 /i#b2 BMi2;`iBQM- MQi?2` bBKTH2
`2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2 +?2KB+Hb Bb M22/2/ iQ KF2 i?2 +QKT`BbQM 72bB#H2 BM
 `2bQM#H2 KQmMi Q7 iBK2X
h?2 AlS* Q`;MBxiBQM- rBi? M BK iQ biM/`/Bx2 i?2 MQK2M+Him`2
BM +?2KBbi`v- ?b T`QpB/2/  biM/`/ rv Q7 2M+Q/BM; KQH2+mH` BM7Q`K@
iBQM BM  i2timH B/2MiB}2` +HH2/ AM*?A UAMi2`MiBQMH *?2KB+H A/2MiB}2`V-
r?B+? Bb MQr KBMiBM2/ #v i?2 MQM@T`Q}i Q`;MBxiBQM AM*?A h`mbi (R8)X
AM*?A +QMiBMb KQ`2 BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 +?2KB+H +QKT`2/ iQ aJAG1a
M/ Bi 2Mbm`2b i?i 2p2`v +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2 Bb ;Bp2M  mMB[m2 AM*?A bi`BM;
pB  i?`22@bi2T T`Q+2bb, MQ`KHBxiBQM U`2KQp2 `2/mM/Mi BM7Q`KiBQMV-
+MQMB+HBxiBQM M/ b2`BHBxiBQM U;2M2`iBM; i?2 bi`BM; Q7 +?`+i2`bVX h?2
AM*?A +M #2 +QKT`2bb2/ /QrM iQ  }t2/ H2M;i? Q7 k8 +?`+i2`b `272``2/ iQ
b i?2 AM*?AE2vX
h?2 AM*?A M/ AM*?AE2v #Qi? +QMiBM /Bz2`2Mi #HQ+Fb Q7 BM7Q`KiBQM
#Qmi i?2 +?2KB+HX h?2 }`bi #HQ+F UR9 H2ii2`bV BM AM*?AE2v +QMiBMb i?2
+QMM2+iBpBiv BM7Q`KiBQM 7Q` i?2 +?2KB+HX h?2 b2+QM/ #HQ+F +QMiBMb i?2
bi2`2Q+?2KBbi`v M/ BbQiQT2b BM7Q`KiBQM U3 H2ii2`bV- 7QHHQr2/ #v i?2 ~;
ka.6 biM/b 7Q` ai`m+im`2@.i 6BH2 M/ +QMiBMb 2+? bi`m+im`2 BM JQH}H2 7Q`Ki rBi?
BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 iQKb- #QM/b- +QMM2+iBpBiv M/ +QQ`/BMi2bX
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6B;m`2 RX9X AM*?B M/ AM*?BE2v `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 bTB`BMX 6B;m`2 7`QK
AlS* (Re)
+?`+i2` 7Q` i?2 AM*?A ivT2 M/ p2`bBQM MmK#2`X h?2 Hbi +?`+i2` BM/B@
+i2b i?2 MmK#2` Q7 T`QiQMb- r?2`2 ǳLǴ biM/b 7Q` M2mi`H U6B;m`2 RX9VX
AM*?AE2v Bb- iQ /i2- i?2 KQbi QTiBKH rv iQ b2`+? i?`Qm;?  H`;2
MmK#2` Q7 +?2KB+Hb p2`v [mB+FHv r?BH2 2Mbm`BM; i?i i?2 +QKTQmM/b `2
mMB[m2X h?Bb Bb  M2+2bb`v 72im`2 r?2M /2HBM; rBi? H`;2 +?2KB+H /i#b2
BMi2;`iBQMX
1pHmiBQM Q7 +?2KB+H bBKBH`Biv
oB`imH b+`22MBM; Q7 H`;2 /i#b2b `2[mB`2b  /Bz2`2Mi `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2
+?2KB+Hb bQ b iQ 2M#H2 7bi +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M +?2KB+HbX 6BM;2`T`BMib
Bb M K#B;mQmb rv Q7 `2T`2b2MiBM; +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2b M/ Bb  rB/2Hv
mb2/ K2i?Q/ 7Q` 2{+B2Mi b2`+? Q7 bBKBH` +QKTQmM/bX 6BM;2`T`BMib mb2b 
7`;K2Mi HB#``v Q7 +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2b M/ 72im`2b- r?2`2 2+? 7`;K2Mi
+M #2 T`2b2Mi2/ b  #BM`v bi`BM; Q7 ǳRǴ M/ ǴyǴ- BM/B+iBM; T`2b2M+2 Q`
#b2M+2 Q7 i?2 7`;K2Mi BM i?2 +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2- `2bT2+iBp2Hv U6B;m`2 RX8VX
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6B;m`2 RX8X 6BM;2`T`BMi `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 bTB`BMX "2Mx2M2 `BM; M/ *4P
;`QmT T`2b2Mi BM i?2 7`;K2Mi HB#``v BM/B+i2/ rBi? MmK#2` R BM i?2 }M;2`@
T`BMi bi`BM;X
h?2 #BM`v bi`BM; +M p`v /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 ivT2 Q7 }M;2`T`BMi M/ ?b 
ivTB+H H2M;i? #2ir22M R8yĜk8yy #BibX h?2 J**a }M;2`T`BMi Bb  TQTmH`
k. bi`m+im`2 #b2/ }M;2`T`BMi rBi?  H2M;i? Q7 Ree@#Bib /2p2HQT2/ #v J.G
AM7Q`KiBQM avbi2K (Rd)X b Bi QMHv ?b Ree 72im`2b BM i?2 7`;K2Mi HB#``v-
Bi /2b+`B#2b i?2 +?2KB+Hb BM  ;2M2`H rvX h?Bb 2M#H2b Bi iQ +Tim`2 KMv
bBKBH` +QKTQmM/b mbBM;  ?B;? bBKBH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RX8 aB/2 2z2+ib
aB/2@2z2+ib `2 mMBMi2M/2/ 2z2+ib Q7  /`m; i?i `2 b2+QM/`v iQ Bib i?2`@
T2miB+ 2z2+iX LQ`KHHv- bB/2@2z2+ib `2 mM/2bB`2/ 2z2+ib- #mi i?2v +M
bQK2iBK2b HbQ #2 #2M2}+BHX h?2b2 #2M2}+BH 2z2+ib +M Q7i2M #2 2tTHQBi2/
7Q` /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM;X PM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi 7KQmb 2tKTH2b Q7 /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM;
Bb S}x2`Ƕb bBH/2M}H UoB;`V r?B+? Q`B;BMHHv rb mM/2` /2p2HQTK2Mi 7Q` i?2
i`2iK2Mi Q7 ?vT2`i2MbBQMX  bB/2@2z2+i Q7 i?2 /`m; rb Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 7Q`K
Q7 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 T2MBH2 2`2+iBQMb M/ rb 7QmM/ iQ #2 +mb2/ #v i?2 BM?B@
#BiBQM Q7 +:JS bT2+B}+ T?QbT?Q/B2bi2`b2 ivT2 8 US.18VX h?Bb bB/2@2z2+i
i?2M #2+K2 i?2 7Q+mb Q7 i?2 bim/v 7Q` i?2 i`2iK2Mi Q7 2`2+iBH2 /vb7mM+iBQM
(j3)X
aB/2@2z2+ib Kv Q++m` 2Bi?2` /m2 iQ i?2 BMpQHp2K2Mi Q7  bBM;H2 /`m; i`@
;2i BM KmHiBTH2 +2HHmH` 7mM+iBQMb Q` /m2 iQ i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 /`m; QM KmHiBTH2
/`m; i`;2ibX  bim/v #v "`Qmr2`b 2i HX (jN) b?Qrb i?i e9W Q7 bB/2@2z2+i
bBKBH`BiB2b r2`2 `2Hi2/ iQ Qp2`HTTBM; /`m; i`;2ib- r?BH2 8X3 W Q7 bB/2@2z2+i
bBKBH`BiB2b r2`2 /m2 iQ T`Qi2BM i`;2ib i?i r2`2 +HQb2` iQ;2i?2` BM i?2 ?m@
KM T`Qi2BM@T`Qi2BM M2irQ`FbX S`Qi2BM M2irQ`Fb `2 ǴbKHH rQ`H/ M2irQ`FbǴ-
r?B+? K2Mb i?i Mv irQ `M/QK T`Qi2BMb rQmH/ #2 +QMM2+i2/ pB Ti?b Q7
QMHv  72r T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMbX h?Bb Bb BKTQ`iMi 7Q`  7bi +QKKmMB+iBQM
#2ir22M T`Qi2BMb M/ HbQ 7Q` KFBM; i?2 M2irQ`F KQ`2 `2bBHB2Mi UBX2X- `Q#mbiV
iQ +?M;2b BM i?2 2ti2`MH +QM/BiBQMb (9y)X qBi? M 2t+2TiBQM Q7 MiB@+M+2`
/`m;b- Bi Bb +`m+BH /m`BM; /`m; /2p2HQTK2Mi iQ pQB/ i`;2iBM; T`Qi2BMb rBi?
b2p2`H BMi2`+iBQMb UHbQ +HH2/ T`Qi2BM@?m#bV iQ pQB/ mMrMi2/ bB/2 2z2+ib
(9R)X  bim/v #v qM; 2i HX (9k) b?Qrb i?i iQQ b?Q`i  /BbiM+2 #2ir22M
/`m;@i`;2ib M/ /Bb2b2@;2M2b BM ?mKM bB;MHBM; M2irQ`Fb +M +mb2 bB;MB7@
B+MiHv KQ`2 bB/2@2z2+ib M/ H2/ iQ KQ`2 /`m;b #2BM; rBi?/`rMX
h?2 /2i2+iBQM Q7 bB/2@2z2+ib #v 2tT2`BK2MiH K2i?Q/b `2[mB`2b b+`22MBM;
Q7  H`;2 MmK#2` Q7 TQi2MiBH Qz@i`;2ib- r?B+? Bb #Qi? iBK2 +QMbmKBM; M/
+QbiHvX >Qr2p2`- bB/2@2z2+ib +M #2 T`2/B+i2/ #v M2irQ`F@#b2/ K2i?Q/bX
 MmK#2` Q7 bB/2@2z2+i M2irQ`Fb M/ /`m;@i`;2iĜ@bB/2@2z2+i M2irQ`Fb ?p2
#22M +QMbi`m+i2/ BM i?2 Hbi 72r v2`bX *KTBHHQb 2i HX (k3) +QMbi`m+i2/
 bB/2@2z2+i bBKBH`Biv M2irQ`F Q7 /`m;b M/ mb2/ i?Bb M2irQ`F iQ B/2MiB7v
RX8X aA.1 1661*ha R8
MQp2H /`m;@i`;2ib 7Q` FMQrM /`m;bX uM; 2i HX (9j) +QMbi`m+i2/  /`m;@
i`;2iĜbB/2@2z2+i M2irQ`F mbBM; Rek /`m;b- 2+? +mbBM; i H2bi QM2 b2`BQmb
bB/2@2z2+i- M/ i?2B` #BM/BM; bi`2M;i?b KQM; 398 T`Qi2BM i`;2ibX h?2 M@
HvbBb b?Qr2/  bBKBH` i`;2i T`Q}H2 7Q` bBKBH` b2`BQmb bB/2@2z2+ibX h?2v +QM@
}`K2/ i?2 T`Qi2BM J>* A b i?2 TQbbB#H2 i`;2i 7Q` i?2 bmH7QMKB/2@BM/m+2/
bB/2@2z2+i Q7 iQtB+ 2TB/2`KH M2+`QHvbBb X PT`2 2i HX (99) mb2/ /22T /i
KBMBM; Q7 /`m;@i`;2i BMi2`+iBQMb +QK#BM2/ rBi? i2ti KBMBM; Q7 /`m; T+F@
;2 BMb2`ibfQMHBM2 `2TQbBiQ`B2b iQ +QMbi`m+i bB/2@2z2+i M2irQ`Fb rBi? +HBMB+H
+QKTQmM/ T`Q}H2bX JBxmiMB 2i HX (98) mb2/ +Q``2HiBQM MHvbBb Q7 /`m;@
i`;2i #BM/BM; T`Q}H2b M/ bB/2 2z2+i T`Q}H2b iQ b?Qr i?i i?2 +H+mHi2/
M/ +Q``2Hi2/ b2ib r2`2 bB;MB}+MiHv 2M`B+?2/ rBi? T`Qi2BMb i?i r2`2 BM@
pQHp2/ BM bK2 #BQHQ;B+H Ti?rvbX AM MQi?2` bim/v- GQmMFBM2 2i HX (9e)
+QMbi`m+i2/  /`m;@i`;2iĜbB/2@2z2+i M2irQ`F 7`QK +?2KB+H bBKBH`Biv #b2/
T`2/B+iBQMb Q7 Qz@i`;2i M/ bB/2@2z2+ibX h?2 M2irQ`F rb mb2/ iQ T`2/B+i









G`;2@b+H2 /i BMi2;`iBQM Bb MQi  i`BpBH ibF 2bT2+BHHv r?2M /2HBM;
rBi? /Bz2`2Mi bQm`+2b i?i ?p2 /Bz2`2Mi biM/`/BxiBQMX h?2 T`Q#H2K
TT2`b r?2M /2HBM; rBi? aJAG1a- b /2b+`B#2/ BM b2+iBQM RXj- r?2`2 i?2`2
`2 /Bz2`2Mi rvb Q7 r`BiBM; aJAG1a MQiiBQMX hQ 2Mbm`2 mMB[m2M2bb- r2
+QMp2`i2/ HH pBH#H2 +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2b BMiQ M AM*?AE2v A.X q?2M i?2
+?2KB+H bi`m+im`2b r2`2 MQi pBH#H2- 7Q` 2tKTH2 b M a.6 }H2- r2 ?/ iQ
`2Hv QM Qi?2` rvb Q7 +QMp2`iBM; i?2 +?2KB+H BM7Q`KiBQM iQ Qm` A.X >2`2-
r2 `2HB2/ QM KTTBM; i?2 +?2KB+H MQK2M+Him`2- +QKKQM MK2 Q` /`m;
MK2 iQ Qm` A. pB Qi?2` /i#b2 A.b bm+? b i?2 Sm#*?2K A. U*A.V-
.`m;"MF A.- Q` S?`K:E" A.X
lMB[m2M2bb Q7 i?2 +?2KB+Hb Bb MQi i?2 QMHv T`Q#H2K BM +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v
/i BMi2;`iBQMX h?2`2 `2 HbQ T`Q#H2Kb +QM+2`MBM; T`Qi2BM M/ ;2M2 A.bX
JTTBM; ;2M2 A. iQ T`Qi2BM A. Bb MQi  QM2@iQ@QM2 `2HiBQMb?BTX :2M2b +M
2M+Q/2 7Q` KmHiBTH2 T`Qi2BMb #v i?2 K2Mb Q7 Hi2`MiBp2 bTHB+BM; (9d)X AM
+b2b r?2`2 r2 QMHv ?/ ;2M2 A.b i?i r2`2 KTT2/ iQ KmHiBTH2 T`Qi2BMb-
r2 QMHv BM+Hm/2/ i?2 ;2M2 A.X >Qr2p2`- r?2M2p2` TQbbB#H2- r2 KTT2/ #Qi?
;2M2 M/ T`Qi2BM A.bX
AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +?Ti2` k- r2 /2b+`B#2 *?2KS`Qi-  /i#b2 b2`pB+2 i?i
BMi2;`i2b H`;2@b+H2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i rBi? +QKTH2t /Bb2b2 M2irQ`Fb
M/ Bb  `2bQm`+2 7Q` MMQii2/ M/ T`2/B+i2/ +?2KB+H@T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMbX
*?2KS`Qi MQi QMHv HHQrb 2Hm+B/iBQM Q7 i?2 2z2+ib Q7  +QKTQmM/ QM i?2
RN
ky *>Sh1_ kX *>1JA*G "APGP:u .h ALh1:_hAPL
/Bb2b2 M2irQ`Fb- #mi HbQ +M #2 mb27mH BM B/2MiB}+iBQM Q7 ;2M2b i?i Kv
THv  `QH2 BM KQ/mHiBM; i?2 +?2KB+H `2bTQMb2 iQ i?i +QKTQmM/X
h?2 mb27mHM2bb Q7 Qm` rQ`F +M #2 b22M BM i#H2 kXk- r?2`2 9 `iB+H2b ?p2
+Bi2/ i?2 mb2 Q7 *?2KS`Qi b2`p2` BM i?2B` MHvb2bX b Q7 LQp2K#2` kyRk-
*?2KS`Qi ?b HbQ #22M +Bi2/ #v R9 Qi?2` `iB+H2bX
q2 T`2b2Mi M mT/i2 Q7 i?2 *?2KS`Qi /i#b2 BM `iB+H2 k- r?2`2 r2
/2b+`B#2 i?2 //BiBQM Q7  M2r BMi2`7+2 i?i HHQrb pBbmHBxiBQM Q7 i?2 BMi2`@
+iBQMb BM  ?2iKTX Pi?2` BKTQ`iMi 72im`2b //2/ BM i?Bb mT/i2 `2 M2r
b2`+? QTiBQMb- BMi2`+iBp2 +QKTH2t /Bb2b2 M2irQ`F- a1 BKTH2K2MiiBQM
M/ M QTiBQM iQ /QrMHQ/ i?2 2ti`+i2/ /i 7Q` 7m`i?2` MHvbBbX hQ;2i?2`-
i?2b2 M2r 72im`2b T`QpB/2  mb2`@7`B2M/Hv BMi2`7+2 7Q` /i 2ti`+iBQMX
h#H2 kXR b?Qrb i?2 mT/i2 biiBbiB+b 7`QK *?2KS`Qi p2`bBQM R iQ
*?2KS`Qi p2`bBQM kX M Qp2`pB2r 7Q` 2+? /i#b2 rBi? K2bm`2K2Mib-
BMi2`+iBQMb- +QKTQmM/b- mMBT`Qi M/ 2Mb2K#H MmK#2`bX
kXR S`Qi2BM@S`Qi2BM AMi2`+iBQM /i
"BQHQ;B+H `2b2`+? i +2HH- KQH2+mH`- bi`m+im`H- #BQ+?2KBbi`v- M/ #BQ@
T?vbB+H H2p2Hb ?b- 7Q` /2+/2b- T`Q/m+2/ BM/BbT2Mb#H2 BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi
7mM+iBQMb M/ T`QT2`iB2b Q7 BM/BpB/mH T`Qi2BMbX h?2b2 `2 MQr biQ`2/ BM
2ti2MbBp2Hv +m`i2/ /i#b2b HBF2 i?2 lMBp2`bH S`Qi2BM _2bQm`+2 UlMBS`QiV
(93)X b T`Qi2BMb ``2Hv +i HQM2 #mi `i?2` b +QKTH2t2b Q7 T`Qi2BMb-
Bi Bb M2+2bb`v iQ bim/v i?2b2 T`Qi2BM@T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb USSAbV BM Q`/2`
iQ mM/2`biM/ bQK2 Q7 i?2 +QKTH2t KQH2+mH` `2HiBQMb?BTb rBi?BM HBpBM;
Q`;MBbKbX  +QKTH2i2 b2i Q7 SSAb i?i +M Q++m` BM  HBpBM; Q`;MBbK Bb
i2`K2/ i?2 BMi2`+iQK2 (9N)X M mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 BMi2`+iQK2b rQmH/ #2
?2HT7mH BM `2p2HBM; T`Qi2BM 7mM+iBQMb M/ HbQ BM ;BMBM; M mM/2`biM/BM;
Q7 T?2MQivT2b M/ +QKTH2t /Bb2b2bX
h?2 KQbi +QKKQMHv mb2/ 2tT2`BK2MiH K2i?Q/b iQ B/2MiB7v SSAb `2
v2bi irQ@?v#`B/ bvbi2K Uuk>V (8y) M/ iM/2K {MBiv Tm`B}+iBQM Uh"V
7QHHQr2/ #v Kbb bT2+i`QK2i`v UJaV (8R)X
h?2 ?mKM BMi2`+iQK2 (8k)- KBMiBM2/ i *"a- +QK#BM2b T`Qi2BM@
T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM M2irQ`F 2tT2`BK2Mib 7`QK #Qi? ?mKM M/ KQ/2H Q`@
;MBbKb U9NV- M/ BM+Hm/2b /i 2ti`+i2/ 7`QK /i#b2b bm+? b JALh
(8j)- "AL. (89)- :_A. (88)- >S_. (8e)- AMi+i (8d)- .AS (83)- S.w#b2 (8N)-
_2+iQK2 (ey)- M/ E1:: (eR)X 6Hb2 TQbBiBp2b BM i?2 SSAb `2 +QKKQM
/m2 iQ i?2 2``Q`@T`QM2 Mim`2 Q7 i?2 ?B;?@i?`Qm;?Tmi 2tT2`BK2Mib mb2/ 7Q`
kXRX S_Ph1AL@S_Ph1AL ALh1_*hAPL .h kR
i?2B` /2i2+iBQMX h?2`27Q`2- HH /i BM i?2 *"a BMi2`+iQK2 ?b #22M ;Bp2M
b+Q`2b M/ pHB/i2/ ;BMbi  ;QH/ biM/`/ iQ `2KQp2 bm+? 7Hb2@TQbBiBp2
BMi2`+iBQMb (ek)X
>mKM /Bb2b2 +QKTH2t2b
>mKM /Bb2b2 +QKTH2t2b r2`2 +`2i2/ #v KBMBM; 7Q` /Bb2b2@`2Hi2/ T`Qi2BMb
7`QK :2M2*`/b-  /i#b2 Q7 ?mKM ;2M2b i?i T`QpB/2b ;2MQKB+ `2Hi2/
BM7Q`KiBQM QM HH FMQrM M/ T`2/B+i2/ ?mKM ;2M2b (ej) M/ PJAJ- M
QT2M bQm`+2 /i#b2 7Q+mbBM; QM i?2 `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M ;2MQivT2 M/
T?2MQivT2 (e9)X am#b2[m2MiHv SSAb r2`2 TTHB2/ 7`QK i?2 *"a BMi2`+iQK2
(e8)X G;2 2i HX (8k) ;2M2`i2/ R8k9 /Bb2b2@bbQ+Bi2/ T`Qi2BM +QKTH2t2b
M/ MHvx2/ i?2K i?`Qm;? 8 /Bz2`2Mi bQm`+2b Q7 BM7Q`KiBQMX h?2v +H+m@
Hi2/ T@pHm2b bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? 2+? /Bb2b2- r?B+? `2T`2b2Mib i?2 2M`B+?K2Mi
Q7 T`Qi2BMb 7`QK i?Bb /Bb2b2 BM i?2 T`iB+mH` +QKTH2tX AM "BQHK (ee)-
i?2 `2H2pM+2 b+Q`2b `2 #b2/ QM i?2 +Q@Q++m``2M+2 UBM J2/HBM2 /Q+mK2MibV
Q7 +QKTH2t@`2Hi2/ /Bb2b2@i2`Kb rBi? i?2 ;2M2b BM i?2 +QKTH2tX h?2 KQ`2
i?2 ;2M2Ĝ/Bb2b2@i2`K TB` +Q@Q++m``2M+2b Q#b2`p2/- i?2 ?B;?2` i?2 Ǵr2B;?ibǴ
pHm2X :P U;2M2 QMiQHQ;vV #BQHQ;B+H T`Q+2bb M/ :P +2HHmH` +QKTQM2Mi
bQm`+2b r2`2 mb2/ iQ 2Mbm`2 i?i i?2 +QKTH2t2b r2`2 #BQHQ;B+HHv `2H2pMi
2MiBiB2bX h?2 2M`B+?K2Mi Q7 :P i2`Kb U#BQHQ;B+H T`Q+2bb M/ +2HHmH` +QK@
TQM2MiV rb +QKT`2/ iQ `M/QKHv ;2M2`i2/ +QKTH2t2bX >mKM S`Qi2BM
iHb U>SV (ed) bQm`+2 rb mb2/ iQ 2M`B+? i?2 T`Qi2BMb +Q@Q++m``BM; BM i?2
bK2 iBbbm2b M/ rb /2i2`KBM2/ mbBM; ?B;? [mHBiv KMmHHv +m`i2/ BK@
KmMQ?BbiQ+?2KBbi`v /iX h?2 2M`B+?K2Mi rb ;BM +QKT`2/ iQ `M/QKHv
;2M2`i2/ +QKTH2t2bX 6BMHHv- K_L 2tT`2bbBQM rb mb2/ iQ KT +QKTH2t2b
iQ iBbbm2b mbBM; i?2 2tT`2bbBQM /i 7`QK dj MQM@/Bb2b2/ iBbbm2b 7`QK i?2
LQp`iBb `2b2`+? 7QmM/iBQM ;2M2 2tT`2bbBQM /i#b2 (e3)X h?2 ?B;?2` i?2
x@b+Q`2- i?2 KQ`2 i?2 iBbbm2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 +QKTH2t Q7 T`Qi2BMbX






























































































































































































































kXRX S_Ph1AL@S_Ph1AL ALh1_*hAPL .h kj
_27X +iB+H2 iBiH2 *QKK2Mi
(eN) TTHB+iBQM Q7 *QKTmiiBQMH avbi2Kb "BQHQ;v iQ
1tTHQ`2 1MpB`QMK2MiH hQtB+Biv >x`/b
h?2v 2ti`+i2/ +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM
bbQ+BiBQM M2irQ`Fb 7Q` 2+? ..h
BbQK2` M/ Bib K2i#QHBi2b mbBM;
*?2KS`QiX
(dy) MHvbBb Q7 *QKK2`+BH M/ Sm#HB+ "BQ+iBpBiv
.i#b2bX
*Bi2/
(dR) bb2bbBM; .`m; h`;2i bbQ+BiBQM lbBM; a2KM@
iB+ GBMF2/ .i
*Bi2/
(99) bbQ+BiBM; .`m;b- h`;2ib M/ *HBMB+H Pmi@
+QK2b BMiQ M AMi2;`i2/ L2irQ`F zQ`/b  L2r
SHi7Q`K 7Q` *QKTmi2`@B/2/ .`m; _2Tm`TQbBM;
*Bi2/
(dk) bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M +?2KB+H Tii2`M BM #`2bi
KBHF M/ +QM;2MBiH +`vTiQ`+?B/BbK, KQ/2HHBM; Q7
+QKTH2t ?mKM 2tTQbm`2bX
h?2 iQT bB;MB}+Mi +?2KB+Hb r2`2
+QKTmiiBQMHHv b+`22M2/ ;BMbi
*?2KS`Qi
(dj) "+F iQ i?2 _QQib, S`2/B+iBQM Q7 "BQHQ;B+HHv +@
iBp2 Lim`H S`Q/m+ib 7`QK vm`p2/ h`/BiBQMH
J2/B+BM2
h?2 +?2KB+H bT+2 Q7 vm`p2/
LSb rBi? FMQrM #BQHQ;B+H +iBpBiv
rb +Tim`2/ #v KTTBM; i?2 +QK@
TQmM/b ;BMbi *?2KS`Qi
(d9) *?2KB+H bi`m+im`H MQp2Hiv, QM@i`;2ib M/ Qz@
i`;2ibX
*Bi2/
(d8) A/2MiB7vBM; LQp2H .`m; AM/B+iBQMb i?`Qm;? miQ@
Ki2/ _2bQMBM;X
*Bi2/
(de) .`m;GQ;Bi, GQ;BbiB+ .Bb+`BKBMiBQM "2ir22M
.`m;b M/ LQM@/`m;b AM+Hm/BM; .Bb2b2@
aT2+B}+Biv #v bbB;MBM; S`Q##BHBiB2b "b2/
QM JQH2+mH` S`QT2`iB2bX
*Bi2/
(dd) JTTBM; i?2 ;2MQK2 Q7 SHbKQ/BmK 7H+BT`mK
QM i?2 /`m;@HBF2 +?2KB+H bT+2 `2p2Hb MQp2H MiB@
KH`BH i`;2ib M/ TQi2MiBH /`m; H2/b
AM7Q`KiBQM QM +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM
BMi2`+iBQMb rb 2ti`+i2/ 7`QK
*?2KS`Qi
(d3) LQp2H +QKTmiiBQMH TT`Q+?2b iQ TQHvT?`K@
+QHQ;v b  K2Mb iQ /2}M2 `2bTQMb2b iQ BM/BpB/mH
/`m;bX
*Bi2/
(dN) _MFBM; h`MbBiBp2 *?2KB+H@.Bb2b2 AM72`2M+2b
lbBM; GQ+H L2irQ`F hQTQHQ;v BM i?2 *QKT`@
iBp2 hQtB+Q;2MQKB+b .i#b2X
*Bi2/
(k) ai`m+im`2 M/ /vMKB+b Q7 KQH2+mH` M2irQ`Fb, 
MQp2H T`/B;K Q7 /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX  +QKT`2?2M@
bBp2 `2pB2rX
*Bi2/
(3y) avbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v M/ i?2 a2KMiB+ q2#,
r?i i?2v K2M 7Q` i?2 7mim`2 Q7 /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v
`2b2`+X?
*Bi2/
(3R) h?2 BKT+i Q7 M2irQ`F #BQHQ;v BM T?`K+QHQ;v
M/ iQtB+QHQ;vX
*Bi2/
(3k) h?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 BMi2;`iBM; aLS M/ +?2KBM@
7Q`KiB+b `2bQm`+2b iQ T?`K+Q;2MQKB+bX
*Bi2/
(3j) h?2 `QH2 Q7 +QKTmiiBQMH K2i?Q/b BM i?2 B/2MiB@
}+iBQM Q7 #BQ+iBp2 +QKTQmM/bX
*Bi2/
(39) oB`imH AMi2`+iQKB+b Q7 S`Qi2BMb 7`QK "BQ+?2KB@
+H aiM/TQBMiX
*Bi2/
h#H2 kXkX b Q7 LQp2K#2` kyRk R3 `iB+H2b ?p2 +Bi2/ i?2 *?2KS`Qi
/i#b2- Q7 r?B+? 9 TT2`b ?p2 mb2/ BM7Q`KiBQM BM i?2B` MHvbBb
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ST2` A
*?2KS`Qi,  /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v
/i#b2
PHBpB2` h#Qm`2m1- aQMMv EBK LB2Hb2M1- E`BM2 m/Qmx21-
LBHb q2BM?QH/1- .MB2H 1/b; `/1- 6`M+Bb+Q aX _Q[m21- A`2M2
EQmbFQmKp2FFB1- HBM "Q`2- _KQM *m`TM2- h?QKb aFǠi
C2Mb2M1- aǠ`2M "`mMF1 M/ hm/Q` AX PT`21,3
Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- UkyRRV jN UbmTTH RV, .jed@.jdkX /QB, RyXRyNjfM`f;F[Nye
1.2T`iK2Mi Q7 avbi2Kb "BQHQ;v .hl- "mBH/BM; ky3- *2Mi2` 7Q` "BQHQ;B+H a2@
[m2M+2 MHvbBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- GvM;#v- k3yy- .2MK`F-
2.2T`iK2Mi Q7 *QKTmiiBQMH *?2KBbi`v- AMbiBimi2 Q7 *?2KBbi`v- _QKMBM
+/2Kv- hBKBbQ` jyykkj- _QKMB M/ 3.2T`iK2Mi Q7 "BQ+?2KBbi`v M/
JQH2+mH` "BQHQ;v- .BpBbBQM Q7 "BQ+QKTmiBM;- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 L2r J2tB+Q a+?QQH
Q7 J2/B+BM2- H#m[m2`[m2- L2r J2tB+Q 3dRjR- la
ke *>Sh1_ kX *>1JA*G "APGP:u .h ALh1:_hAPL
#bi`+i
avbi2Kb T?`K+QHQ;v Bb M 2K2`;2Mi `2 i?i bim/B2b /`m; +iBQM +`Qbb
KmHiBTH2 b+H2b Q7 +QKTH2tBiv- 7`QK KQH2+mH` M/ +2HHmH` iQ iBbbm2 M/ Q`;M@
BbK H2p2HbX h?2`2 Bb  +`BiB+H M22/ iQ /2p2HQT M2irQ`F@#b2/ TT`Q+?2b iQ
BMi2;`i2 i?2 ;`QrBM; #Q/v Q7 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v FMQrH2/;2 rBi? M2irQ`F #BQH@
Q;vX >2`2- r2 `2TQ`i *?2KS`Qi-  /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2- r?B+? Bb
#b2/ QM  +QKTBHiBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2 +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM MMQiiBQM `2bQm`+2b- b
r2HH b /Bb2b2@bbQ+Bi2/ T`Qi2BMĜ T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb USSAbVX q2 bb2K#H2/
KQ`2 i?M dyyXyyy mMB[m2 +?2KB+Hb rBi? #BQHQ;B+H MMQiiBQM 7Q` jyX8d3
T`Qi2BMbX q2 ;i?2`2/ Qp2` k KBHHBQM +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb- r?B+?
r2`2 BMi2;`i2/ BM  [mHBiv b+Q`2/ ?mKM SSA M2irQ`F Q7 9k3X9kN BMi2`+@
iBQMbX h?2 SSA M2irQ`F Hv2` HHQrb 7Q` bim/vBM; /Bb2b2 M/ iBbbm2 bT2+B}+Biv
i?`Qm;? 2+? T`Qi2BM +QKTH2tX *?2KS`Qi +M bbBbi BM i?2 BM bBHB+Q 2pHm@
iBQM Q7 2MpB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+Hb- Mim`H T`Q/m+ib M/ TT`Qp2/ /`m;b- b
r2HH b i?2 b2H2+iBQM Q7 M2r +QKTQmM/b #b2/ QM i?2B` +iBpBiv T`Q}H2 ;BMbi
KQbi FMQrM #BQHQ;B+H i`;2ib- BM+Hm/BM; i?Qb2 `2Hi2/ iQ /p2`b2 /`m; 2p2MibX
_2bmHib 7`QK i?2 /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2 bbQ+Bi2 +BiHQT`K- M
MiB/2T`2bbMi- rBi? Qbi2Q;2M2bBb BKT2`72+i M/ H2mF2KB M/ #BbT?2MQH -
M 2M/Q+`BM2 /Bb`mTiQ`- rBi? +2`iBM ivT2b Q7 +M+2`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 b2`p2`
+M #2 ++2bb2/ i ?iiT,ffrrrX+#bX/imX/Ff b2`pB+2bf*?2KS`QifX
AMi`Q/m+iBQM
h?2 QH/ /`m; /2bB;M T`/B;K- BX2X /`m;b BMi2`+i b2H2+iBp2Hv rBi? QM2 Q`
irQ i`;2ib UT`Qi2BMbV- `2bmHiBM; BM i`2iK2Mi M/ T`2p2MiBQM Q7 /Bb2b2- Bb
MQr +?HH2M;2/ #v b2p2`H bim/B2b i?i b?Qr KQbi /`m;b BMi2`+iBM; rBi?
KmHiBTH2 i`;2ib UǵTQHvT?`K+QHQ;vǶV (38- 3e)X 6Q` 2tKTH2- +2H2+QtB#- Q7i2M
+QMbB/2`2/  b2H2+iBp2 +v+HQQtv;2Mb2@k MQM@bi2`QB/H MiB@BM~KKiQ`v /`m;
ULaA.V- ?b #22M /Q+mK2Mi2/ iQ #2 +iBp2 QM i H2bi irQ //BiBQMH i`@
;2ib- MK2Hv +`#QMB+ M?v/`b2 AA M/ 8@HBTQtv;2Mb2 (3d)X _QbB;HBixQM2-
r?B+? ?b #22M mb2/ 7Q` i?2 i`2iK2Mi Q7 ivT2 AA /B#2i2b K2HHBimb- MQi QMHv
biBKmHi2b i?2 T2`QtBbQK2 T`QHB72`iQ` +iBpi2/ `2+2TiQ` ;- #mi HbQ #HQ+Fb BM@
i2`72`QM ;KK@BM/m+2/ +?2KQFBM2 2tT`2bbBQM BM :`p2b /Bb2b2 Q` QT?i?H@
KQTi?v (33)X SQHvT?`K+QHQ;v Bb MQi Hrvb #2M2}+BH- b Bi Q7i2M +mb2b
bB/2 2z2+ib, *BbT`B/2- r?B+? +ib b  b2`QiQM2`;B+ 8@>h9 `2+2TiQ` ;QMBbi-
b r2HH b bi2KBxQH2- r?B+? #HQ+Fb ?BbiKBM2 >R `2+2TiQ`b U>R_bV- ?p2 #Qi?
#22M rBi?/`rM 7`QK HH K`F2ib /m2 iQ i?2 `BbF Q7 7iH +`/B+ ``?vi?KB
bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2B` #HQ+F/2 Q7 i?2 ?1_: TQibbBmK BQM +?MM2H- M mMM@
iB+BTi2/ M/ mM/2bB`#H2 ǵMiB@i`;2iǶ bbQ+Bi2/ iQ Zh T`QHQM;iBQM M/
ǵiQ`b/2b /2 TQBMi2bǶ (3N)X >Qr2p2`- ǵi`;2iǶ M/ ǵMiB@i`;2ibǶ `2 /vMKB+
ii`B#mi2b- b 2t2KTHB}2/ #v i?2 +b2 Q7 >R_ Mi;QMBbib M/ i?2B` UBMV#BHBiv
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iQ +?B2p2 +HBMB+HHv bB;MB}+Mi H2p2Hb BM i?2 #`BM- BM~m2M+2/ #v i?2 hS@
#BM/BM; +bb2ii2 i`MbTQ`i2` "*"R UHbQ FMQrM b S@;Hv+QT`Qi2BMV- r?B+?
2|mt2b bQK2 Q7 i?2b2 /`m;b 7`QK i?2 #`BM (Ny)X +[mB`BM; FMQrH2/;2 Q7 i?2
+QKTH2i2 T?`K+QHQ;v T`Q}H2 ?b BMbTB`2/ M2r bi`i2;B2b iQ T`2/B+i M/ iQ
+?`+i2`Bx2 /`m;@i`;2i bbQ+BiBQMb BM Q`/2` iQ BKT`Qp2 i?2 bm++2bb `i2b
Q7 +m``2Mi /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v T`/B;Kb- BX2X BM+`2b2 i?2 2{++v M/ `2/m+2
iQtB+Biv M/ /p2`b2 2z2+ib (3e)X
b H`;2@b+H2 +?2KB+H #BQ+iBpBiv /i#b2b `2 #2BM; bb2K#H2/- i?2
TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v UBX2X ?B;? {MBiv #BQ+iBpBiv +`Qbb `2Hi2/ i`;2ibV M/
T`QKBb+mBiv UBX2X HQr {MBiv +`Qbb KmHiBTH2 7KBHB2bV Q7 +?2KB+Hb `2 2t@
TM/BM; i?2 +?2KB+H bT+2 7Q` /`m;;#H2 i`;2ib (jk)X h?2b2 bim/B2b `2
Q7i2M 7Q+mb2/ QM bT2+B}+ T`Qi2BM 7KBHB2b- bm+? b :@T`Qi2BM +QmTH2/ `2+2T@
iQ`b (NR)- Mm+H2` `2+2TiQ`b (Nk) M/ FBMb2b (Nj)- #mi ;HQ#H T?`K+QHQ;v
T`Q}H2b Q7 +?2KB+Hb `2 +QMbB/2`2/ b r2HH (38- ky)X _2+2Mi +?2KQBM7Q`KiB+b
/pM+2b bmTTQ`i i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v /i KBMBM;- 2X;X pB
BS>*1- M BMi2;`iBp2 r2#@#b2/ iQQH i?i 2M#H2b T?`K+QHQ;B+H bT+2
MpB;iBQM 7Q` bKHH KQH2+mH2 /`m;b (N9) Q` #b2/ QM  aBKBH`Biv 1Mb2K#H2
TT`Q+? Ua1V iQ `2Hi2 T`Qi2BM T?`K+QHQ;v #v HB;M/ +?2KBbi`v (ky)X
"BQHQ;B+H BM7Q`KiBQM +M HbQ #2 `2i`B2p2/ 7Q`  H`;2 b2i Q7 +?2KB+H +QK@
TQmM/b i?`Qm;? Sm#*?2K (N8)- *?2"A M/ *?1J"G (Ne)X
hrQ +QM+2TimH /2p2HQTK2Mib bmTTQ`i TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v, bvbi2Kb T?`@
K+QHQ;v- BK2/ i /`m; +iBQMb BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7 `2;mHiQ`v M2irQ`Fb (3)c
M/ bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v (d)- r?B+? BMi`Q/m+2b +?2KB+H r`2M2bb BM
bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;vX aBM+2 T`Qi2BMb ``2Hv QT2`i2 BM BbQHiBQM BMbB/2 M/ QmibB/2
+2HHb- #mi `i?2` 7mM+iBQM BM ?B;?Hv BMi2`+QMM2+i2/ +2HHmH` Ti?rvb- BMi2`+@
iQK2 M2irQ`Fb ?p2 #22M /2p2HQT2/ #v /i BMi2;`iBQMX uBH/B`BK 2i HX (Nd)
+QK#BM2/ 6.@TT`Qp2/ /`m;b rBi?  ?mKM T`Qi2BMĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM
USSAV M2irQ`F U?mKM BMi2`+iQK2V BM Q`/2` iQ MHvx2 i?2 BMi2``2HiBQM@
b?BTb #2ir22M /`m; i`;2ib M/ /Bb2b2Ĝ;2M2 T`Q/m+ib BX2X /Bb2b2ĜT`Qi2BMbX
aBKBH` rQ`F ?b #22M #b2/ QM Sm#*?2K #BQbbvb b bQm`+2 Q7 TQHvT?`@
K+QHQ;v (N3)X h?2 mb2 Q7 bB/2@2z2+i bBKBH`Biv ?b #22M T`QTQb2/ QM i?2
bbmKTiBQM i?i /`m;b rBi? bBKBH` bB/2@2z2+ib `2 HBF2Hv iQ BMi2`+i rBi?
bBKBH` i`;2i T`Qi2BMb (NN)X _2+2Mi /pM+2b BM+Hm/2  T`Qi2BMĜT`Qi2BM bbQ@
+BiBQM M2irQ`F #b2/ QM i?2 +?2KB+H iQtB+QHQ;v Q7 2MpB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+Hb
(Ryy) M/  ?mKM /Bb2b2 M2irQ`F HBMFBM; /BbQ`/2`b M/ /Bb2b2 ;2M2b iQ
p`BQmb FMQrM T?2MQivT2b (RyR)X
Pm` ;QH BM i?2 T`2b2Mi rQ`F rb iQ /2p2HQT  /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v
b2`p2`- +HH2/ *?2KS`Qi- #b2/ QM i?2 BMi2;`iBQM Q7 +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM MMQ@
iiBQM `2bQm`+2b i?i `2 MQr ++2bbB#H2 7`QK H`;2 `2TQbBiQ`B2b- M/ +m`i2/
/Bb2b2@HBMF2/ SSA /i (e8)X *?2KS`Qi Bb /2bB;M2/ iQ bbBbi i?2 2Hm+B/iBQM
Q7 /`m; +iBQMb BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7 +2HHmH` M/ /Bb2b2 M2irQ`FbX 6m`i?2` iQ
i?i- Bi HHQrb i?2 B/2MiB}+iBQM Q7 //BiBQMH ;2M2b i?i Kv THv KDQ` `QH2b
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BM KQ/mHiBM; +?2KB+H `2bTQMb2 BX2X iQ /`m;b- 2MpB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+Hb M/
Mim`H T`Q/m+ib- i?mb H2/BM; iQ M2r QTiBQMb BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v M/ 2MpB`QM@
K2MiH +?2KB+H 2pHmiBQMX GbiHv- i?2 *?2KS`Qi b2`p2` +QmH/ +QMi`B#mi2
iQ /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM; b r2HH b iQ i?2 BMp2biB;iBQM Q7 +?2KB+Hb `2Hi2/ iQ
MiB@i`;2ib M/ /p2`b2 /`m; 2p2MibX
kXk AKTH2K2MiiBQM
.i bQm`+2b
q2 }`bi ;i?2`2/ +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM /i 7`QK /Bz2`2Mi QT2M
bQm`+2 /i#b2b BX2X *?1J"G Up2`bBQM +?2K#Hny8V (Ne)- "BM/BM;." (jj)-
S.aS EB .i#b2 (jR)- .`m;"MF Up2`bBQM kX8V (Ryk)- S?`K:E" (Ryj) M/
irQ +QKK2`+BH /i#b2b- qPJ"h Up2`bBQM kyyNV M/ qPJ"h@SE
Up2`bBQM kyy3V (jk)X +iBp2 +QKTQmM/b 7`QK i?2 Sm#*?2K #BQbbv UkyRyV
?p2 #22M +QHH2+i2/ b r2HH (N8)X q2 +QMbB/2`2/ QMHv +iBp2 +QKTQmM/b 7`QK
ǵ+QM}`KiQ`vǶ bbvb BM Q`/2` iQ +Tim`2 ?B;?@+QM}/2M+2 +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM
MMQiiBQMb 7`QK Sm#*?2KX h?2b2 /i#b2b T`QpB/2 2tT2`BK2MiH 2pB/2M+2
Q7 +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMbX .`m;@i`;2i BM@ 7Q`KiBQM rb +QHH2+i2/
7`QK .`m;"MF M/ S?`K:E"X AM //BiBQM- r2 BMi2;`i2/ +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM
bbQ+BiBQMb 7`QK *h. Up2`bBQM kyyNV (Ry9) M/ ahAh*> Up2`bBQM ahAh*>
kXyV (Ry8)X h?2b2 Hbi irQ /i#b2b +QMbB/2` i?2 2z2+i Q` KQ/mHiBQM UTQbB@
iBp2 Q` M2;iBp2V Q7  +?2KB+H QM T`Qi2BMb- Qi?2` i?M i?i /2}M2/ b #BM/@
BM; +iBpBivX 1tKTH2b BM+Hm/2 ;2M2 2tT`2bbBQM Q` Ti?rv /i- r?2`2 i?2
/2`2;mHiBQM Q7  ;2M2 #v  +?2KB+H Kv #2 MQi /m2 iQ  T?vbB+H BMi2`+@
iBQM #2ir22M i?2 irQ 2MiBiB2b #mi  `2bTQMb2 i  +2HHmH` H2p2HX .mTHB+i2
+?2KB+Hb 7`QK i?2 KmHiBTH2 /i#b2b r2`2 7QmM/ #v mbBM; AM*?A F2vb M/
r2`2 K2`;2/ BMiQ  bBM;H2 *?2KS`Qi A.X >Qr2p2`- i?2 #BQHQ;B+H BM7Q`K@
iBQM bbQ+Bi2/ iQ 2+? +?2KB+H rb +QMb2`p2/ 7Q` mb2`b HQQFBM; QM b2H2+iBp2
/i#b2bX Pp2`HH- i?2 }MH /i#b2 +QMiBMb dyyyyy /BbiBM+i KQH2+mH2b
MMQii2/ 7Q` jy8d3 T`Qi2BMbX
.2b+`BTiQ`b M/ bBKBH`Biv K2bm`2K2Mi
h?2 +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 KQH2+mH2b rb 2M+Q/2/ mbBM; irQ `i?2` /B7@
72`2Mi ivT2b Q7 }M;2`T`BMibX h?2 Ree J**a F2vb- 2M+Q/2 i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q`
#b2M+2 Q7 T`2/2}M2/ bm#bi`m+im`H Q` 7mM+iBQMH ;`QmTb (Rd)X PM i?2 Qi?2`
?M/-  KQ`2 +QKTH2t j@TQBMi T?`K+QT?Q`2 }M;2`T`BMi U:TB.S>jV Bb
#b2/ QM M 2tTMbBQM Q7 i?2 Shhu T?`K+QT?Q`2 72im`2 `2+Q;MBiBQM
b+?2K2 Q7  k. bi`m+im`2 (Rye)X h?Bb b+?2K2 bbB;Mb QM2 Q` KQ`2 T?`@
K+QT?Q`2 72im`2 ivT2b iQ HH iQKb BM  KQH2+mH2 mbBM;  T`2/2}M2/ HBbi
Q7 aJ_h [m2`B2bX h?2 HBbi Q7 T?`K+QT?Q`2 72im`2 ivT2b +QKT`Bb2b,
kXjX SSGA*hAPLa kN
?v/`Q;2M@#QM/ /QMQ` U.V- ?v/`Q;2M@#QM/ ++2TiQ` UV- TQH` USV M/ ?v@
/`QT?Q#B+ U>VX AM //BiBQM- M 2ti` H#2H UT Q` TBV Bb //2/ iQ 2+? 72im`2
B7 i?2 Q`B;BMiBM; iQK Q` ;`QmT Bb bTk@?v#`B/Bx2/ Q` THM` 7Q` Qi?2` `2@
bQMbX h?2 :TB.S>j T?`K+QT?Q`2 72im`2 b+?2K2 Bb 2tT`2bb2/ BM k. b
i`BTH2i 72im`2 +QK#BMiBQMb rBi?  ;`T? #b2/ BMi2`@iQK /BbiM+2 #BMMBM;
b+?2K2X "Qi? }M;2`T`BMib `2 BKTH2K2Mi2/ BM i?2 JQH2+mH` PT2`iBM; 1MpB@
`QMK2Mi UJP1- p2`bBQM kyy3XRyV (Ryd)X h?2 bBKBH`Biv #2ir22M irQ KQH2+mH2b
Bb K2bm`2/ mbBM; i?2 hMBKQiQ +Q2{+B2Mi Uh+V-  K2i?Q/ Q7 +?QB+2 7Q` i?2
+QKTmiiBQM Q7 }M;2`T`BMi@#b2/ bBKBH`Biv (Ry3)X h?2 h+ Bb /2}M2/ b i?2
MmK#2` Q7 #Bib BM +QKKQM /BpB/2/ #v i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 mb2/ #Bib BM #Qi?
KQH2+mH2bX 6Q` Mv TB` Q7 +?2KB+Hb- h+ bbmK2b pHm2b #2ir22M y M/ RX 
?B;? h+ `2T`2b2Mib ?B;? bBKBH`BivX
SSA M2irQ`F
h?2 ?mKM BMi2`+iQK2 mb2/ Bb M BM@?Qmb2 T`Qi2BMĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM M2i@
rQ`F BM72``2/ 7`QK 2tT2`BK2Mib BM #Qi? ?mKMb M/ KQ/2H Q`;MBbKb (e8)X
lbBM; M 2H#Q`i2 b+Q`BM; b+?2K2- HH BMi2`+iBQMb ?p2 #22M pHB/i2/
;BMbi  ;QH/ biM/`/ (ek)X h?2 +m``2Mi BMi2`+iQK2 +QMiBMb 9k3X9kN
mMB[m2 T`Qi2BMĜT`Qi2BMb BMi2`+iBQMb /2`Bp2/ 7`QK bQm`+2 /i#b2b bm+? b
"AL. (89)- :_A. (RyN)- JALh (RRy)- /BTn7mHH (83)- >S_. (RRR)- BMi+i (RRk)-
KTTB (RRj)- JS+i (RR9)- _2+iQK2 (RR8) M/ E1:: (RRe)X .i `2 i`Mb@
72``2/ #2ir22M Q`;MBbKb #v mbBM; i?2 AMT`MQB/ Q`i?QHQ;v /i#b2 (RRd)X
AM iQiH i?2 ?mKM BMi2`+iQK2 +QKT`Bb2b kkXNNd ;2M2bX
>mKM /Bb2b2 ;2M2b M/ +QKTH2t2b
"b2/ QM  T`2pBQmb bim/v (8k)- /Bb2b2@bbQ+Bi2/ T`Qi2BM +QKTH2t2b r2`2
bbQ+Bi2/ iQ i?2 +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM MMQiiBQM #v KBMBM; PJAJ (RR3) M/
:2M2*`/b (ej)- irQ /i `2bQm`+2b 7Q` ;2M2b bbQ+BiBQM iQ /Bb2b2b- r2 +QH@
H2+i2/  HBbi Q7 kkkd mMB[m2 /Bb2b2@`2Hi2/ T`Qi2BMb M/ KTT2/ i?2 +QK@
TH2t2b Q7 ;2M2b iQ /Bb2b2X aBKBH`Hv- +QKTH2t2b Q7 ;2M2b r2`2 KTT2/ iQ
:2M2 PMiQHQ;v U:PV i2`Kb (RRN) M/ iBbbm2b #v mbBM; i?2 2tT`2bbBQM /i
7`QK dj MQM@/Bb2b2 iBbbm2b 7`QK i?2 LQp`iBb _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM :2M2
1tT`2bbBQM .i#b2 U:L6V (e3) M/ >mKM S`Qi2BM iHb (Rky)X lb2`b Q7
*?2KS`Qi +M i?mb `2i`B2p2 ;2M2 +QKTH2t2b i?i `2 `2Hi2/ iQ  [m2`v +?2K@
B+H M/ pBbmHBx2 i?2 MMQiiBQMb Q7 2+? +QKTH2tX
kXj TTHB+iBQMb
*?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb
*?2KB+Hb +M #2 b2`+?2/ mbBM;  +QKKQM MK2- aJAG1a M/ #v /`r@
BM; i?2 k. bi`m+im`2- Q` `2i`B2p2/ i?`Qm;? i?2B` MMQiiBQM iQ  T`Qi2BMX
jy *>Sh1_ kX *>1JA*G "APGP:u .h ALh1:_hAPL
lb2`b +M i?2M +?QQb2 i?2 /2b+`BTiQ` bT+2 M/ i?2 h+ i?`2b?QH/ iQ #2 mb2/
7Q` bBKBH`Biv b2`+?X 6QHHQrBM;  bm++2bb7mH [m2`v- ?Bib ;`QmT2/ #v bT2+B2b
rBHH #2 `2im`M2/- iQ;2i?2` rBi? +QKTmi2/ T?vbB+Q@+?2KB+H T`QT2`iB2b bm+?
b JQH2+mH` q2B;?i- GQ;S- i?2 MmK#2` Q7 ?v/`Q;2M #QM/ /QMQ`b M/ +@
+2TiQ`b- i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `B;B/ #QM/b M/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `BM;b- #b2/ QM i?2
J`pBM TTH2i 7`QK *?2KtQM (RkR)X >Bib `2 T`QpB/2/ b2T`i2Hv 7Q` FMQrM
MMQiiBQMb- M/ 7Q` T`2/B+iBQM Q7 bKHH KQH2+mH2 #BQ+iBpBiv- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?2 #BQ+?2KB+H M/ T?`K+QHQ;B+H 2z2+ib Q7  +?2KB+H- 2X;X bm#bi`i2-
BM?B#BiQ`- ;QMBbi Q` Mi;QMBbi- `2 T`QpB/2/ B7 bm+? BM7Q`KiBQM Bb pBH@
#H2- iQ;2i?2` rBi? ?vT2`HBMFb iQ lMBS`Qi M/ 1Mb2K#H- r?B+? H2/ iQ KQ`2
BM7Q`KiBQM QM T`Qi2BM b2[m2M+2 M/ 7mM+iBQM- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
6`QK +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb iQ +QKTH2t
T`Qi2BMĜ/Bb2b2 bbQ+BiBQMb
h?2 mMB[m2 72im`2 Q7 *?2KS`Qi Bb i?i Bi Qz2`b i?2 mb2` i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv iQ
;2i BM7Q`KiBQM i  +2HHmH` H2p2H- #v HBMFBM; +?2KB+HHv@BM/m+2/ #BQHQ;B+H
T2`im`#iBQMb iQ bT2+B}+ iBbbm2b M/ T?2MQivT2bX S`Qi2BMb i?i `2 #Qi? 7@
72+i2/ #v  +?2KB+H M/ T`iB+BTi2 BM QM2 Q` KQ`2 T`Qi2BM +QKTH2t2b `2
?B;?HB;?i2/ BM i?2 `2bmHib i#H2 Q7 i?2 *?2KS`Qi b2`p2`X "v +HB+FBM; QM i?2
T`Qi2BM- i?2 mb2` Bb `2/B`2+i2/ iQ i?2 ǵ.Bb2b2 +QKTH2t2bǶ b2`p2` M/ ?b iQ
+?QQb2 r?B+? +QKTH2t iQ pBbmHBx2X PM i?2 ǵ.Bb2b2 +QKTH2t2bǶ b2`p2`- bBx2
M/ BHHmbi`iBQMb Q7 i?2 T`Qi2BM M2irQ`F `2 T`QpB/2/X //BiBQMHHv- 2M`B+?@
K2Mi MHvbBb `2bmHib Q7 i?2 T`Qi2BMb BM i?2 +QKTH2t `2 b?QrM- rBi? `2bT2+i
iQ /Bb2b2 bbQ+BiBQM UPJAJ- "BQHKV- :P i2`Kb U#BQHQ;B+H T`Q+2bb- +2H@
HmH` +QKTQM2MiV M/ iBbbm2 bT2+B}+Biv U>mKM S`Qi2BM iHb- :L6VX hQ
2Mbm`2 i?i i?2 +QKTH2t2b r2`2 #BQHQ;B+HHv `2H2pMi 2MiBiB2b- i?2 2M`B+?K2Mi
Q7 i?2 #BQHQ;B+H i2`Kb UPJAJ- :P-XXV rb +QKT`2/ iQ `M/QKHv ;2M2`i2/
+QKTH2t2b URXy2eVX h?2 bB;MB}+M+2b r2`2 +H+mHi2/ mbBM;  ?vT2`@;2QK2i`B+
i2bi M/ i?2 S@pHm2 7Q` i?2 KQbi bB;MB}+Mi 2M`B+?2/ i2`K 7Q` 2+? Q7 i?2
/i ivT2b rb +H+mHi2/ b T`2pBQmbHv /2b+`B#2/ (8k)X h?2 i#H2 T`2b2Mi@
BM; i?2 PJAJ 2M`B+?K2Mi `2bmHib Bb BMi2`+iBp2Hv HBMF2/ rBi? M BHHmbi`iBQM
Q7 i?2 T`Qi2BM +QKTH2t r?2`2 T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 b2H2+i2/ /Bb2b2
`2 +QHQ`2/ v2HHQrX PmiTmi Q7 i?2 +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BMb BMi2`+iBQMb M/ /Bb2b2
+QKTH2t2b +M #2 /QrMHQ/2/ 7`QK i?2 *?2KS`Qi r2#bBi2X AM //BiBQM- i?2
ǵ_2~2+iǶ b2`pB+2 T`QpB/2b 7m`i?2` BM7Q`KiBQM QM +?2KB+Hb M/ ;2M2b (Rkk)X
ǵ_2~2+iǶ i;b ;2M2- T`Qi2BM M/ bKHH KQH2+mH2 MK2b BM i2ti M/ Qz2`b i?2
QTTQ`imMBiv iQ [mB+FHv pB2r //BiBQMH BM7Q`KiBQM QM i?2 *?2KS`Qi `2bmHib-
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1tKTH2b
qBi? i?2 BMi2;`iBQM Q7 b2p2`H /i#b2b- *?2KS`Qi MQi QMHv T`QpB/2b T?`@
K+QHQ;B+H BM7Q`KiBQM- #mi HbQ BM+Hm/2b #BQHQ;B+H /i bbQ+Bi2/ iQ 2M@
pB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+Hb M/ Mim`H T`Q/m+ibX b b22M BM i?2 2tKTH2b #2@
HQr- *?2KS`Qi +M #2 [m2`B2/ 7Q` /`m;b b r2HH b 2MpB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+HbX
 b2`+? 7Q` +BiHQT`K- M MiB/2T`2bbMi- BHHmbi`i2b i?2 +QKTH2K2Mi`@
Biv Q7 i?2 BMi2;`i2/ /i#b2b rBi?BM *?2KS`Qi U6B;m`2 kXRVX J`F2i2/ b
 b2H2+iBp2 b2`QiQMBM `2mTiF2 BM?B#BiQ` Uaa_AV U.`m;"MFV- i?Bb /`m; /Bb@
THvb #BQ+iBpBiv QM b2p2M ?mKM T`Qi2BMb U*?1J"GVX oB *?2KS`Qi- 7Qm`
Qi?2` T`Qi2BMb U._.j- 8>hR"- 8>hj- ._kV `2 `2i`B2p2/ 7`QK i?2 EB
/i#b2X //BiBQMH BM7Q`KiBQM QM /`m;@i`;2i bbQ+BiBQMb Bb T`QpB/2/ #v
ahAh*> M/ *h.X 6`QK i?2 }`bi MMQiiBQM iQ i?2 .9 /QTKBM2 `2+2TiQ`
U._.9V- i?2 /Bb2b2 i2`K UmM/2` .Bb2b2 *QKTH2t2bV Bb ?B;?HB;?i2/- BM/B+i@
BM; i?i T`Qi2BMĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM BM7Q`KiBQM 7Q` i?Bb T`Qi2BM Bb pBH#H2X
lbBM; i?2 HBMF iQ i?2 .Bb2b2 *QKTH2t2b b2`p2`- QM2 }M/b i?i ._.9 BM@
i2`+ib rBi? i?`22 T`Qi2BMb Ua_*- :_"k M/ L*ERVX ++Q`/BM; iQ PJAJ-
i?Bb T`Qi2BM M2irQ`F Bb bbQ+Bi2/ iQ Qbi2Q;2M2bBb BKT2`72+i M/ H2mF2KB
M/- ++Q`/BM; iQ "BQHK- iQ b2p2`H Tbv+?QiB+ /BbQ`/2`bX :P 2M`B+?K2Mi
BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+Mi bbQ+BiBQM Q7 i?2 T`Qi2BM +QKTH2t iQ bB;MH +QKTH2t 7Q`@
KiBQM M/ p2bB+H2 K2K#`M2X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- iBbbm2 MMQiiBQM bm;;2bib i?i
i?Bb +QKTH2t Bb KBMHv 2tT`2bb2/ BM 7QHHB+H2 M/ MQM@7QHHB+H2 +2HHb U>SV M/
/2Mi`BiB+ +2HHb U:L6VX Hi?Qm;? Bi KB;?i #2 bm`T`BbBM; iQ b22  +QMM2+iBQM
#2ir22M MiB/2T`2bbMi M/ H2mF2KB- Bi ?b #22M b?QrM `2+2MiHv i?i MiB/2@
T`2bbMib bm+? b +?HQKBT`KBM2 M/ ~mQt2iBM2 `2/m+2 i?2 ;`Qri? Q7 "@+2HH
KHB;MM+B2b BM H2mF2KB (Rkj)X
h?2 b2+QM/ [m2`v- ǵ#BbT?2MQH Ƕ U"SV- Bb M 2MpB`QMK2MiH TQHHmiMi
mb2/ b THbiB+Bx2` (Rk9)X "S ?b #BQHQ;B+H +iBpBiv QM i?2 2bi`Q;2M `2+2T@
iQ` α U1a_RV- i?2 M/`Q;2M `2+2TiQ` U_V M/ i?2 2bi`Q;2M `2Hi2/ `2+2TiQ`
;KK U1__jVX >Qr2p2`- b2p2`H Qi?2` T`Qi2BMb `2 `2i`B2p2/ 7`QK *h. M/
ahAh*> #b2/ QM bbQ+BiBQM /i rBi? i?Bb +?2KB+HX GQQFBM; i 1a_R BM
i?2 .Bb2b2 *QKTH2t2b b2`p2`-  +QKTH2t Q7 Rd T`Qi2BMb Bb /2TB+i2/ U+QKTH2t
ke8V rBi? bB;MB}+Mi bbQ+BiBQMb iQ GB@6_lJ1LA bvM/`QK2- #`2bi +M+2`
M/ M2QTHbKbX 1M`B+?K2Mi MHvbBb BM/B+i2b i?i i?2 +QKTH2t Bb 7QmM/ BM
i?2 Mm+H2mb U:P +2HHmH` +QKTQM2MiV- BMpQHp2/ BM i?2 `2;mHiBQM Q7 K2i#QHB+
T`Q+2bb2b M/ i`Mb+`BTiBQMHHv `2;mHi2/ #v i?2 _L TQHvK2`b2 AA T`Q@
KQi2` U:P #BQHQ;B+H T`Q+2bbVX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- /i 7`QK BKKmMQ?BbiQ+?2K@
Bbi`v bim/B2b bm;;2bi i?i i?2 +QKTH2t Bb KBMHv HQ+i2/ BM i?2 2M/QK2i`BmK
M/ i?2 +2`2#`H +Q`i2t U>SVX h?2 /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v M2irQ`F 7Q` "S
BM/B+i2b i?i- mM/2` +2`iBM +QM/BiBQMb- i?Bb +?2KB+H Kv #2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi?
+2`iBM ivT2b Q7 +M+2`bX
q2 ?p2 BHHmbi`i2/ i?i *?2KS`Qi BMi2;`i2b KQH2+mH`- +2HHmH` M/ T?2@
MQivTB+ /i bbQ+Bi2/ iQ bKHH KQH2+mH2b- r?B+? +M H2/ iQ MQp2H HBMFb M/
kXjX SSGA*hAPLa jj
bm;;2bi M2r p2Mm2b 7Q` `2b2`+?X q2 2MpBb;2 i?i i?2 *?2KS`Qi b2`p2`
rBHH }M/ TTHB+iBQMb rBi?BM  p`B2iv Q7 +?2KQ;2MQKB+b- TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v
M/ bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v bim/B2bX *?2KS`Qi rBHH #2 mT/i2/ QM+2  v2`
rBi? M2r +QKTQmM/b- M2r BMi2`+iBQMb M/ KQ`2 bQT?BbiB+i2/ /2b+`BTiQ`bX
+FMQrH2/;2K2Mib
amMb2i JQH2+mH` .Bb+Qp2`v GG* UrrrXbmMb2iKQH2+mH` X+QKV +QMi`B#mi2/
rBi? i?2 qPJ"h /i#b2bX
6mM/BM;
1l U.11_Vc AMMQpiBp2 J2/B+BM2b AMBiBiBp2 CQBMi lM/2`iFBM; U2hPsVc
.MBb? _2b2`+? *QmM+BH 7Q` h2+?MQHQ;v M/ S`Q/m+iBQM a+B2M+2bc GmM/#2+F
7QmM/iBQM M/ i?2 oBHHmK _bKmbb2M 6QmM/iBQMX 6mM/BM; 7Q` QT2M ++2bb
+?`;2, .11_X
*QM~B+i Q7 BMi2`2bi bii2K2MiX LQM2 /2+H`2/X
j9 *>Sh1_ kX *>1JA*G "APGP:u .h ALh1:_hAPL
ST2` AA
*?2KS`Qi kXy, oBbmH MpB;iBQM BM 
/Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2
aQMMv EBK ED¤`mHz1+- GQmBb qB+?1+- C2Mb E`BM;2HmK1+- lH`BF SX
C+Q#b2M1- E`BM2 m/Qmx21- A`2M2 EQmbFQmKp2FFB1- PH2 GmM/1-
aǠ`2M "`mMF1- hm/Q` AX PT`21,2- PHBpB2` h#Qm`2m1
++2Ti2/ BM Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- P+iQ#2` kyRk
1.2T`iK2Mi Q7 avbi2Kb "BQHQ;v .hl- "mBH/BM; ky3- *2Mi2` 7Q` "BQHQ;B+H a2@
[m2M+2 MHvbBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- GvM;#v- k3yy- .2MK`F-
2.2T`iK2Mi Q7 *QKTmiiBQMH *?2KBbi`v- AMbiBimi2 Q7 *?2KBbi`v- _QKMBM
+/2Kv- hBKBbQ` jyykkj- _QKMB M/ 3.2T`iK2Mi Q7 "BQ+?2KBbi`v M/
JQH2+mH` "BQHQ;v- .BpBbBQM Q7 "BQ+QKTmiBM;- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 L2r J2tB+Q a+?QQH
Q7 J2/B+BM2- H#m[m2`[m2- L2r J2tB+Q 3dRjR- la
 hQ r?QK +Q``2bTQM/2M+2 b?QmH/ #2 //`2bb2/X h2H, Y98 98k8 k93Nc 6t, Y98
98Nj R838c 1KBH, Qi#!+#bX/imX/F UPhV




Bb  Tm#HB+ pBH#H2 +QKTBHiBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2 +?2KB+H@T`Qi2BM MMQiiBQM
`2bQm`+2b BMi2;`i2/ rBi? /Bb2b2b M/ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b BM7Q`KiBQMX h?2
/i#b2 ?b #22M mT/i2/ iQ KQ`2 i?M RXR8 KBHHBQM +QKTQmM/b rBi? 8Xjk
KBHHBQMb #BQ+iBpBiv K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` R8-kNy T`Qi2BMbX 1+? T`Qi2BM Bb HBMF2/
iQ [mHBiv@b+Q`2/ ?mKM T`Qi2BM@T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb USSAV /i #b2/ QM
KQ`2 i?M ?H7  KBHHBQM BMi2`+iBQMb- 7Q` bim/vBM; /Bb2b2b M/ #BQHQ;B+H
Qmi+QK2b U/Bb2b2b- Ti?rvb M/ :P i2`KbV i?`Qm;? T`Qi2BM +QKTH2t2bX AM
*?2KS`Qi@kXy- i?2`T2miB+ 2z2+ib b r2HH b /p2`b2 /`m; `2+iBQMb ?p2 #22M
BMi2;`i2/ HHQrBM; 7Q` bm;;2biBM; T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/ iQ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2bX
L2r +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2 }M;2`T`BMib r2`2 +QKTmi2/ #b2/ QM i?2 aBKBH`@
Biv 1Mb2K#H2 TT`Q+? Ua1VX S`Qi2BM b2[m2M+2 bBKBH`Biv b2`+? rb HbQ
BMi2;`i2/ iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 T`QKBb+mBiv Q7 T`Qi2BMb- r?B+? +M ?2HT BM i?2
T`2/B+iBQM Q7 Qz@i`;2i 2z2+ibX 6BMHHv- i?2 /i#b2 rb BMi2;`i2/ BMiQ 
pBbmH BMi2`7+2 i?i 2M#H2b MpB;iBQM Q7 i?2 T?`K+QHQ;B+H bT+2 7Q` bKHH
KQH2+mH2bX 6BHi2`BM; QTiBQMb r2`2 BM+Hm/2/ BM Q`/2` iQ 7+BHBii2 M/ iQ ;mB/2
/vMKB+ b2`+? Q7 bT2+B}+ [m2`B2bX
E2vrQ`/b, bvbi2Kb T?`K+QHQ;v f /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v f +HBMB+H Qmi@
+QK2bf M2irQ`F #BQHQ;v f +?2KQBM7Q`KiB+b fi`MbHiBQMH BM7Q`KiB+b
kX9 AMi`Q/m+iBQM
AM `2+2Mi v2`b i?2`2 ?b #22M  b?B7i 7`QK i?2 i`/BiBQMHHv b2+`2i 2tT2`BK2M@
iH /i F2Ti #v i?2 T?`K+2miB+H BM/mbi`v iQ  KQ`2 QT2M ++2bb +mHim`2
BM `2HiBQM iQ /i b?`BM; (Rk8)X 6Q` i?Bb `2bQM r2 ?p2 #22M rBiM2bbBM;
 bi2/v BM+`2b2 Q7 Tm#HB+ `2TQbBiQ`B2b Q7 #BQ+iBp2 bKHH KQH2+mH2b bm+? b
*?1J"G (jy) M/ Sm#*?2K (j9)X >Qr2p2`- b Tm#HB+ `2TQbBiQ`B2b Q7 #BQ+@
iBp2 bKHH KQH2+mH2b ?p2 QMHv Dmbi `2+2MiHv #22M K/2 pBH#H2- i?2 T`Q#H2K
Q7 ?Qr iQ ?M/H2 +?2KB+H 2MiBiB2b Bb biBHH H`;2Hv mMbQHp2/X SQQHBM; /i 7`QK
bKHH KQH2+mH2 /i#b2b TQb2b bT2+BH T`Q#H2KbX 1p2M i?Qm;? biM/`/b
?p2 #22M rB/2Hv /QTi2/ iQ /2b+`B#2 ;2M2b M/ T`Qi2BMb U2;X 1Mb2K#H A.-
1Mi`2x A. 7Q` ;2M2b- lMBS`Qi A. 7Q` T`Qi2BMbV- bKHH KQH2+mH2 B/2MiB}2`b- b
r2HH b K2bm`2b 7Q` T`QT2`iB2b bm+? b #BQHQ;B+H +iBpBiB2b- `2 MQi M2+2bb`BHv
biM/`/Bx2/ +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi `2bQm`+2b (Rke)X
PM2 +QmH/ +HBK i?i i?2 #QiiH2M2+F BM mM/2`biM/BM; ?Qr bKHH KQH2+mH2b
T2`im`# #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2Kb Bb MQ HQM;2` BM i?2 ;2M2`iBQM- ;i?2`BM; M/ pBH@
#BHBiv Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH /i #mi BM i?2B` Q`;MBxiBQM- T`2b2MiiBQM M/ pB@
bmHBxiBQMc BM Qi?2` rQ`/b- BM i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 +2Mi`HBx2/ bvbi2Kb i?i
rQmH/ #2ii2` 2M#H2 i?2B` 2tTHQBiiBQMX h?2 T`Q#H2K Bb MQi QMHv ?Qr iQ 2t@
i`+i /i 7`QK /Bz2`2Mi U72/2`i2/V `2bQm`+2b- Bi Bb HbQ BKTQ`iMi iQ T`QpB/2
je *>Sh1_ kX *>1JA*G "APGP:u .h ALh1:_hAPL
bQHmiBQMb i?i 7+BHBii2 T`Qp2MM+2 i`+FBM;- pBbmHBxiBQM- mMB7Q`K M/ bvb@
i2KiB+ /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 /i M/ i?2B` BMi2;`iBQM BM rvb i?i +M T`2b2`p2
i?2 b2KMiB+ `2HiBQMb?BTb #2ir22M i?2 /Bz2`2Mi 2MiBiB2bX
6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 MmK#2` Q7 7BHm`2b Q7 /`m; +M/B/i2b BM /pM+2/ bi;2b
Q7 +HBMB+H i`BHb ?b BM+`2b2/ M/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 bm#KBbbBQMb 7Q` 6. T@
T`QpH ?b /2+`2b2/ BM i?2 Hbi /2+/2X PM2 Q7 i?2 `2bQMb Kv #2 Qm` `2@
/m+iBQMBbi TT`Q+? iQ /Bb+Qp2`v- r?2`2#v  +QKTH2t bvbi2K- MK2Hv  /`m;
M/ Bib K2i#QHBi2b BMi2`+iBM; rBi? KMv T`Qi2BMb +`Qbb KmHiBTH2 +2HHmH`
+QKT`iK2Mib M/ iBbbm2b Qp2` iBK2- Bb `2/m+2/ iQ  bBKTHBbiB+ HB;M/@i`;2i
BMi2`+iBQM KQ/2HX h?Bb Bb T`Q##Hv iQQ +`m/2 M/ 2KT?bBx2b i?2 M22/ iQ
HQQF i i?2 2z2+ib Q7 +QKTQmM/b QM ;HQ#H bvbi2Kb B/2/ #v i?2 BMi2;`iBQM
Q7 KmHiBTH2 #BQHQ;B+H M/ i2KTQ`H /i bQm`+2bX
qBi? i?2 2K2`;BM; }2H/b Q7 +?2KQ;2MQKB+b (Rkd)- bvbi2Kb T?`K+QHQ;v
(Rk3) M/ bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v (d- 3y)- Bi #2+QK2b 72bB#H2 iQ BMp2biB;i2
i?2 /`m; +iBQM i /Bz2`2Mi H2p2Hb 7`QK KQH2+mH` iQ Ti?rv- +2HHmH`- iBbbm2b
M/ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b (RkN)X 6Q` 2tKTH2- Bi ?b #2+QK2 TT`2Mi i?i KMv
+QKKQM /Bb2b2b bm+? b +M+2`- +`/BQpb+mH` /Bb2b2b M/ K2MiH /BbQ`/2`b
`2 Km+? KQ`2 +QKTH2t i?M BMBiBHHv MiB+BTi2/- b i?2v `2 +mb2/ #v
KmHiBTH2 KQH2+mH` M/ +2HHmH` /vb7mM+iBQMb `i?2` i?M #2BM; i?2 `2bmHi
Q7  bBM;H2 /272+iX h?2`27Q`2- M2irQ`F@+2Mi`B+ i?2`T2miB+ TT`Q+?2b i?i
+QMbB/2` 2MiB`2 Ti?rvb `i?2` i?M bBM;H2 T`Qi2BMb Kmbi #2 BMp2biB;i2/
(Rjy)X
KQM; i?2 `2+2Mi /pM+2b BM i?2 }2H/ Q7 bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v-
b2`p2`b bmTTQ`iBM; /`m; T`Q}HBM; bm+? b ahAh*> (jd)- .Bb:1L1h (kN) Q`
i?2 M2r /i#b2 S_PJAa*lPla (RjR) b?QmH/ #2 K2MiBQM2/X ahAh*>j
T`QpB/2b +QM}/2M+2 b+Q`2b i?i `2~2+i i?2 H2p2H Q7 +QM}/2M+2 M/ bB;MB}+M+2
Q7 +QKTQmM/@T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMbX S_PJAa*lPla Bb  `2bQm`+2 7Q+mb2/ QM
/`m; +QKTQmM/b- BM+Hm/BM; rBi?/`rM M/ 2tT2`BK2MiH- +QMiBMBM; /`m;@
T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM M/ bB/2@2z2+i BM7Q`KiBQMX .Bb:1L1h Bb  +QKT`2?2M@
bBp2 ;2M2@/Bb2b2 bbQ+BiBQM /i#b2 7Q+mb2/ QM i?2 +m``2Mi FMQrH2/;2 Q7
?mKM ;2M2iB+ /Bb2b2b BM+Hm/BM; J2M/2HBM- +QKTH2t M/ 2MpB`QMK2MiH /Bb@
2b2bX
q2 ?p2 T`2pBQmbHv `2TQ`i2/ i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 *?2KS`Qi-  /Bb2b2
+?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2 (Rjk)X *QKT`2/ iQ Qi?2` TT`Q+?2b- *?2KS`Qi
RXy Qz2`2/  ?B;? H2p2H Q7 BMi2;`iBQM Q7 +?2KB+H M/ #BQHQ;B+H /i- BM@
+Hm/BM; BMi2`MHHv +m`i2/ /Bb2b2@bbQ+Bi2/ SSAb (e8)X >2`2 r2 T`2b2Mi
i?2 b2+QM/ `2H2b2 Q7 *?2KS`Qi-  `2bQm`+2 Q7 MMQii2/ M/ T`2/B+i2/
/Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v BMi2`+iBQMbX *?2KS`Qi@kXy +M #2 ++2bb2/ i
?iiT,ffrrrX+#bX/imX/Ffb2`pB+2bf*?2KS`Qi@kXyfX h?2 T`2b2Mi `2H2b2 +QM@
iBMb  +QKTBHiBQM Q7 Qp2` R-Ryy-yyy mMB[m2 +?2KB+Hb rBi? #BQHQ;B+H +iBpBiv
7Q` KQ`2 i?M R8-yyy T`Qi2BMbX q2 ?p2 //2/  pBbmH BMi2`7+2 i?i bmT@
TQ`ib mb2`@7`B2M/Hv MpB;iBQM i?`Qm;? i?2 /i- #BQHQ;B+H +iBpBiB2b M/ /Bb@




























































































j3 *>Sh1_ kX *>1JA*G "APGP:u .h ALh1:_hAPL
MQi bQH2Hv #v +?2KB+Hb Q` T`Qi2BMb- #mi HbQ i?`Qm;? i?2`T2miB+ 2z2+ib- /@
p2`b2 /`m; `2+iBQMb M/ /Bb2b2bX h?2 aBKBH`Biv 1Mb2K#H2 TT`Q+? Ua1V
/2p2HQT2/ #v E2Bb2` 2i HX (ky) ?b HbQ #22M BKTH2K2Mi2/- bQ i?i T`Qi2BM
b2[m2M+2 bBKBH`Biv +M #2 mb2/ r?2M 2tKBMBM; +?2KB+H T`QKBb+mBivX qBi?
i?2b2 mT/i2b- *?2KS`Qi@kXy Qz2`b M BMi2;`iBp2 TT`Q+? iQ mM/2`biM/ i?2
BKT+i bKHH KQH2+mH2b QM #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2Kb- M/ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 BMp2biB@
;iBQM Q7 KQH2+mH` K2+?MBbKb `2Hi2/ iQ /Bb2b2b M/ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2bX 
rQ`F~Qr Q7 i?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM Bb b?QrM QM 6B;m`2 kXkX
kX8 AKTH2K2MiiBQM
.i bQm`+2b
*?2KB+H T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb /i rb ;i?2`2/ BM CmM2 kyRk 7`QK mT/i2/
QT2M bQm`+2 /i#b2b *?1J"G Up2`bBQM R9V- "BM/BM;." (jj)- S.aS EB
/i#b2 (jR)- .`m;"MF Up2`bBQMjXyV (kj)- S?`K:E" (kk)- +iBp2 +QK@
TQmM/b 7`QK i?2 Sm#*?2K #BQbbv UkyRkV i`;2iBM; ?mKM T`Qi2BMb M/
i?2 irQ +QKK2`+BH /i#b2b- qPJ"h Up2`bBQM kyRRV M/ qPJ"h@
SE Up2`bBQM kyRRV (jk)X h?2 AlS>_@." /i#b2 (j8) rb HbQ BMi2;`i2/
BM i?2 M2r p2`bBQM Q7 *?2KS`QiX *?2KB+H@T`Qi2BM MMQiiBQMb i?i H+F 2t@
THB+Bi #BQ+iBpBiv /i KB;?i #2 Q7 BMi2`2bi BM i?2 KBMBM; Q7  H`;2 M/ /Bp2`b2
BMi2;`i2/ /i#b2X h?2`27Q`2- r2 BM+Hm/2/ HbQ /i 7`QK *h. (je) M/
ahAh*> (jd)X *h. 2ti`+i HBi2`im`2 /i #Qmi 2MpB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+Hb
M/ ?Qr i?2v KQ/mHi2 ;2M2 2tT`2bbBQM- r?2`2b ahAh*> T`QpB/2b +?2KB+H@
T`Qi2BM `2HiBQMb?BTb 7`QK i2ti KBMBM; i?2 +Q@Q++m``2M+2 Q7  +?2KB+H i2`K
M/  T`Qi2BM U;2M2V i2`K BM J1.GAL1 #bi`+ibX *HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b r2`2
Q7 bT2+BH BMi2`2bi BM i?Bb p2`bBQM M/ r2 /2+B/2/ iQ BM+Hm/2 BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK
i?2 MiQKB+H h?2`T2miB+ *?2KB+H Uh*V *HbbB}+iBQM avbi2K (Rjj) /2@
p2HQT2/ #v i?2 qQ`H/ >2Hi? P`;MBxiBQM Uq>PV- b r2HH b bB/2 2z2+i /i
7`QK .BHvK2/ U?iiT,ff/BHvK2/XMHKXMB?X;Qpf/BHvK2/fVX
6`QK  #BQHQ;B+H T2`bT2+iBp2- r2 mT/i2/ Qm` BMi2`MH ?mKM BMi2`+iQK2
THi7Q`K iQ `2+? R9-9kR ;2M2b BMi2`+iBM; i?`Qm;? 8yd-R9k mMB[m2 SSAbX h?2
mT/i2/ p2`bBQM Q7 PJAJ (e9)- :2M2*`/b (Rj9)- E1:: (eR)- _2+iQK2 (ey)
M/ :2M2 PMiQHQ;v (93) /i#b2b rb HbQ /QrMHQ/2/ UCmM2 kyRkV- +m`i2/
M/ BMi2;`i2/ BM *?2KS`Qi@kXyX HbQ- i?2 ?mKM /Bb2b2 M2irQ`F /2p2HQT2/
#v :Q? 2i HX (RyR) rb BMi2;`i2/- HHQrBM; bbQ+BiBQM Q7 T`Qi2BMb iQ /Bb2b2
+i2;Q`B2bX
S`2/B+iBQMb K2i?Q/b
"b2/ QM i?2 bbmKTiBQM i?i +QKTQmM/b b?`BM; bBKBH` bi`m+im`2 ?p2
TQi2MiBH bBKBH` #BQ+iBpBiB2b- r2 2M+Q/2/ i?2 +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2 rBi? irQ
kXeX oAalG ALh1_6*1 jN
/Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 }M;2`T`BMib- i?2 Ree J**a F2v r?B+? 2M+Q/2 i?2 T`2b@
2M+2 Q` #b2M+2 Q7 bQK2 T`2/2}M2/ bm#bi`m+im`H Q` 7mM+iBQMH ;`QmTb (Rd)
M/ i?2 6Sk }M;2`T`BMib +QKTmi2/ rBi? PT2M""1G (Rj8)X *?2KB+H bBKB@
H`Biv #2ir22M irQ +QKTQmM/b Bb [mMiBiiBp2Hv bb2bb2/ mbBM; i?2 hMBKQiQ
+Q2{+B2MiX "v BM+Hm/BM; i?2 a1 K2i?Q/ (ky)- QM2 +M HbQ T`2/B+i TQi2MiBH
M2r i`;2ib 7Q`  +QKTQmM/X 6Q` i?2 BMi2`MH /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 a1- +QK@
TQmM/b rBi? M +iBpBiv pHm2 HQr2` i?M Ryy  J r2`2 +QMbB/2`2/ UQMHv A*8y-
1*8y- SQi2M+v- *8y- EB pHm2b r2`2 mb2/VX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- iQ +QKTH2i2 i?2
b2i Q7 +iBp2 T`Qi2BM HB;M/b- MMQii2/ +QKTQmM/@T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMb 7`QK
*h.- .`m;"MF M/ S?`K:E" r2`2 HbQ BM+Hm/2/- iQ;2i?2` rBi? MMQ@
ii2/ T`Qi2BM@+QKTQmM/ BM i?2 ahAh*> /i#b2X 6Q` i?Bb /ib2i- i?2 `r
bBKBH`Biv b+Q`2- BX2X i?2 bmK Q7 HB;M/ TB` rBb2 hMBKQiQ +Q2{+B2Mib #b2/
QM i?2 6Sk }M;2`T`BMi- Bb yX99X HH T`Qi2BMb rBi? KQ`2 i?M }p2 #BQ+iBp2
HB;M/b r2`2 +QMbB/2`2/X
AM //BiBQM- 7Q` HH T`Qi2BM i`;2ib r2 QT2`i2/ mM/2` i?2 bbmKTiBQM Q7
T`QKBb+mBiv- BX2X T`Qi2BMb rBi? ?B;? b2[m2M+2 bBKBH`Biv Kv b?`2 bBKBH`
7mM+iBQMb M/ Kv #2 i`;2i2/ #v i?2 bK2 +QKTQmM/ UHBF2Hv rBi? /Bz2`2Mi
#BQ+iBpBiB2bVX S`Qi2BM b2[m2M+2b r2`2 Q#iBM2/ 7`QK lMBT`Qi (93) - M/ b2@
[m2M+2 +QKT`BbQMb r2`2 +QKTmi2/ mbBM; "GahS (Rje)X h?2 bBKBH`Biv Q7
irQ b2[m2M+2b rb bb2bb2/ mbBM; M 1@b+Q`2- M 2tT2+iiBQM pHm2 `2Hi2/ iQ
i?2 T`Q##BHBiv i?i b2[m2M+2 bBKBH`Biv #2ir22M irQ T`Qi2BMb Bb MQi +?B2p2/
#v `M/QK +?M+2 (Rje)X q2 }Hi2`2/ i?2 QmiTmi M/ T`Qi2BMb rBi? M 1@pHm2
HQr2` i?M Ry2@Ry Ub /27mHiV `2 /2TB+i2/X
qBi? `2bT2+i iQ bB/2 2z2+ib Ua1V- N33 bKHH KQH2+mH2 /`m;b r2`2 Ki+?2/
;BMbi Rd9 a1 b /2b+`B#2/ (99)X h2`K 7`2[m2M+v p2+iQ`b +QKTBH2/ 7`QK
.BHvK2/ r2`2 BMi2;`i2/ BM *?2KS`Qi@kXy M/ T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/ iQ 2+?
/`m; `2 i?2M /2TB+i2/X
kXe oBbmH BMi2`7+2
AM *?2KS`Qi kXy-  pBbmH BMi2`7+2 rb BKTH2K2Mi2/ iQ 7+BHBii2 i?2 pB@
bmHBxiBQM Q7 i?2 `2bmHib mbBM; >hJG 8 M/ Cpa+`BTiX h?2 +Q`2 Q7 i?2
BMi2`7+2 ?b #22M /2bB;M2/ BM i?2 7Q`K Q7  ?2iKTX h?2 +?2KB+H@T`Qi2BM
bbQ+BiBQMb `2 /2TB+i2/ BM  TB2@+?`i ?2iKT r?2`2 2+? TB2 +Q``2bTQM/b
iQ i?2 /i#b2 7`QK r?B+? r2 ;i?2`2/ i?2 BM7Q`KiBQMX >Qp2`BM; Qp2` i?2
TB2 +?`ib rBi? i?2 TQBMi2`- +iBpBiv pHm2b `2 i?2M /BbTHv2/X h?2 mb2` +M
b2H2+i /Bz2`2Mi /BbTHv b2iiBM;b U*B`+H2b- 6BHH M/ _2+iM;H2bVX  pHm#H2
72im`2 Bb i?2 ?M/HBM; Q7 KmHiBTH2 +iBpBiB2b i?i ?p2 #22M ;i?2`2/ 7Q` 
;Bp2M +QKTQmM/@i`;2i TB` #v b2H2+iBM; ǳHHǴ pHm2bX  +QHQ` bT2+i`mK 7`QK
#Hm2 UHQr +iBpBivV iQ `2/ Ubi`QM; +iBpBivV Bb mb2/ iQ BM/B+i2 i?2 +iBpBiv
U6B;m`2 kXjVX Ai Bb HbQ TQbbB#H2 iQ b2H2+i  bT2+B}+ /i#b2 Q`fM/  bT2+B}+
+iBpBiv ivT2 M/ /2}M2  `M;2 Q7 +iBpBiB2b Ui?`2b?QH/V Q7 BMi2`2bi BM Q`/2`
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iQ QTiBKBx2 i?2 [m2`vX _2bmHib 7`QK i?2 a1 TT`Q+? `2 HbQ BMi2;`i2/ BM
i?2 ǳ+iBpBiv hvT2ǴX
h?2 +QKTQmM/ [m2`v Bb Hrvb b?QrM BM i?2 }`bi +QHmKM 7QHHQr2/ #v
bBKBH` +QKTQmM/b UbQ`i2/ BM /2b+2M/BM; Q`/2` Q7 bBKBH`BivV r?2`2b i?2
T`Qi2BM [m2`B2/ Bb /2TB+i2/ BM i?2 }`bi `QrX hQ QTiBKBx2 i?2 /BbTHv- i?2
?2iKT Bb HBKBi2/ iQ  b2+iBQM Q7 Ryy `Qrb t Ryy +QHmKMbX A7 i?2 +?2KB+H@
T`Qi2BM Ki`Bt Bb H`;2`- r2 ?p2 BM+Hm/2/ M ``Qr 72im`2 U¹V i?i HHQrb
i?2 mb2` iQ mTHQ/ i?2 M2ti Ryy /i Bi2Kb 7Q` #Qi? t2bX h?2 mb2` ?b biBHH
i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv iQ pB2r i?2 /i BM  i#H2 7Q`Ki M/ iQ /QrMHQ/ i?2 `2bmHib
BM ~i@}H2 7Q`KiX AM i?2 i#H2 7Q`Ki- /BbTHv KQ/2 i?2 mb2` +M /vMKB+HHv
bQ`i M/ ;`QmT i?2 +iBpBiB2b ++Q`/BM; iQ +QKTQmM/- i`;2i- bT2+B2b- +iBpBiv
ivT2- 2i+X
 b2+QM/ ?2iKT i?i /2TB+ib T`Qi2BM@/Bb2b2 +i2;Q`B2b Bb HbQ BMi2@
;`i2/- r?B+? bm;;2bib T`Qi2BMb i?i Kv #2 BMpQHp2/ BM /Bb2b2bX L2ti iQ
Bi- i?2 ǳ.Bb2b2bǴ HBMF `2/B`2+ib i?2 mb2` iQ i?2 /Bb2b2@bbQ+Bi2/ T`Qi2BMb
+QKTH2t `QmM/ i?2 b2H2+i2/ T`Qi2BMX  M2r- /vMKB+ BMi2`7+2 ?b #22M
BKTH2K2Mi2/- r?2`2 i?2 T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/ iQ  #BQHQ;B+H i2`K `2 b?QrM
r?2M ?B;?HB;?iBM; i?2 i2`K Q7 BMi2`2bi U6B;m`2 kX9VX
kXd TTHB+iBQMb
h?2 *?2KS`Qi@kXy /i#b2 BMi2`7+2 Bb ++2bbB#H2 7`22Hv QMHBM2X AM //BiBQM
iQ i?2 +?2KB+H M/ T`Qi2BM b2`+? i?i rb T`2pBQmbHv BKTH2K2Mi2/- i?2 mb2`
+M b2`+? #v /Bb2b2b- h* +Q/2b M/ bB/2 2z2+ibX 6Q` 2tKTH2- i?2 [m2`v
ǳ2TBH2TbvǴ `2im`Mb k-eek +QKTQmM/b +iBp2 QM Rj T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/ iQ i?Bb
/Bb2b2X aBKBH`Hv- HQQFBM; 7Q` i?2 bB/2@2z2+i ǳ?HHm+BMiBQMbǴ- R8 /`m;b UrBi?
i?2 i2`K 7`2[m2M+v bbQ+Bi2/ iQ BiV +iBp2 QM 9dy T`Qi2BMb `2 /BbTHv2/X
aQK2 Q7 i?2b2 /`m;b U`QTBMB`QH- T2`;QHB/2- KMi/BM2- T`KBT2tQH2V `2 mb2/
7Q` i?2 i`2iK2Mi Q7 S`FBMbQM /Bb2b2b- #v z2+iBM; i?2 /QTKBM2`;B+ M/
b2`QiQM2`;B+ bvbi2KbX AMi2`2biBM;Hv- pBbmH ?HHm+BMiBQMb `2 bvKTiQKb Q7
i?2 S`FBMbQMǶb /Bb2b2 M/ T2`im`#BM; i?2 b2`QiQM2`;B+ bvbi2K +QmH/ ?2HT
iQ HH2pBi2 i?2b2 bvKTiQKb (Rjd)X MQi?2` BMi2`2biBM; bT2+i Bb i?i i?2b2
/`m;b z2+i b2p2`H T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/ iQ ǳ"QM2Ǵ M/ Qbi2QTQ`QbBb /Bb2b2X
6Q` 2tKTH2- i?2`2 Bb  TQbbB#H2 bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M i?2 TQHvKQ`T?BbK Q7
i?2 b2`QiQMBM i`MbTQ`i2` U>hhV M/ i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 Qbi2QTQ`QbBb (Rj3)X
aQK2 Q7 i?2b2 /`m;b #BM/ iQ >hh M/ +QmH/ i?mb #2 TQi2MiBHHv BMp2biB;i2/
7Q` /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM;X
JMv /Bb2b2b b22K MQi iQ #2 i?2 `2bmHi Q7  bBM;H2 /272+i #mi `2 `i?2`
+mb2/ #v KmHiBTH2 KQH2+mH` M/ +2HHmH` #MQ`KHBiB2bX h?2`27Q`2- Q#b2`p@
iBQMb Q7  /`m; MQi QMHv i i?2 KQH2+mH` H2p2H- #mi HbQ i +2HHmH` M/ bvb@

























































































































































































































































































































M/ b72` /`m;bX *?2KS`Qi@kXy Qz2`b i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv Q7 BMi2``Q;iBM; KmHiB@
TH2 Hv2`b Q7 BM7Q`KiBQM #v HBMFBM; +?2KB+HHv@BM/m+2/ #BQHQ;B+H T2`im`#@
iBQMb iQ /Bb2b2 M/ T?2MQivT2X q2 #2HB2p2 rBi? i?2 /pM+2b BM T`Qi2QKB+b-
K2i#QHQKB+b M/ Qi?2` ĜQKB+b b+B2M+2b- +QK#BM2/ rBi? M2ti ;2M2`iBQM b2@
[m2M+BM; i2+?MQHQ;B2b- r2 rBHH MQ HQM;2` 2pHmi2 i?2 #BQ+iBpBiv T`Q}H2 Q7 
+?2KB+H bQH2Hv i i?2 KQH2+mH` H2p2H- #mi `i?2` r2 rBHH BMp2biB;i2 #BQK2/@





AM i?2 T`2pBQmb +?Ti2` r2 /2b+`B#2/ i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 H`;2 /i BMi2;`@
iBQM BM `2HiBQM iQ +?2KB+H #BQHQ;vX AM i?Bb +?Ti2` M/ i?2 irQ `iB+H2b
BM+Hm/2/ ?2`2BM- r2 /2KQMbi`i2 ?Qr i?2b2 /i ivT2b +M #2 +QK#BM2/
rBi? bB/2@2z2+i BM7Q`KiBQM iQ 2tTHQ`2 M/ T`2/B+i i?2 `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M
bB/2@2z2+i- /`m;b- T`Qi2BMb M/ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2bX h?2 7QHHQrBM; irQ `iB+H2b
/2b+`B#2 irQ /Bz2`2Mi TT`Q+?2b iQ 2tTHQ`2 i?2b2 `2HiBQMb?BTbX
AM i?2 }`bi `iB+H2 r2 mb2/ i2ti@KBMBM; i2+?MB[m2b iQ 2ti`+i b Km+?
BM7Q`KiBQM b TQbbB#H2 7`QK .BHvJ2/ `2+Q`/bX h?2`27i2`- r2 TTHB2/
T`BM+BTH +QKTQM2Mi MHvbBb US*V iQ `2/m+2 i?2 /BK2MbBQMHBiv Q7 i?2
/`m;Ĝ._ U/`m;Ĝ/p2`b2 /`m; `2+iBQMV /i 7QHHQr2/ #v TTHB+iBQM Q7
b2H7@Q`;MBxBM; KT UaPJV BM Q`/2` iQ +Hmbi2` i?2 ?B;?@Q`/2` ._Ĝ/`m;
BMi2`+iBQMbX
aPJ Bb  ivT2 Q7 `iB}+BH M2m`H M2irQ`F ULLV- r?B+? T`QD2+ib i?2 ?B;?
/BK2MbBQMH /i /QrM iQ  HQr@/BK2MbBQMH U2X;X k.V `2T`2b2MiiBQM UKTV
Q7 i?2 BMTmi /iX h?2 K2i?Q/ Bb M mMbmT2`pBb2/ H2`MBM; K2i?Q/ i?i i`B2b
iQ }M/ ?B//2M bi`m+im`2b BM mMH#2H2/ /i rBi?Qmi Mv T`BQ` FMQrH2/;2 Q7
/i ;`QmTBM;X Ai ;2M2`i2b  k. KT Q7 i?2 BMTmi /i bT+2X h?2 KQbi
TQTmH` K2i?Q/ Q7 /BbTHvBM; aPJb Bb i?`Qm;?  mMB}2/ /BbiM+2 Ki`Bt Q`
l@Ki`BtX Ai `2T`2b2Mib i?2 KTb b  ;`B/ Q7 M2m`QMb- r?2`2 i?2 /BbiM+2
#2ir22M i?2 /D+2Mi M2m`QMb Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM /Bz2`2Mi +QHQ`bX LQ`KHHv
#H+F M/ r?Bi2 +QHQ`b `2 mb2/- r?2`2  /`F +QHQ` #2ir22M i?2 M2m`QMb
+Q``2bTQM/b iQ  H`;2 /BbiM+2 M/ HB;?i +QHQ` BM/B+i2b +HQb2 +Hmbi2`BM; (R9y)X
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h?2 b2+QM/ `iB+H2 mb2/ i?2 bK2 ._Ĝ/`m; bQm`+2- .BHvJ2/X >Qr2p2`-
QMHv BM7Q`KiBQM `2;`/BM; ._Ĝ/`m; rBi? TH+2#Q@+QMi`QHH2/ bim/B2b r2`2
2ti`+i2/X  ?B;?@+QM}/2M+2 /`m;Ĝ._ /ib2i rb +`2i2/ #v +H+mHi@
BM; i?2 bB;MB}+Mi bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M /`m; M/ ._ iFBM; BMiQ ++QmMi
TH+2#Q 7`2[m2M+B2b M/ MmK#2` Q7 +b2b M/ +QMi`QHb BM ;`QmTbX
h?2 bB;MB}+M+2 Q7 i?2 /`m;@._ bbQ+BiBQMb rb +H+mHi2/ #b2/ QM
+?B@b[m`2/ i2bi 7Q`  ktk +QMiBM;2M+v i#H2X h?2 +?B@b[m`2/ i2bi ;Bp2b +@
+m`i2 T@pHm2b T`QpB/2/ i?i i?2 MmK#2` Q7 2tT2+i2/ Q#b2`piBQM Bb ;`2i2`
i?M 8X A7 i?Bb Bb MQi i`m2- i?2 6Bb?2`Ƕb 2t+i i2bi b?QmH/ #2 mb2/ BMbi2/
(R9R)X h?2 /`m;@._ /ib2i mb2/ BM i?Bb TT2` Bb +QMbB/2`2/ b ǳH`;2
bKTH2bǴ M/ i?2`27Q`2 i?2 +?B@b[m`2/ i2bi +M #2 mb2/X 1p2M i?Qm;?- i?2
T@pHm2b +H+mHi2/ `2 QMHv M TT`QtBKiBQM Q7 i?2 6Bb?2`Ƕb 2t+i i2bi- i?2
TT`QtBKiBQM T`QpB/2b KQ`2 i?M 2MQm;? +QM}/2M+2 7Q` Qm` MHvbBbX
AM i?2 }`bi TT2` r2 +QM+Hm/2/ i?i- i H2bi BM T`i- bB/2 2z2+i Q+@
+m``2M+2b +M #2 2tTHBM2/ #v /`m; +QKT`iK2MiHBxiBQM- BX2X i?2 /`m; Bb
KQ`2 HBF2Hv iQ +mb2 bB/2 2z2+ib BM Q`;MfiBbbm2 r?2`2 Bi Bb KQ`2 HBF2Hv iQ
++mKmHi2X "b2/ QM i?Bb Q#b2`piBQM M/ 7`QK Qi?2` bim/B2b (kN- R9k)- r2
+QMbi`m+i2/  ._@iBbbm2 /B+iBQM`v #b2/ QM iBbbm2 MMQiiBQMb 7`QK >m@
KM S`Qi2BM iHb M/ bB/2 2z2+i i2`Kb 7`QK J2/._ +HbbB}+iBQM BM Q`/2`
iQ KT bB/2 2z2+i iQ iBbbm2X
9d
ST2` AAA
bbQ+BiBM; .`m;b- h`;2ib M/ *HBMB+H
Pmi+QK2b BMiQ M AMi2;`i2/ L2irQ`F
zQ`/b  L2r SHi7Q`K 7Q` *QKTmi2`@
B/2/ .`m; _2Tm`TQbBM;
hm/Q` AX PT`2a,b,c- aQMMv EBK LB2Hb2Mb- PH2; l`bma,c- C2`2Kv
CX uM;a,c- PHBpB2` h#Qm`2mb- ai2T?2M GX Ji?Bba,c- A`2M2
EQmbFQmKp2FFBb- G``v X aFH`c- M/ *`BbiBM :X "QHQ;a,c-
JQH2+mH` AM7Q`KiB+b - oQHmK2 jy- Abbm2 k@j- T;2b RyyĜRRR- J`+? R9- kyRR- .PA,
RyXRyykfKBM7XkyRRyyykj
a.2T`iK2Mi Q7 "BQ+?2KBbi`v M/ JQH2+mH` "BQHQ;v- .BpBbBQM Q7 "BQ+QKTmiBM;-
lMBp2`bBiv Q7 L2r J2tB+Q a+?QQH Q7 J2/B+BM2- H#m[m2`[m2- L2r J2tB+Q 3dRjR-
la b.2T`iK2Mi Q7 avbi2Kb "BQHQ;v .hl- "mBH/BM; ky3- *2Mi2` 7Q` "BQHQ;B+H a2@
[m2M+2 MHvbBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- GvM;#v- k3yy- .2MK`F clLJ
*2Mi2` 7Q` JQH2+mH` .Bb+Qp2`v- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 L2r J2tB+Q a+?QQH Q7 J2/B+BM2
Ja*RR eR98- H#m[m2`[m2- LJ 3dRjR- la
hAP- aEL M/ Pl +QMi`B#mi2/ 2[mHHv iQ i?Bb rQ`FX
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#bi`+i
6BM/BM; M2r mb2b 7Q` QH/ /`m;b Bb  bi`i2;v 2K#`+2/ #v i?2 T?`K+2miB+H
BM/mbi`v- rBi? BM+`2bBM; T`iB+BTiBQM 7`QK i?2 +/2KB+ b2+iQ`X .`m; `2@
Tm`TQbBM; 2zQ`ib 7Q+mb QM B/2MiB7vBM; MQp2H KQ/2b Q7 +iBQM- #mi MQi BM  bvb@
i2KiB+ KMM2`X qBi? BMi2MbBp2 /i KBMBM; M/ +m`iBQM- r2 BK iQ TTHv
#BQM/ +?2KBM7Q`KiB+b iQQHb mbBM; i?2 ._l:a /i#b2- +QMiBMBM; j3jd
mMB[m2 bKHH KQH2+mH2b MMQii2/ QM Rd8y T`Qi2BMbX h?2b2 `2 HBF2Hv iQ b2`p2
b /`m; i`;2ib M/ MiBi`;2ib UBX2X- bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? bB/2 2z2+ib- a1VX h?2
+/2KB+ +QKKmMBiv- i?2 T?`K+2miB+H b2+iQ` M/ +HBMB+BMb HBF2 +QmH/
#2M2}i 7`QK M BMi2;`i2/- b2KMiB+@r2# +QKTHBMi +QKTmi2`@B/2/ /`m; `2@
Tm`TQbBM; U*._V 2zQ`i- QM2 i?i rQmH/ 2M#H2 /22T /i KBMBM; Q7 bbQ+B@
iBQMb #2ir22M TT`Qp2/ /`m;b U.V- i`;2ib UhV- +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b U*PV M/
a1X q2 `2TQ`i T`2HBKBM`v `2bmHib 7`QK i2ti KBMBM; M/ KmHiBp`Bi2 biiBb@
iB+b- #b2/ QM de39 TT`Qp2/ /`m; H#2Hb- .G U.BHvK2/V pB i2ti KBMBM;X
6`QK i?2 .G +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ N33 mMB[m2 /`m;b- i?2 ǳ/p2`b2 `2+iBQMbǴ
b2+iBQM rb KTT2/ QMiQ Rd9 a1- i?2M +Hmbi2`2/ pB T`BM+BTH +QKTQM2Mi
MHvbBb BMiQ  8t8 b2H7Q`;MBxBM; KT i?i rb BMi2;`i2/ BMiQ  *viQb+T2
M2irQ`F Q7 a1@.@h@*PX h?Bb ivT2 Q7 /i +M #2 mb2/ iQ bi`2KHBM2 /`m; `2@
Tm`TQbBM; M/ Kv `2bmHi BM MQp2H BMbB;?ib i?i +M H2/ iQ i?2 B/2MiB}+iBQM
Q7 MQp2H /`m; +iBQMbX
jXR *QKTmi2`@B/2/ .`m; _2Tm`TQbBM;
h?2 T?`K+2miB+H BM/mbi`v Bb bm#D2+i iQ M ǳBMMQpiBQM /2}+BiǴ (R9j)- r?B+?
Bb Q7i2M 2tT`2bb2/ b i?2 rB/2MBM; ;T #2ir22M T`Q/m+iBpBiv UM2r KQH2+m@
H` 2MiBiB2b- LJ1b- TT`Qp2/ 2+? v2`V M/ i?2 MMmH _. #m/;2iX h?2
MmK#2` Q7 LJ1b TT`Qp2/ ?b /2+HBM2/ 7`QK KB/@9yb BM i?2 2`Hv MBM2iB2b
(R99)- iQ mM/2` R8 BM `2+2Mi v2`bX h?2 T`B+2 Q7 /`m; BMMQpiBQM 2biBKi2b
(R98) TH+2 i?2 +Qbi Q7  M2r /`m; Mvr?2`2 #2ir22M 08yy KBHHBQM iQ Qp2`
0k #BHHBQM- /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 i?2`Tv `2 M/ i?2 /2p2HQTBM; }`K (R9e)X
h?2b2 i`2M/b BM/B+i2  b?`T /2+HBM2 BM `2b2`+? T`Q/m+iBpBiv +`Qbb i?2 2M@
iB`2 T?`K+2miB+H b2+iQ`- rBi? i?2 2t+2TiBQM Q7 #BQHQ;B+bX *m``2MiHv- KDQ`
T?`K+2miB+H ?Qmb2b b22F iQ BM+`2b2 b?Q`i@i2`K T`Q}i#BHBiv pB K2`;2`b
M/ +[mBbBiBQMb- /`biB+ `2/m+iBQMb BM `2b2`+? T2`bQMM2H M/ M BM+`2b2/
QmibQm`+BM; 2zQ`iX Ai Bb i?2`27Q`2 MQi bm`T`BbBM; i?i i?2 LiBQMH AMbiBimi2b
Q7 >2Hi? ULA>V Bb 2K2`;BM; b  H2/2` MQi QMHv BM i?2 `2M Q7 2`Hv /`m; /Bb@
+Qp2`v pB JGA- i?2 JQH2+mH` GB#``B2b AMBiBiBp2- (R9d) #mi HbQ BM i?2 `2
Q7 i`MbHiBQMH K2/B+BM2 pB i?2 *HBMB+H M/ h`MbHiBQMH a+B2M+2 r`/b
U*haV BMBiBiBp2 (R93)X +/2KB+ BMp2biB;iQ`b `2 MQr KQ`2 2z2+iBp2 BM
ǳ/2@`BbFBM;Ǵ +QKTQmM/b Q7 BM/mbi`BH BMi2`2bi (R9N)X
jXRX *PJSlh1_@A.1. ._l: _1Sl_SPaAL: 9N
1tKTH2b
:2MQKB+b- T?`K+QpB;BHM+2 M/ bB/2@2z2+ib 2pHmiBQM (R8y- R8R)- b+`22M@
BM; /`m; HB#``B2b ;BMbi M2;H2+i2/ /Bb2b2b (R8k)- /i KBMBM; 7Q` /`m; bB/2@
2z2+ib (k3) M/ }M/BM; MQp2H i`;2ib mbBM; BM bBHB+Q iQQHb (3e) `2 2[mHHv pHB/
bi`i2;B2b iQ B/2MiB7v MQp2H mb2b 7Q` QH/ /`m;bX h?2 +QM+2Ti Q7 /`m; `2Tm`@
TQbBM; (R8j) Bb MQi MQp2H iQ i?2 T?`K+2miB+H BM/mbi`v, PM2 Q7 i?2 QH/2bi
b2KB@bvMi?2iB+ /`m;b- +2ivHbHB+vHB+ +B/- M MiB@BM~KKiQ`v /`m; 7Q`Km@
Hi2/ b 8yy@K; i#H2ib HmM+?2/ BM R3Ne b bTB`BM- rb `2+2MiHv `2TQbBiBQM2/
b /BHv@/Qb2 ǳ##v bTB`BMǴ Ud8@K; i#H2ib BM 1m`QT2- 3R@K; i#H2ib BM i?2
laV- 7Q` +`/BQpb+mH` /Bb2b2 T`2p2MiBQM (R89)X S}x2` +QK#BM2b +2iB`BxBM2-
 ?BbiKBM2 >R `2+2TiQ` Mi;Q@MBbi UTT`Qp2/ BM RN3d b wv`i2+V rBi? Tb2m@
/Q2T?2/`BM2 U bvKTi?QKBK2iB+ TT`Qp2/ BM RNd8 b LQp72/- MQr /Bb+QM@
iBMm2/V b  M2r /`m;- ǳwv`i2+@. Rk ?Qm`Ǵ UHmM+?2/ BM kyyRV- r?B+? +QMiBMb
+2iB`BxBM2 8 K; M/ Tb2m/Q2T?2/`BM2 Rky K; T2` i#H2i- 7Q` i?2 bvKTiQKiB+
`2HB27 Q7 b2bQMH HH2`;B2b (R88)X *z2BM2-  Mim`HHv@Q++m``BM; *La biBKm@
HMi (R8e) mb2/ BM +QK#BMiBQM rBi? KmHiBTH2 SA iQ BM+`2b2 H2`iM2bb M/
/Bm`2bBb- (R8d) rb TT`Qp2/ b ǳ*7+Bi Ǵ U+z2BM2 +Bi`i2- BMD2+iBQM 7Q` BMi`@
p2MQmb /KBMBbi`iBQMV BM kyyy #v i?2 lXaX 6QQ/ M/ .`m; /KBMBbi`iBQM
U6.V- M/ BM kyyd #v i?2 1m`QT2M J2/B+BM2b ;2M+v U1JV 7Q` i?2 b?Q`i@
i2`K i`2iK2Mi Q7 TM2 Q7 T`2Kim`Biv BM M2r#Q`M BM7Mib #2ir22M k3 M/
jj r22Fb ;2biiBQMH ;2 (R83)X Pi?2` 2tKTH2b- BM+Hm/BM; /mHQt2iBM2 M/
i?HB/QKB/2- `2 `2pB2r2/ 2Hb2r?2`2 (R8j)X
*`BiB+H "``B2`b
2b+`B#2/ BM b2+iBQM 8y8U#VUkV(R8N) Q7 i?2 62/2`H 6QQ/- .`m;- M/ *QbK2iB+
+i- i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM; Bb K/2 TQbbB#H2 #v i?2 .`m; S`B+2
*QKT2iBiBQM M/ Si2Mi h2`K _2biQ`iBQM +i Q7 RN39 UHbQ FMQrM b i?2
>i+?@qtKM K2M/K2Mib(Rey)V- r?B+? 2M#H2b i?2 TTHB+Mi 7Q`  M2r
/`m; TTHB+iBQM UL.V iQ `272`2M+2 BMp2biB;iBQMb Q7 b72iv M/ 2z2+iBp2@
M2bb r?2`2 i H2bi bQK2 Q7 i?2 BM7Q`KiBQM `2[mB`2/ 7Q` TT`QpH +QK2b 7`QK
bim/B2b MQi +QM/m+i2/ #v Q` 7Q` i?2 TTHB+Mi M/ 7Q` r?B+? i?2 TTHB+Mi ?b
MQi Q#iBM2/  `B;?i Q7 `272`2M+2X a2+iBQM 8y8U#VUkV Qz2`b Ti2Mi T`Qi2+iBQM
U?2M+2 K`F2i KQMQTQHvV 7Q` LJ1b- M2r /Qb;2 7Q`Kb U2X;X- ǳ##v bTB`BMǴV-
M2r /KBMBbi`iBQM `Qmi2b U2X;X- Q`H pbX BMi`@p2MQmb +z2BM2 +Bi`i2V- M2r
BM/B+iBQMb- M/ 7Q` M2r LJ1 +QK#BMiBQMb U2X;X- wv`i2+@.VX q?BH2 i?2 2t@
T2+iiBQM Bb i?i 72r2` +HBMB+H bim/B2b `2 `2[mB`2/ 7Q` `2TQbBiBQMBM;  /`m;-
i?Bb ?b MQ BKT+i r?2M i?2 /`m; Bb `2Tm`TQb2/ 7Q`  K2/B+H +QM/BiBQM i?i
T`2pBQmbHv H+F2/ /`m; i?2`TvX h?2 #m`/2M Bb 2p2M ?B;?2` r?2M i?2`T2miB+
;2Mib H`2/v 2tBbi- BX2X- i?2 T2iBiBQM2` M22/b iQ T`Qp2 i?2 i?2`T2miB+ /@
pMi;2 Qz2`2/ #v `2Tm`TQb2/ /`m;bX Hi?Qm;? i?2 T`Q+2bb Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ
Hbi +QMbB/2`#Hv H2bb +QKT`2/ iQ M HH@M2r LJ1 2zQ`i (R8j)- i?2 TTHB+Mi
8y *>Sh1_ jX S_1.A*hAL: aA.1 1661*ha
Kmbi M2p2`i?2H2bb +QM/m+i +HBMB+H i`BHb rBi? `2bT2+i iQ 2{++v U2X;X- 7Q` M2r
BM/B+iBQMbV- b r2HH b b72iv U2X;X- 7Q` ?B;?2` /Qb2bVX h?Bb }MM+BH #m`/2M
#HQ+Fb /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM; 2zQ`ib #2+mb2 +HBMB+H `2b2`+? +M [mB+FHv `2+?
i?2 KmHiB@v2`- KmHiB@KBHHBQM /QHH` `M;2X
*ha
>pBM; `2+Q;MBx2/ i?2 ;T #2ir22M #bB+ M/ +HBMB+H b+B2M+2- i?2 LA>
HmM+?2/ 2zQ`ib iQ #`B/;2 i?2 `2Tm`TQbBM; ǳpHH2v Q7 /2i?Ǵ #v 7Qbi2`BM; i`Mb@
HiBQMH `2b2`+? pB i?2 *ha U*HBMB+H M/ h`MbHiBQMH a+B2M+2 r`/bV
BMBiBiBp2 (R93)X *ha ?b M QMHBM2 +QHH2+iBQM Q7 `2b2`+? pQHmMi22`b(ReR)-
M BM/2t Q7 *ha i2+?MQHQ;B2b M/ BMi2HH2+imH T`QT2`iB2b (Rek)- b r2HH b
 TQ`iH T`iM2`BM; +/2KB+b M/ T?`K+2miB+H +QKTMB2b 7Q` MQ@HQM;2`
/2p2HQT2/ KQH2+mH2b (Rej)X
oB#BHBiv
;BMbi i?2 #+F/`QT Q7 BM+`2b2/ /B{+mHiB2b BM iFBM; LJ1b BMiQ i?2 +HBMB+-
QM2 Qm;?i iQ +QMbB/2` i?2 K2`Bib Q7 ǳ/`m; `2Tm`TQbBM;Ǵ UHbQ i2`K2/ /`m;
`2TQbBiBQMBM;- Q` /`m; `2@T`Q}HBM;V b  pB#H2 QTiBQMX 6B`bi- Qm` H2p2H Q7
FMQrH2/;2 BM i?2 TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v (38- Nd) Q7 /`m;b ?b `2+?2/  ;QQ/
/2;`22 Q7 Kim`Biv (Re9)- #2+mb2 Q7 M BM+`2b2/ BM@/2Ti? T`Q}HBM; 2zQ`i-
BM T`iB+mH` 7Q` MQp2H /`m;bX JQ`2 BKTQ`iMiHv- Qm` H2p2H Q7 FMQrH2/;2-
//`2bbBM; /i +QKTH2i2M2bb ;Tb (3d)- Bb BM+`2bBM; 7Q` i?2 QH/2` /`m;b b
r2HH, h?Bb Bb- iQ  H`;2 2ti2Mi- /m2 iQ i?2 pBH#BHBiv Q7 b+`22MBM; /i BM
Tm#HB+ bQm`+2b bm+? b Sm#*?2K (Re8) 7Q` Qmi@Q7@Ti2Mi /`m;b- b BM+Q`TQ`i2/
7Q` 2tKTH2 BM i?2 S`2birB+F *?2KB+H GB#``v (Ree)X
TT`Q+?
q2 2MpBbBQM  +QKTmi2`@B/2/ /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM; U*._V THi7Q`K b #2BM; 
b2KMiB+@r2# b2`pB+2 i?i rQmH/ `2Hv QM 7+imH bbQ+BiBQMb #2ir22M /`m;b-
i`;2ib M/ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2bX h?2 *._ THi7Q`K rQmH/ T`QpB/2 BM@/2Ti?
BMi2;`iBQM 7Q` i?2b2 7Qm` +i2;Q`B2b ,
Ç /`m;b U.V- BX2X- i?2 +iBp2 T?`K+2miB+H BM;`2/B2Mib USAV M/ i?2B`
+iBp2 K2i#QHBi2b- rBi? BMBiBH 7Q+mb QM bKHH KQH2+mH2 SAbc
Ç i`;2ib UhV- K+`QKQH2+mH2b T2`im`#2/ #v SA i?i H2/ iQ  +HBMB+H
Qmi+QK2c
Ç TQbBiBp2 +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b U*PV- BX2X- i?2 BMi2M/2/ i?2`T2miB+ 2z2+ib
Q7 /`m;b- b bT2+B}2/ QM i?2 TT`Qp2/ /`m; H#2Hb U.GV mM/2` ǳAM/B@
+iBQMbǴ
jXkX .h *PGG1*hAPL L. LGuaAa 8R
Ç M2;iBp2 +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b- Q7i2M `272``2/ iQ b ǳ/p2`b2 2p2MibǴ Q` /`m;
bB/2 2z2+ib- a1X
hQ 2bi#HBb? bm+? 7+imH bbQ+BiBQMb-  irQ@T`QM;2/ TT`Q+? Bb M22/2/, UBV
/22T /i KBMBM; Q7 .@h BMi2`+iBQMb- BM+Hm/BM; BM/2tBM;- +`Qbb@`272`2M+BM;-
T`Q+2bbBM; M/ +m`iBQM Q7 i?2 KQH2+mH`- T?`K+QHQ;B+H M/ #BQ+?2KB+H
bT2+ib Q7 /`m;@i`;2i BMi2`+iBQMbc M/ UBBV i2ti KBMBM; Q7 .G M/ +HBMB+H
`2b2`+? /Q+mK2Mib mbBM; +QMi`QHH2/ pQ+#mH`B2b- r?B+? rQmH/ #2 mb2/ iQ
2ti2MbBp2Hv T`Q+2bb i?2 ǳ/p2`b2 2p2MibǴ M/ ǳBM/B+iBQMbǴ b2+iBQMb Q7 K2/B+H
T+F;2 BMb2`ib Q` QM@HBM2 `2TQbBiQ`B2b bm+? b .BHvJ2/(Red)X h?Bb TT`Q+?
Bb +QM+2TimHHv #mBHi QM T`BQ` rQ`F- r?B+? BM72``2/ MQp2H /`m; i`;2ib bi`iBM;
7`QK  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 +?2KB+H M/ T?2MQivTB+ bB/2@2z2+i bBKBH`BiB2b(k3)X
SQi2MiBH
h?2 *._ THi7Q`K- r?BH2 #mBHi mTQM QT2M@++2bb `2bQm`+2b bm+? b
.`m;"MF(Re3) M/ .BHvJ2/- +M T`QpB/2 BKT`Qp2K2Mib BM irQ /B`2+iBQMb,
UBV a2KMiB+ r2#(ReN) +QKTHBM+2- r?B+? BKb iQ T`QpB/2 bi`m+im`2/ /`m;@
`2Hi2/ BM7Q`KiBQM U.@h@*P M/ .@h@a1 `2HiBQMb?BTbV- rBi? bbQ+Bi2/
b2ib Q7 BM72`2M+2 `mH2b BM i?2 7Q`K Q7 _.6 U_2bQm`+2 .2b+`BTiBQM 6`K2@
rQ`FV i`BTH2b i?i +QKTmi2`b rBHH mb2 iQ +QM/m+i miQKi2/ `2bQMBM;c M/
UBBV bvbi2KiB+ KTTBM; Q7 a1 Ui i?2 bvKTiQK H2p2H r?2`2p2` TQbbB#H2V rBi?
i`;2ib M/ MiBi`;2ib (Rdy)- i?i rQmH/ Qp2`HT bvKTiQKb `2Hi2/ iQ mMK2i
+HBMB+H M22/b U2X;X- 7Q` ``2 M/ M2;H2+i2/ /Bb2b2b(R9N)V rBi? a1 M/ *P
`2HiBQMb?BTbX b Bi BM+`2b2b Bib +Qp2`;2- i?2 *._ THi7Q`K Kv H2/ iQ
bvbi2KB+ MHvb2b Q7 #Qi? +HBMB+H M/ #bB+ b+B2M+2 /i- M/ Kv `2/m+2
i?2 BKT+i Q7 i?2 ++B/2MiH /Bb+Qp2`v UBX2X- b2`2M/BTBivVX h?Bb T`QbT2+iBp2
`2pB2r /2b+`B#2b T`2HBKBM`v bi2Tb iF2M iQr`/b bb2K#HBM; i?2 `2[mBbBi2
2H2K2Mib 7Q`  pB#H2 *._ THi7Q`K, 6B`bi- r2 //`2bb 2zQ`ib BM /2p2H@
QTBM; M 2t?mbiBp2 FMQrH2/;2 #b2 7Q` .@h BMi2`+iBQMbX h?2M r2 /Bb+mbb
T`2HBKBM`v `2bmHib #b2/ 7`QK a1 /i KQ/2HBM;- b 2ti`+i2/ 7`QK .GX
6BMHHv- M2irQ`F@#b2/ bbQ+BiBQMb #2ir22M .@h TB`b M/ +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b
`2 2pHmi2/ 7`QK i?2 T2`bT2+iBp2 Q7 bB/2@2z2+i BMi2`@`2HiBQMb?BTbX
jXk .i *QHH2+iBQM M/ MHvbBb
aKHH JQH2+mH2 SA AMi2`+iBQM MMQiiBQMb U.@hV
qBi? i?2 }MH ;QH #2BM; /i +QKTH2i2M2bb (3d)- r2 B/2MiB}2/ M/ +m`i2/
BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK KmHiBTH2 /i#b2b `272``BM; iQ SA BM Q`/2` iQ +`2i2 
+QKT`2?2MbBp2 `2TQbBiQ`v Q7 /`m;b- #2;BMMBM; rBi? bKHH KQH2+mH2bX h?2 7Q@
+mb Q7 i?2 ._l:a /i#b2 Bb iQ +Tim`2 M/ BMi2;`i2 i`;2i #BQ+iBpBiv
BM7Q`KiBQM 7Q` HH bKHH KQH2+mH2 /`m;b- BX2X- mMB[m2 SA i?i ?p2 Q#iBM2/
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K`F2i2/ /`m; biimb 7Q` ?mKM mb2- `2;`/H2bb Q7 +QmMi`v Q7 TT`QpHX AM Bib
+m``2Mi 7Q`K- ._l:a ?b j3jd mMB[m2 +?2KB+Hb U.2+2K#2` kyRyVX ._l:a
rb T`BK`BHv #mBHi mbBM; /i 7`QK qPJ"h@SE-(jk) S.aS(RdR) M/
.`m;"MF- rBi? //BiBQMH BM7Q`KiBQM +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK Tm#HB+iBQMbX(Rdk- Rdj)
._l:a biQ`2b ++m`i2 +?2KB+H bi`m+im`2b r?B+? r2`2 BM/2T2M/2MiHv p2`B@
}2/ +`Qbb b2p2`H bQm`+2b BM+Hm/BM; .G M/ a+B6BM/2` (Rd9)- ;2M2`B+ MK2b
M/ +QKKQM bvMQMvKbX *?2KB+H bi`m+im`2b r2`2 bm#D2+i iQ biM/`/Bx@
iBQM UbHi `2KQpH- +?`;2 M2mi`HBxiBQM- M/ `QKiBxiBQMV T`BQ` iQ B/2MiBiv
b2`+?BM;X 6Q` mMB[m2 i`;2ib- r2 mb2/ lMBS`Qi (93) B/2MiB}2`b M/ QMiQHQ;B2b
iQ mMB[m2Hv KT i?2 T`Qi2BMb BM ._l:a- Q#b2`pBM; +QKTiB#BHBiv rBi? i?2
/Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v TT`Q+?- *?2KS`QiX(Rd8) b Q7 .2+2K#2` kyRy-
._l:a ?/ j3jd mMB[m2 SA- RN 8Nj .@h BMi2`+iBQMb- M/ Rd8y mMB[m2
i`;2ibX
LmK2`B+H oHm2b
>Qr2p2`- MQi HH Q7 i?2 .@h `2 b+2`iBM2/ iQ #2 +HBMB+HHv `2H2pMi- MQ`
?p2 i?2 .@h pHm2b #22M pHB/i2/ 7Q` ?pBM; M {MBiv i?i Bb HBMF2/ iQ
 +HBMB+H Qmi+QK2X "2+mb2 KbbBp2 KQmMib Q7 .@h BMi2`+iBQM /i `2
bQK2iBK2b pBH#H2 7`QK QM@HBM2 `2bQm`+2b bm+? b AlS>_@."(Rde- Rdd)-
*?1J"G(Rd3)- S.aS M/ Sm#*?2K- BM T`iB+mH` 7Q` QH/2` /`m;b- i?Bb Kv
`2bmHi BM  THm`HBiv Q7 BM7Q`KiBQM i?i Bb bQK2iBK2b +QMi`/B+iQ`v , 2X;X - i?2
bK2 SA Bb BM/2t2/ QM i?2 bK2 i`;2i 7`QK i?2 bK2 bT2+B2b- #mi MmK2`B+H
pHm2b /Bz2` #v k Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 Q` KQ`2X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- MmK2`B+H
pHm2b ii`B#mi2/ iQ #BQHQ;B+H +iBpBiB2b `2 HbQ bm#D2+i iQ ǳi2KTQ`H /`B7iǴ,
6Q` 2tKTH2- BM i?2 RNeyb T`QT`MQHQH ?/ M {MBiv Q7 jR MJ 7Q` i?2
#2i/`2M2`;B+ `2+2TiQ`(RdN) UQMHv QM2 rb FMQrMV- #mi Bb MQr MMQii2/
rBi? {MBiB2b Q7 k MJ- 8 MJ M/ eyy MJ 7Q` i?2 #R- #k M/ #j /`2M2`;B+
`2+2TiQ`b- `2bT2+iBp2Hv (Rde)- BM //BiBQM iQ i?2 b2`QiQM2`;B+ 8@>hR `2+2TiQ`
Ujy MJV (jk)X "Qi? ++m`+v Q7 /2i2+iBQM M/ Qm` mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i`;2ib
BKT`Qp2 rBi? iBK2X
h?2`27Q`2- r2 ?p2 BKTH2K2Mi2/  T`Q+2bb iQ 2HBKBMi2 /mTHB+i2/ .@h@
#BQ+iBpBiv TB`b- ;BpBM; ?B;?2` T`BQ`Biv iQ 2tT2`i@+m`i2/ U2X;X- AlS>_@."
Q` ǳS.aS +2`iB}2/ǴV /i r?2`2p2` TQbbB#H2X J2/BM pHm2b 7Q` #BQ+iBpBiv
/i U2t+Hm/BM; ?B;?2bi M/ HQr2bi pHm2V r2`2 mb2/ r?2`2p2` 8 Q` KQ`2
pHm2b 7Q` i?2 bK2 #BQHQ;B+H 2M/@TQBMi r2`2 pBH#H2X  +QM}/2M+2 b+Q`2
U2X;X- RXy 7Q` ?B;?Hv i`mbi2/ bQm`+2b- M/ yX8 7Q` H+F Q7 MmK2`B+H /iV rb
BKTH2K2Mi2/X 6Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 i?Bb `2TQ`i- i?2 ._l:a /i#b2 `2HB2/ QM
/i 7`QK AlS>_@."- S.aS M/ qPJ"h@SE- r?B+? r2`2 +QMp2`i2/
BMiQ  7Q`Ki K2M#H2 7Q` 7m`i?2` T`Q+2bbBM; pB BM@?Qmb2 /i +QMp2`bBQM
M/ +?2KBM7Q`KiB+b iQQHb UBX2X - C*?2K(R3y) M/ PT2M1v2(R3R) bQ7ir`2VX
jXkX .h *PGG1*hAPL L. LGuaAa 8j
oBbmH JTTBM;
1`HB2` 2zQ`ib `2bmHi2/ BM i?2 BMi2;`iBQM Q7 djN KQH2+mH2b UQmi Q7 kjyyV
7`QK AlS>_@." BMiQ BS>*1 (N9- R3k)-  r2##b2/ iQQH #mBHi `QmM/ BM
2ti2MbQ T?`K+QHQ;B+H MMQiiBQMb 7`QK AlS>_@." M/ S.aS i?i ?b
i?2 +T#BHBiv iQ pBbmHBx2 i?2 BMi2`+iBQM QM KMv /`m;b QM KMv i`;2ib
U6B;m`2 jXRVX h?2 AlS>_ r2#bBi2 ?b HBMF2/ BM/BpB/mH `2+Q`/b #+F BMiQ
BS>*1 (R3j)X h?Bb i2+?MQHQ;v- +m``2MiHv 2ti2M/2/ iQ ._l:a- rBHH ?2HT mb
2pHmi2 i?2 +QKTH2tBiv Q7 /i T`bBM; M/ 2ti`+iBQM b r2HH b i?2 /2;`22
Q7 miQKiBQM +?B2p#H2 7Q` 7mim`2 mT/i2bX
TT`Qp2/ .`m; G#2Hb pBH#BHBiv
h?2`2 `2 +m``2MiHv  MmK#2` Q7 QM@HBM2 `2bQm`+2b i?i +QMiBM `2H2pMi BM@
7Q`KiBQM `2Hi2/ iQ T+F;2 BMb2`ib M/ .G, .BHvJ2/ M/ i?2 U`2Hi2/V
lXaX 6. (R39)- i?2 1J (R38)- i?2 qQ`H/ >2Hi? P`;MBxiBQM- q>P (R3e)-
i?2 mbi`HBM h?2`T2miB+ :QQ/b mi?Q`Biv- h:(R3d) Ĝ r?B+? `2 QT2M +@
+2bb- b r2HH b i?2 7Q`@722 `2bQm`+2b S?vbB+BM .2bF _272`2M+2- S._ (R33)-
J`iBM/H2-(R3N) M/ i?2 K2`B+M >QbTBiH 6Q`KmH`v a2`pB+2 U>6aV (RNy)-
KQM; Qi?2`bX h?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 /22T /i KBMBM; 7Q` .G bi`ib rBi? /i
+Tim`2 M/ KTTBM; 7Q` SA BM/2t2/ BM ._l:aX S`BQ`Biv Bb ;Bp2M iQ ǳ+HBM@
B+H T?`K+QHQ;vǴ- ǳBM/B+iBQMb M/ mb;2Ǵ- ǳ+QMi`BM/B+iBQMbǴ- ǳ/p2`b2
`2+iBQMbǴ M/ ǳ/2b+`BTiBQMǴX >Qr2p2`- b Qi?2` b2+iBQMb Kv +QMiBM T2`iB@
M2Mi BM7Q`KiBQM- i?2v `2 ivTB+HHv biQ`2/ UmMT`Q+2bb2/V 7Q` Hi2` mb2X S`@
iB+mH` +`2 M22/b iQ #2 ;Bp2M iQ biM/`/Bx2- +iHQ; M/ T`Q+2bb +HBMB+H
Qmi+QK2b M/ /`m; bB/2 2z2+ib pB 2ti2MbBp2Hv MMQii2/ pQ+#mH`B2bX *QK@
TiB#BHBiv rBi? i?2 bB/2@2z2+i `2bQm`+2 UaA.1_V(NN) Bb HBF2Hv iQ #mBH/ QM a1
7`2[m2M+v 7Q` i?2 pBH#H2 .@a1 TB`bX h?2 *._ THi7Q`K Bb HBF2Hv iQ iF2
/pMi;2 Q7 i?Bb .@a1 KTTBM; iQ 2M#H2 BM72`2M+2b +QK#BMBM; /`m; M/
i`;2i BM7Q`KiBQM Qp2` M 2MQ`KQmb- T`2b2MiHv bT`b2Hv KTT2/ bT+2 Q7
/`m;@i`;2i@+HBMB+H Qmi+QK2 bb2`iBQMb i?i rQmH/ MQi Qi?2`rBb2 #2 TQbbB#H2X
.G h2ti JBMBM;
q2 T`Q+2bb2/ HH .BHvK2/ UsJG 7Q`KiV `2+Q`/b UJv kyRy p2`bBQMV BM Q`/2`
iQ 2pHmi2 UBV i?2 MmK#2` Q7 mMB[m2 /`m;b T`2b2Mi M/ UBBV i?2 `2HiBQMb?BT
#2ir22M i?2b2 /`m;b M/ a1X .BHvK2/ 2MiBiB2b +QMiBM  bm`T`BbBM; MmK#2` Q7
SA /mTHB+i2b- 2X;X- Qp2` Ny /`m; 2Mi`B2b +QMiBM ǳ2bi`/BQHǴX q2 T2`7Q`K2/
/2@/mTHB+iBQM BM Q`/2` iQ bBKTHB7v- bi`m+im`2 M/ bi`2KHBM2 i?Bb /ib2iX q2
~;;2/ /mTHB+i2b #Qi? i i?2 SA H2p2H- 2X;X- r?2`2 SA MK2b `2 B/2MiB+H-
M/ i i?2 ;2M2`B+ /`m; MK2 H2p2HX .2@/mTHB+iBQM #v +iBp2 KQB2iv +M #2
BHHmbi`i2/ 7Q` ;2MiKB+BM, r?BH2 Bib +Q``2+i +?2KB+H MK2 Bb ǳ;2MiKB+BM *R
bmH7i2Ǵ- i?2 7QHHQrBM; bvMQMvKb r2`2 B/2MiB}2/ BM .BHvJ2/, ǳ:2MiKB+BM
89 *>Sh1_ jX S_1.A*hAL: aA.1 1661*ha
amH7i2 BM aQ/BmK *?HQ`B/2Ǵ- ǳ:2MiKB+BM amH7i2 BM aQ/BmK *?HQ`B/2 AMD2+@
iBQMǴ- ǳ:1LhEǴ- ǳAbQiQMB+ :2MiKB+BM amH7i2Ǵ- ǳ:2MiKB+BM amH7i2Ǵ M/
ǳ:1LhJA*AL alG6h1ǴX h?2b2 i`/2 MK2b `2 HBbi2/ BM .BHvJ2/ b
b2T`i2 /`m;b Ur?B+? i?2v `2V- #mi +MMQi #2 2bBHv KTT2/ QMiQ  mMB[m2
SAX
Pm` irQ@bi2T T`Q+2/m`2 `2/m+2/ i?2 /ib2i 7`QK de39 iQ Rde3 mMB[m2
2MiBiB2b- Q` ddW `2/m+iBQMX q2 7m`i?2` `2KQp2/ keR MBKH /`m; T`Q/m+ib
b r2HH b HH2`;2MB+ i?2`T2miB+b H+FBM; bT2+B}+ +?2KB+H SA BM7Q`KiBQM
U2X;X ǳ*i T2HiǴ M/ Qi?2` MBKH 2ti`+ibVX h?Bb T`Q+2bb vB2H/2/ RjkN 2M@
i`B2bX 7i2` KMmH +m`iBQM- i?2 /ib2i rb 7QmM/ iQ BM+Hm/2 RykR bKHH
KQH2+mH2b- Q7 r?B+? ky r2`2 /mTHB+i2b MQi /2i2+i2/ pB miQKiBQM U2X;X-
ǳ+2ii2 ?v/`Q+Q`iBbQM2Ǵ M/ ǳ?v/`Q+Q`iBbQM2 +2ii2ǴVc k9j bKHH KQH2+mH2
KBtim`2b U2X;X- bBKpbiiBM M/ MB+BMV- j mM/2}M2/ KBtim`2b UQK2;@j@+B/
2i?vH 2bi2`b- T2`~mi`2M M/ bBM2+i2+?BMbV- k3 T`Qi2BMb- ke KQMQ+HQMH M@
iB#Q/B2b- i?`22 MQM@/`m;b rBi? i?2`T2miB+ mb2 UbQ/BmK +2ii2- bQ/BmK #B@
+`#QMi2 M/ i`QK2i?KBM2V- QM2 T`bBi2 2ti`+i Uh`B+?QT?viQMV M/ QM2
BMb2+i 2ti`+i UaBiQi`Q;V- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?2 }MH sJG }H2b 7Q` N33 bKHH KQH2+mH2 /`m;b Ur?B+? Bb r?i .BHvJ2/
+QMiBMbV r2`2 T`Q+2bb2/ rBi? i?2 Svi?QM tKHX/QKXKBMB/QK T+F;2 7Q` a1
rQ`/ 7`2[m2M+v M/ bbQ+BiBQM mbBM; i?2 i2ti KBMBM; hJ T+F;2 7`QK i?2
_ biiBbiB+H bQ7ir`2(RNR)X h2`K@7`2[m2M+v p2+iQ`b- i2`K@/Q+mK2Mi Ki`B@
+2b- M/ /BbiM+2 Ki`B+2b r2`2 ;2M2`i2/ M/ mb2/ iQ MHvx2 a1 bBKBH`Biv
M/ ;`QmTBM;bX AM T`iB+mH`- r2 bm#D2+i2/ i?2 7`2[m2M+v Ki`Bt +QMiBMBM;
Rd9 a1 +QHmKMb 7Q` N33 `Qrb U/`m;bV iQ S*- T`BM+BTH +QKTQM2Mi MHvbBb
S*(RNk) mbBM; i?2 aBK+ T+F;2X(RNj) .i r2`2 i?2M pBbmHBx2/ mbBM; 
b2H7@Q`;MBxBM; KT(R9y) pB aTQi}`2 (RN9)X 1+? a1 rb KMmHHv bbQ+Bi2/
rBi?  bT2+B}+ iBbbm2 Q` Q`;M- r?2`2p2` TQbbB#H2 Ub22 HbQ 6B;m`2 jXkVX
bbQ+BiBM; .`m;b- h`;2ib M/ *HBMB+H Pmi+QK2b
h?2 .@a1 bT`b2 Ki`Bt UkNkej a1 Q++m``2M+2b- Q` ReX3R W Q++mTM+vV
vB2H/2/  Ry@/BK2MbBQMH KQ/2H UKBbbBM; /i r2`2 ii`B#mi2/  y pHm2VX
h?2 +mKmHiBp2 7`+iBQM Q7 i?2 p`BiBQM Q7 i?2 s p`B#H2b 2tTHBM2/ #v i?2
Ry@S* KQ/2H- R2V X(cum) = 0.365- rBi?  +`Qbb@pHB/i2/ +mKmHiBp2 T`2@
/B+i2/ 7`+iBQM Q7 i?2 p`BiBQM Q7 i?2 s p`B#H2b- Q2V X(cum) = 0.171X
//BiBQMH T`BM+BTH +QKTQM2Mib T`Q/m+2/ 2B;2M pHm2b mM/2` i?2 8W iQH2`@
M+2 HBKBi M/ r2`2 i?2`27Q`2 MQi +QMbB/2`2/X Hi?Qm;? +H2`Hv BM+QKTH2i2
BM i2`Kb Q7 a1 +Qp2`;2- r2 rMi2/ iQ 2tKBM2 i?2 #BQK2/B@+H `2H2pM+2 Q7
i?2 TQi2MiBH .@a1 bbQ+BiBQMb mM+Qp2`2/ #v i?Bb KQ/2HX h?2 S* KQ/2H
Bb ;`T?B+HHv bmKK`Bx2/ BM 6B;m`2 jXk- +QHQ`@+Q/2/ #v iBbbm2 Q` Q`;M, R9
bm+? +i2;Q`B2b- THmb ǳbvbi2KB+Ǵ r2`2 //2/ iQ i?2 b2i- #mi MQi mb2/ BM i?2
S* KQ/2HX





























































































































































































































jXkX .h *PGG1*hAPL L. LGuaAa 8d
h?2 2K2`;BM; +Hmbi2`b BM/B+i2 i?i .G +Q@Q++m``2M+2 Bb 7` 7`QK `M@
/QKX 6Q` 2tKTH2- `?BMBiBb- bBMmbBiBb M/ BM72+iBQM `2 `2Hi2/ U+QHmKM R- `Qr
9- Q` ǳ+Hmbi2`nRn9ǴVc mH+2`- ?2Kim`B- M;BM M/ #H22/BM; U+Hmbi2` 9n9V
`2 +HQb2 iQ ǳ/2i?Ǵ Ui?2 bBM;H2iQM +Hmbi2`njn9V- r?B+? BM im`M M2B;?#Q`b
HQT2+B- +M+2` M/ iQtB+Biv U+Hmbi2`njn8VX u2i Qi?2` K2K#2`b Q7 +Hmb@
i2`njn8- 2X;X- biQKiBiBb- 72p2` M/ H+`BKiBQM- `2Hi2 iQ bQK2 K2K#2`b Q7
+Hmbi2`nkn8- bm+? b Bi+?BM;- +QMM2+iBpBiBb- 2`mTiBQMb M/ Bi+?BM;- Q` iQ i?2
KQ`2 b2p2`2 bi?K M/ HH2`;B+X hQtB+ M/ BKKmMQiQtB+ `2+iBQMb i?i KM@
B72bi QM i?2 /2`KH M/ Km+QbH Hv2`b Q` BM i?2 /B;2biBp2 i`+i BM+Hm/2 Mm@
b2- /B``?2- pQKBiBM;- M;BQ2/2K- `b?2b- /vbT2TbB M/ ~imH2M+2- M/
`2 +Q@+Hmbi2`2/ rBi? DQBMi@M/@Kmb+mH` TBM bvKTiQKb bm+? b `i?`H;B-
KvH@;B- ?2/+?2- TBM- b r2HH b +Qm;? U+Hmbi2`n8nRVX *`/BQpb+mH` M/
`2bTB`iQ`v a1 bbQ+BiBQMb BM+Hm/2 ``?vi?KB- #`/v+`/B- i+?v+`/B- }#@
`BHHiBQM- ?vTQi2MbBQM M/ T?H2#BiBb- M/ #`QM+?QbTbK- r?22xBM; M/ TM2-
`2bT2+iBp2Hv- b r2HH b b2/iBQM U+Hmbi2`njnjVX HH 2B;?i #HQQ/@HQ+i2/ a1
`2 BM i?2 #QiiQK `Qr U2t+2Ti i?`QK#QbBb- `Qr 9V- r?2`2b KQbi Q7 i?2 *La
M/ K2MiH a1 `2 QM i?2 iQT H27i T`i Q7 i?Bb aPJX
hrQ Q7 i?2 i?`22 QT?i?HKB+ a1- /BTHQTB U/Qm#H2 pBbBQMV M/ T?QiQT?Q#B
`2bT2+iBp2Hv- #mi MQi H+`BKiBQM- +Q@Q++m` rBi? *La M/ K2MiH a1- MK2Hv
+QK- T`HvbBb- +QMpmHbBQMb- KM2bB- +QM7mbBQM M/ itB U+Hmbi2`nRnRVX
q?BH2 +HBMB+HHv bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 2v2 Q`;M- /BTHQTB M/ T?QiQT?Q#B `2
MQi `2HHv QT?i?HKB+ /vb7mM+iBQMbc `i?2`- Bi Bb Qm` T2`+2TiBQM i?i Bb Hi2`2/c
i?2`27Q`2- i?2B` +Hmbi2`BM; bbQ+BiBQM iQ i?2 *LafK2MiH M2B;?#Q`?QQ/ Bb
[mBi2 TT`QT`Bi2X h?Qm;? #b2/ QM  HBKBi2/ /i b2i- r2 +QM+Hm/2 i?i- i
H2bi BM T`i- a1 Q++m``2M+2b +M #2 2tTHBM2/ #v /`m; +QKT`iK2MiHBxiBQM-
BX2X- i?2 /`m; Bb KQ`2 HBF2Hv iQ +mb2 bB/2 2z2+ib BM i?2 Q`;MfiBbbm2 r?2`2 Bi
Bb KQ`2 HBF2Hv iQ ++mKmHi2X h?Bb `2bmHi- H#2Bi BMimBiBp2- Bb [mBi2 bm`T`BbBM;-
bBM+2 Bi bi2Kb 7`QK  ;2M2`B+ i2ti MHviB+b iQQH i?i H+Fb K2/B+H +QMi2tiX
Ai Ki+?2b Q#b2`piBQMb 7`QK +Q@Q++m``2M+2 T?`K+QpB;BHM+2 T`Q+2bbBM; Q7
2H2+i`QMB+ ?2Hi? `2+Q`/b 7Q` b2p2M /`m;b (RN8)X
GBKBiiBQMb Q7 i?2 S* JQ/2H
6Q` HH Bib TQi2MiBH K2`Bi- i?Bb a1@#b2/ S* KQ/2H Bb #v MQ K2Mb /B`2+iHv
mb#H2 rBi?BM i?2 *._ THi7Q`K, 6B`bi- miQKi2/ i2ti KBMBM; vB2H/2/ 
`i?2` HBKBi2/ URd9V b2i Q7 /p2`b2 `2+iBQMb- r?B+? Bb bB;MB}+MiHv bKHH2`
i?M i?2 bB/2 2z2+ib 7`QK aA.1_ (NN)X a2+QM/- i?2 S* KQ/2H +Qp2`b QMHv
jeX8 W Q7 i?2 `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M i?2b2 /p2`b2 2p2Mib M/ i?2 /`m;b BM@
+Hm/2/ BM i?Bb KQ/2H- #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i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 KQ/2H QM i?2 pHB/iBQM b2i #v kX8W U7`QK yX89N iQ
yX8d9VX h?2 7mHH +QKT`BbQM Bb T`QpB/2/ BM i?2 bmTTH2K2Mi`v Ki2`BH Uh#H2
jXN M/ jXRyVX >Qr2p2`- Hi?Qm;? BMi2;`iBM; 2ti` BM7Q`KiBQM /Q2b BKT`Qp2
i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2- Bi HbQ BM+`2b2b i?2 MQBb2 BM i?2 KQ/2H- b +`Qbb@bT2+B2b
/`m;@i`;2ib /Q MQi Hrvb `2~2+i i?2 bK2 `2bTQMb2 BM ?mKM i`;2ibX Ai Bb
v2i mM+H2` ?Qr Km+? rQmH/ r2 ;BM Q` HQb2 BM i?2 Qp2`HH T2`7Q`KM+2 #v BM@
+Hm/BM; +`Qbb@bT2+B2b /iX .i +QKTH2i2M2bb Bb biBHH  T`Q#H2K BM /`m; i`;2i
M2irQ`Fb (3d)X Pm` bim/v 7Q+mb2/ QM +HBMB+H ._ `2TQ`ib M/ bQK2 ._b
+M #2 `2TQ`i2/ 7i2` i?2 /`m; ?b 2Mi2`2/ i?2 K`F2iX b  T2`bT2+iBp2-
bm+? TQbiK`F2i ._b +QmH/ #2 BMi2;`i2/ 7Q`  KQ`2 ++m`i2 T`2/B+iBQM
M/ #2ii2` /`m; b72iv bb2bbK2MiX
jXN Ji2`BHb M/ J2i?Q/b
.i b2i bQm`+2b
q2 /QrMHQ/2/ HH /p2`b2 2p2Mi `2TQ`ib- b Q7 CmM2 9- kyRk- BM sJG 7Q`@
Ki 7`QK .BHvJ2/X sJG }H2b r2`2 T`Q+2bb2/ mbBM; S2`H sJG M/ >hJG
KQ/mH2b M/ i#H2b bmKK`BxBM; i?2 7`2[m2M+v Q7 /p2`b2 2p2Mib `2TQ`i2/ BM
i?2 i`BHb r2`2 2ti`+i2/X q2 QMHv +QMbB/2`2/ i#H2b i?i +QMiBM2/ ._b
HQM; rBi? TH+2#Q 7`2[m2M+B2b M/ MmK#2` Q7 TiB2Mib mb2/ BM i?2 i`BHbX q2
r2`2 #H2 iQ 2ti`+i R3j /`m;b rBi? TH+2#Q 7`2[m2M+v BM7Q`KiBQMX h?2 /`m;
MK2b r2`2 MMQii2/ iQ  .`m;"MF A. (kj)X h?2 ._b i2`Kb r2`2 KTT2/
iQ J2/._ T`272``2/ i2`Kb UShV (kky) M/ iQ lMB}2/ J2/B+H GM;m;2 avb@
i2K UlJGaV (kkR)X 6`QK p2`bBQM k Q7 i?2 *?2KS`Qi /i#b2- r?B+? Bb 
+QHH2+iBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2 QT2M bQm`+2 M/ +QKK2`+BH +?2KB+H@T`Qi2BM /i#b2
(kRj)- r2 `2i`B2p2/ e9N9 /`m; i`;2ib- mbBM;  `2HiBp2Hv HQr #BM/BM; {MBiv
i?`2b?QH/ URyy µMVX h?2 >mKM S`Qi2BM iHb U>SV p2`bBQM NXy (ed) rb
mb2/ iQ MMQii2 /`m; i`;2ib iQ ?mKM iBbbm2bX hQ pHB/i2 Qm` K2i?Q/ r2
mb2/ p2`bBQM k Q7 aA.1_ /i#b2 `2H2b2/ QM J`+? Re- kyRk (NN)X
1biBKiBQM Q7 biiBbiB+H bB;MB}+M+2
q2 K/2  ktk +QMiBM;2M+v i#H2 7Q` 2+? ._ f TH+2#Q TB` #v +QMp2`iBM;
i?2 7`2[m2M+B2b BMiQ  +b2 M/  +QMi`QHX q2 i?2M TTHB2/ i?2 χ2 biiBbiB+
iQ i?2 ktk +QMiBM;2M+v i#H2b M/ +H+mHi2/ i?2 T@pHm2bX M 2tKTH2 Bb
i?2 /`m; *`/m`M- r?B+? ?/  yXyNN UNXNWV 7`2[m2M+v Q7 +mbBM; ?2/+?2
U._V r?2`2b i?2 +QMi`QH UTH+2#QV b?Qr2/  7`2[m2M+v Q7 yXyN UNWVX AM Q`@
/2` iQ 2biBKi2 r?2i?2` *`/m`MǶb bbQ+BiBQM rBi? ?2/+?2 rb  +?M+2
2p2Mi- r2 HbQ M22/2/ iQ iF2 BMiQ ++QmMi i?2 MmK#2` Q7 TiB2Mib i?i mM/2`@
r2Mi i?2 i`BHX AM i?Bb 2tKTH2 i?2`2 r2`2 ee8 TiB2Mib BM i?2 +b2 ;`QmT M/




h#H2 jX3X  ktk +QMiBM;2M+v i#H2 b?QrBM; *`/m`M pbX TH+2#QX
Nyy TiB2Mib BM i?2 +QMi`QH ;`QmT Uh#H2 jX3VX qBi? i?2 +H+mHi2/ T@pHm2 Q7
yXee r?B+? rb ;`2i2` i?M i?2 ?B;?2bi ++2Ti#H2 bB;MB}+M+2 H2p2H Q7 yXy8-
r2 `2D2+i2/ *`/m`MǶb bbQ+BiBQM rBi? ?2/+?2 X
1biBKiBQM Q7 b+Q`BM; 7mM+iBQM
q2 +QK#BM2/ i?2 /i BMiQ  ._Ĝ/`m;ĜT`Qi2BM M2irQ`F M/ TTHB2/ 









r?2`2 Pk Bb i?2 T@pHm2 7Q` i?2 ._- T+i Bb i?2 M2;iBp2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7
i?2 i`;2i +iBpBiv K2bm`2/ BM MJ- L/ Bb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/
rBi? i?2 ._Ĝ/`m; TB` M/ Lb Bb i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 ._b bbQ+Bi2/
rBi?  T`Qi2BMX h?2 i2`K L/ rb BMi`Q/m+2/ iQ pQB/ b+Q`BM; 7mM+iBQM #Bb
iQr`/b ._ĜT`Qi2BM TB`b- r?2`2 KmHiBTH2 /`m;b ?p2 b?QrM +iBpBiB2b 7Q`
i?2 bK2 i`;2i UT`QKBb[mQmb i`;2ibVX h?2 i2`K Lb r2B;?b /QrM i?2 b+Q`2
r?2M i?2 T`Qi2BM Bb bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? KmHiBTH2 ._bX
h?Bb b+Q`BM; 7mM+iBQM 2M#H2/ mb iQ b+Q`2 2+? T`Qi2BMĜ._ TB` M/ iQ
T`2/B+i T`Qi2BMb `2Hi2/ iQ ._bX h?Bb BM im`M 2M#H2/ i?2 +`2iBQM Q7 
KQ/2H i?i T`2/B+i2/ M/ `MF2/ ._ 7Q`  ;Bp2M /`m; #v Bib #BQ+iBpBiv
T`Q}H2X
hBbbm2 }Hi2`
h?2 iBbbm2 }Hi2` rb +QMbi`m+i2/ mbBM; T`Qi2BMĜiBbbm2 MMQiiBQM rBi? i?2
?B;?2bi +QM}/2M+2 b+Q`2 7`QK >SX q2 ;`QmT2/ i?2 iBbbm2 MK2b 7`QK >S
BMiQ Rk KBM iBbbm2 +i2;Q`B2b mbBM; i?2 avbi2K P`;M *Hbb UaP*V i2`Kb
7`QK J2/._ iQ +`2i2 M ._ĜiBbbm2 /B+iBQM`v UamTTH2K2Mi`v h#H2
jXRRVX lbBM; i?Bb /B+iBQM`v r2 }Hi2`2/ i?2 T`Qi2BMb 7`QK ._Ĝ/`m;ĜT`Qi2BM
bbQ+BiBQMb iQ bQ`i i?2K BMiQ /Bz2`2Mi iBbbm2 +i2;Q`B2b #27Q`2 +H+mHiBM;
i?2 b+Q`2 mbBM; 1[X jXRX
jXNX Jh1_AGa L. J1h>P.a 3R
PTiBKBxiBQM Q7 bB;MB}+M+2 M/ b+Q`2 i?`2b?QH/b
q2 ;2M2`i2/  HBbi Q7 ._Ĝ/`m; BMi2`+iBQMb #v p`vBM; i?2 bB;MB}+M+2
H2p2H Q7 i?2 T@pHm2 BM i?2 `M;2 Q7 82@y8 iQ yXy8X 6Q` 2+? ;2M2`i2/ HBbi r2
`M i?2 KQ/2H Bi2`iBp2Hv Qp2` TQbbB#H2 b+Q`2b rBi?  yXR BM+`2K2Mi M/ bp2/
i?2 #2bi b+Q`2 i?i +QmH/ +Q``2+iHv bbB;M i?2 ._b iQ i?2 R9k /`m;b BM i?2
i`BMBM; b2iX q2 +`2i2/ R9 /Bz2`2Mi KQ/2Hb, d mbBM; i?2 iBbbm2 }Hi2` M/ d
rBi?Qmi X 1+? Q7 i?2 KQ/2Hb ?b QM2 Q7 i?2 9 bB;MB}+Mi T@pHm2b, U82@8-
R2@9- R2@j M/ yXy8V Q` j MQM@bB;MB}+Mi T@pHm2b, UyXR- yX8 M/ RXyVX .m`BM;
T@pHm2 QTiBKBxiBQM r2 `M 2+? KQ/2H Ry iBK2b, 6B`bi- i?2 ?B;?2bi ._
b+Q`2 rb +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 ?B;?2bi ._ 7`2[m2M+vc BM i?2 b2+QM/ +QKT`B@
bQM- i?2 ?B;?2bi ._ b+Q`2 rb +QKT`2/ iQ 2Bi?2` Q7 i?2 irQ ?B;?2bi ._
7`2[m2M+B2bc i?2 T`Q+2bb rb +QMiBMm2/ mMiBH i?2 Ryi? ?B;?2bi 7`2[m2M+vX q2
2pHmi2/ i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 KQ/2Hb #v +QKT`BM; i?2 ?B;?2bi T`2/B+i2/
._ b+Q`2 iQ ?B;?2bi ._ 7`2[m2M+B2b rBi?BM 2+? R9k /`m;b BM i?2 i`BM@
BM; b2iX h?2 KQ/2H T2`7Q`KM+2 rb ;Bp2M #v i?2 +Q``2+iHv T`2/B+i2/ ._b
Qmi Q7 i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 /`m;bX h?2 b+Q`2 i?`2b?QH/ rb bm#b2[m2MiHv QT@
iBKBx2/ #v Bi2`iBM; i?`Qm;? i?2 ._ĜT`Qi2BM b+Q`2b iQ }M/ i?2 QM2 i?i
;p2 i?2 #2bi T2`7Q`KM+2X S2`KmiiBQM i2bi rb mb2/ iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 bB;MB7@
B+M+2 Q7 i?2 KQ/2HX h?2 /`m;@i`;2ib r2`2 `M/QKBx2/ M/ 2+? KQ/2H rb
`mM Ryyyy iBK2b iQ 2biBKi2 i?2 T@pHm2X M bi2`BbF BM h#H2b jX9 M/ jX8
BM/B+i2 bB;MB}+Mi KQ/2Hb rBi?  T@pHm2 H2bb i?M yXy8X
oHB/iBQM
q2 pHB/i2/ i?2 K2i?Q/ mbBM; Rjj /`m;b- MQi BM+Hm/2/ BM Qm` /ib2i- HQM;
rBi? BM7Q`KiBQM QM ._ 7`2[m2M+B2b 7`QK aA.1_ k /i#b2X 6Q` i?2b2 Rjj
/`m;b r2 2ti`+i2/ i?2 /`m;@i`;2ib 7`QK *?2KS`Qi k /i#b2 M/ `2i`B2p2/
kRR8 /`m;ĜT`Qi2BM TB`b rBi? #BM/BM; {MBiv I Ryy µM X q2 TTHB2/ i?2
QTiBKH b+Q`2 +H+mHi2/ 7`QK i?2 i`BMBM; b2i iQ 2+? pHB/iBQM KQ/2HX
amTTH2K2Mi`v
JQ/2H +QKT`BbQM
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aP* >S
"HQQ/ M/ HvKT?iB+ bvbi2K /BbQ`@
/2`b
"HQQ/ M/ BKKmM2 bvbi2K
U>2KiQTQB2iB+V
*`/B+ /BbQ`/2`b *`/BQpb+mH` bvbi2K U>2`i M/
#HQQ/ p2bb2HbV
*QM;2MBiH- 7KBHBH M/ ;2M2iB+ /Bb@
Q`/2`b
1` M/ H#v`BMi? /BbQ`/2`b
1M/Q+`BM2 /BbQ`/2`b 1M/Q+`BM2 ;HM/b
1v2 /BbQ`/2`b
:bi`QBMi2biBMH /BbQ`/2`b .B;2biBp2 i`+i U:A@i`+iV
:2M2`H /BbQ`/2`b M/ /KBMBbi`@
iBQM bBi2 +QM/BiBQMb
@
AKKmM2 bvbi2K /BbQ`/2`b "HQQ/ M/ BKKmM2 bvbi2K
U>2KiQTQB2iB+V GBp2` M/ TM+`2b
SH+2Mi
AM72+iBQMb M/ BM72biiBQMb "HQQ/ M/ BKKmM2 bvbi2K
U>2KiQTQB2iB+V
AMDm`v- TQBbQMBM; M/ T`Q+2/m`H
+QKTHB+iBQMb
"HQQ/ M/ BKKmM2 bvbi2K
U>2KiQTQB2iB+V
AMp2biB;iBQMb
J2i#QHBbK M/ Mmi`BiBQM /BbQ`/2`b "HQQ/ M/ BKKmM2 bvbi2K
U>2KiQTQB2iB+V
Jmb+mHQbF2H2iH M/ +QMM2+iBp2 iBb@
bm2 /BbQ`/2`b
aFBM M/ bQ7i iBbbm2b
L2QTHbKb #2MB;M- KHB;MMi M/
mMbT2+B}2/ UBM+H +vbib M/ TQHvTbV
L2`pQmb bvbi2K /BbQ`/2`b *2Mi`H M2`pQmb bvbi2K U"`BMV
Sbv+?Bi`B+ /BbQ`/2`b *2Mi`H M2`pQmb bvbi2K U"`BMV
_2MH M/ m`BM`v /BbQ`/2`b l`BM`v i`+i UEB/M2v M/ #H//2`V
_2T`Q/m+iBp2 bvbi2K M/ #`2bi /Bb@
Q`/2`b
"`2bi M/ 72KH2 `2T`Q/m+iBp2 bvb@
i2K U62KH2 iBbbm2bV JH2 `2T`Q/m+@
iBp2 bvbi2K UJH2 iBbbm2bV
_2bTB`iQ`v- i?Q`+B+ M/ K2/BbiB@
MH /BbQ`/2`b
_2bTB`iQ`v bvbi2K UGmM;V
aFBM M/ bm#+miM2Qmb iBbbm2 /BbQ`@
/2`b
aFBM M/ bQ7i iBbbm2b
aQ+BH +B`+mKbiM+2b *2Mi`H M2`pQmb bvbi2K U"`BMV
am`;B+H M/ K2/B+H T`Q+2/m`2b
ob+mH` /BbQ`/2`b *`/BQpb+mH` bvbi2K U>2`i M/
#HQQ/ p2bb2HbV
h#H2 jXRRX h?2 avbi2K P`;M *Hbb UaP*V i2`Kb 7`QK J2/._ ;`QmT2/







AM i?Bb i?2bBb- A ?p2 T`2b2Mi2/ M/ /Bb+mbb2/ i?2 BMi2;`iBQM Q7 +?2K@
B+HĜT`Qi2BM MMQiiBQM `2bQm`+2b rBi? +QKTH2t /Bb2b2@HBMF2/ SSA /i
M/ TTHB+iBQMb Q7 bB/2@2z2+i T`2/B+iBQM #b2/ QM bvbi2K +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v
TT`Q+?2bX AM +?Ti2` k- A T`2b2Mi2/ *?2KS`Qi-  /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQH@
Q;v /i#b2 i?i BMi2;`i2b N /Bz2`2Mi +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM /i#b2bX h?2
mMB[m2 72im`2 Q7 *?2KS`Qi Bb M #BHBiv iQ `2i`B2p2 BM7Q`KiBQM i  +2HHmH`
H2p2H #v bbQ+BiBM; i?2 T`Qi2BMb z2+i2/ #v  +?2KB+H iQ bT2+B}+ iBbbm2b
M/ T?2MQivT2bX q2 BKT`Qp2/ M/ mT/i2/ *?2KS`Qi U*?2KS`Qi kXyV
iQ BM+Hm/2 ?2HT7mH pBbmHBxiBQM iQQHb HBF2 ?2iKT M/ BMi2`+iBp2 +QKTH2t
/Bb2b2 M2irQ`F- r?B+? 2b2 i?2 MpB;iBQM Q7 i?2 T?`K+QHQ;B+H bT+2 7Q`
bKHH KQH2+mH2bX AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 +?2KB+H b2`+?- i?2 mb2`b Q7 *?2KS`Qi
kXy +M MQr b2`+? #v /Bb2b2b- h* +Q/2b M/ bB/2@2z2+ib M/ i?2`2#v
`2i`B2p2 MMQiiBQM 7Q` +?2KB+Hb M/ T`Qi2BMb bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2b2 b2`+?
[m2`B2bX HH iQ;2i?2` r2 ?QT2 i?i i?Bb r2# TTHB+iBQM 7`K2rQ`F rBHH bbBbi
`2b2`+?2`bǶ BM@bBHB+Q 2pHmiBQM Q7 i?2 2z2+i Q7 bKHH KQH2+mH2b QM T`Qi2BMb-
/Bb2b2b- iBbbm2b M/ /p2`b2 /`m; 2p2MibX
AM +?Ti2` j- A BM+Hm/2/ irQ `iB+H2b QM bB/2@2z2+i T`2/B+iBQMX AM i?2 }`bi
`iB+H2- r2 T`2b2Mi2/  +QKTmi2`@B/2/ /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM; U*._V K2i?Q/-
r?B+? rb +2Mi2`2/ QM bB/2@2z2+ibX h?2 *._ K2i?Q/ BHHmbi`i2b ?Qr
FMQrH2/;2 +M 2pQHp2 7`QK /i KBMBM; M/ /i BMi2;`iBQMX
AM i?2 b2+QM/ `iB+H2- r2 T`2b2Mi2/  bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v TT`Q+?
iQ T`2/B+i bB/2@2z2+ib- r?B+? rb #b2/ QM  ?B;? +QM}/2M+2 /`m;Ĝ._
/ib2iX q2 HBMF2/ /`m;Ĝ._ rBi? +?2KB+HĜT`Qi2BM MMQiiBQM 7`QK
3d
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*?2KS`Qi M/ #mBHi  KQ/2H iQ +Tim`2 7`2[m2MiHv 2M+QmMi2`2/ ._Ĝi`;2i
bbQ+BiBQMbX q2 mb2/ i?Bb KQ/2H iQ T`2/B+i bB/2@2z2+ib Q7 rBi?/`rM /`m;b
biQ`2/ BM .`m;"MF M/ +QM}`K2/ i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK i?2 HBi2`im`2X
S2`bT2+iBp2b
L2r DQBMi T`QD2+i +QHH#Q`iBQM BMBiBiBp2b #2ir22M i?2 i?2 T?`K+2miB+H
BM/mbi`v- +/2KB M/ Qi?2` bKHH #mbBM2bb2b- 7Q` 2tKTH2- PT2MS>*ha
(kkk)- 2hPs (kkj) M/ AL"APJ1. (kk9)- ?p2 MQr bi`i2/ iQ 2K2`;2X h?2b2
BMBiBiBp2b `2 i?2 }`bi bi2Tb BM i?2 `B;?i /B`2+iBQM 7Q` b?`BM; /i M/
BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK M Qi?2`rBb2 p2`v T`Qi2+i2/ M/ +HQb2/ T?`K+2miB+H
BM/mbi`v- r?B+? rBHH ?2HT `2b2`+?2`b /2+BT?2` i?2 +HBMB+H 2z2+ib Q7 /`m;bX
h?2`2 `2 MmK2`Qmb rvb BM r?B+? i?2 rQ`F BM i?Bb i?2bBb +QmH/ +QMiBMm2
b Bi b22Kb iQ QMHv b+`i+? i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 TQbbB#BHBiB2b i?i +QmH/ #2 BMi2;`i2/
BM bvbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v TT`Q+?2bX S?`K+Q;2MQKB+b M/ T2`bQMH@
Bx2/ K2/B+BM2 +QmH/ #2 i?2 M2ti +?HH2M;2b BM H`;2@b+H2 /i BMi2;`iBQM-
;2M2iB+ p`BiBQM 7`QK bBM;H2 Mm+H2QiB/2 TQHvKQ`T?BbKb UaLSbV M/ i2ti
KBMBM; TiB2Mi `2+Q`/b +QmH/ `2p2H mb27mH BM7Q`KiBQMX
.i BM+QKTH2i2M2bb Q7 /`m;@i`;2ib Bb MQi?2` HBKBiBM; 7+iQ` 7Q` T`2@
/B+iBQM Q7 MQp2H /`m;@i`;2ib M/ bB/2@2z2+ib (3d)X h?2`2 Bb  M22/ 7Q` 7mHH
?mKM T`Qi2BM b+`22MBM; T`Q;`Kb r?2`2 +QKTQmM/b +M #2 i2bi2/ QM i?2
r?QH2 ?mKM T`Qi2QK2X
AM Q`/2` iQ +?M;2 i?2 /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v T`/B;K r?2`2 i?2 /Bb2b2 ǳQM2@
2z2+ifQM2@+mb2fQM2@i`;2iǴ +M #2 +m`2/ #v  K;B+ #mHH2i ǳi?2 /`m;Ǵ r2
M22/ iQ /2p2HQT M/ QTiBKBx2 M2irQ`F@B/2/ /`m; /2p2HQTK2Mi iQ;2i?2` rBi?
?mKM +`2iBpBiv M/ #+F;`QmM/ FMQrH2/;2 (k)X
"B#HBQ;`T?v
(R) _ G >Q M/ *  GB2mX avbi2Kb #BQHQ;v, M 2pQHpBM; TT`Q+? BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v M/
/2p2HQTK2MiX .`m;b BM _.- NU9V,kyjĜkRe- kyy3X SJA., R3833j8kX j
(k) SX *b2`K2Hv- hX EQ`+bK`Qb- >X CX JX EBbb- :X GQM/QM- M/ _X LmbbBMQpX ai`m+@
im`2 M/ /vMKB+b Q7 KQH2+mH` M2irQ`Fb,  MQp2H T`/B;K Q7 /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX 
+QKT`2?2MbBp2 `2pB2rX `sBp T`2T`BMi `sBp,RkRyXyjjy- kyRkX j- 9- 8- kj- 33
(j) >X uX *?mM;- JX >Q7`22- M/ hX A/2F2`X  /2+/2 Q7 bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;vX MMmH `2pB2r
Q7 +2HH M/ /2p2HQTK2MiH #BQHQ;v- ke,dkR- kyRyX j- 9
(9) >B`QFB EBiMQX avbi2Kb #BQHQ;v,  #`B27 Qp2`pB2rX a+B2M+2- kN8U88eyV,ReekĜRee9-
J`+? kyykX 9
(8) 1#2`?`/ oQBi- M _mi2 L2p2b- M/ >2H2M aMiQbX h?2 BMi`B+i2 bB/2 Q7 bvbi2Kb
#BQHQ;vX S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/ aii2b Q7
K2`B+- RyjUk8V,N98kĜN98d- CmM2 kyyeX SJA., Redeee89X 9
(e) G2`Qv >QQ/ M/ _Q;2` JX S2`HKmii2`X h?2 BKT+i Q7 bvbi2Kb TT`Q+?2b QM #BQ@
HQ;B+H T`Q#H2Kb BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX Lim`2 "BQi2+?MQHQ;v- kkURyV,RkR8ĜRkRd- kyy9X
9
(d) hm/Q` AX PT`2- H2tM/2` h`QTb?- C2M@GQmT 6mHQM- M/ J`F .X _BMiQmHX avb@
i2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;vX Lim`2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v- jU3V,99dĜ98y- m;mbi kyydX SJA.,
RdejdddR SJ*A., SJ*kdj98yeX 9- kd- je
(3) a2i? A "2`;2` M/ _pB Av2M;`X L2irQ`F MHvb2b BM bvbi2Kb T?`K+QHQ;vX "BQBM@
7Q`KiB+b UPt7Q`/- 1M;HM/V- k8URNV,k9eeĜk9dk- P+iQ#2` kyyNX SJA., RNe93RjeX 9-
kd
(N) *?`H2b mz`v- w?m *?2M- M/ G2`Qv >QQ/X avbi2Kb K2/B+BM2, i?2 7mim`2 Q7 K2/B+H
;2MQKB+b M/ ?2Hi?+`2X :2MQK2 J2/B+BM2- RURV,k- CMm`v kyyNX 9
(Ry) BbHvM . q "Q`M M/ _pB Av2M;`X avbi2Kb TT`Q+?2b iQ TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v M/
/`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX *m``2Mi QTBMBQM BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v  /2p2HQTK2Mi- RjUjV,kNdĜjyN-
Jv kyRyX SJA., ky99jRejX 8
(RR) 6X "`QrMX 1/BiQ`BH QTBMBQM, *?2KQBM7Q`KiB+bĜ i2M v2` mT/i2X *m`` PTBM .`m;
.Bb+Qp .2p2H- 3,kN3Ĝjyk- kyy8X 8
3N
Ny "A"GAP:_S>u
(Rk) .pB/ q2BMBM;2`X aJAG1a-  +?2KB+H HM;m;2 M/ BM7Q`KiBQM bvbi2KX RX BMi`Q@
/m+iBQM iQ K2i?Q/QHQ;v M/ 2M+Q/BM; `mH2bX CQm`MH Q7 *?2KB+H AM7Q`KiBQM M/
*QKTmi2` a+B2M+2b- k3URV,jRĜje- 62#`m`v RN33X 8
(Rj) CX :bi2B;2` M/ hX 1M;2HX *?2KQBM7Q`KiB+bX qBH2v@o*>- kyyeX e
(R9) .vHB;?iX .vHB;?i @ ?iiT,ffrrrX/vHB;?iX+QKfbKBH2bfX e
(R8) rrrXBM+?B i`mbiXQ`;X ?iiT,ffrrrXBM+?B@i`mbiXQ`;fX d
(Re) h?2 AlS* >QK2T;2X Bb ?iiT,ffrrrXBmT+XQ`;fX 3
(Rd) CX GX .m`Mi- "X X G2HM/- .X _X >2M`v- M/ CX :X LQm`b2X _2QTiBKBxiBQM Q7
J.G F2vb 7Q` mb2 BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX CQm`MH Q7 +?2KB+H BM7Q`KiBQM M/ +QKTmi2`
b+B2M+2b- 9kUeV,RkdjĜRk3y- kyykX N- k3- jN
(R3) X>X@GX M/ uX:XaX *QM+2Tib M/ TTHB+iBQMb Q7 KQH2+mH` bBKBH`Biv , 2/Bi2/
#v JXX DQ?MbQM M/ :XJX K;;BQ`c rBH2v BMi2`b+B2M+2 Tm#HB+iBQM- DQ?M rBH2v 
bQMb- M2r vQ`F- RNNy- TTX tBt Y jNj- T`B+2 Ƞ8RXj8X CQm`MH Q7 JQH2+mH` ai`m+im`2-
keNUjĜ9V,jdeĜjdd- CmM2 RNNkX N
(RN) upQMM2 *X J`iBM- CK2b GX EQ7`QM- M/ GBM/ JX h`T?;2MX .Q bi`m+im`HHv
bBKBH` KQH2+mH2b ?p2 bBKBH` #BQHQ;B+H +iBpBiv\ CQm`MH Q7 J2/B+BMH *?2KBbi`v-
98URNV,9j8yĜ9j83- a2Ti2K#2` kyykX Ry
(ky) JX CX E2Bb2`- "X GX _Qi?- "X LX `K#`mbi2`- SX 1`Mb#2`;2`- CX CX A`rBM- M/ "X EX
a?QB+?2iX _2HiBM; T`Qi2BM T?`K+QHQ;v #v HB;M/ +?2KBbi`vX Lim`2 #BQi2+?MQHQ;v-
k8UkV,RNdĜkye- kyydX Ry- kd- j3- jN- ee
(kR) q>PX q>P** @ ?iiT,ffrrrXr?Q++XMQfX Ry
(kk) 1HH2M J J+.QM;?- JB+?2HH2 q?B`H@*``BHHQ- u2H :`i2M- _mbb " HiKM- M/
h2`B 1 EH2BMX 6`QK T?`K+Q;2MQKB+ FMQrH2/;2 +[mBbBiBQM iQ +HBMB+H TTHB+iBQMb,
i?2 S?`K:E" b  +HBMB+H T?`K+Q;2MQKB+ #BQK`F2` `2bQm`+2X "BQK`F2`b BM
K2/B+BM2- 8UeV,dN8Ĝ3ye- .2+2K#2` kyRRX SJA., kkRyjeRjX Ry- Rj- j3
(kj) *`B; EMQt- oBpBM Gr- hBKQi?v C2rBbQM- S?BHBT GBm- aQM Gv- H2t 6`QHFBb- HHBbQM
SQM- E2HHv "M+Q- *?`BbiBM2 JF- oM2bb L2p2m- uMMB+F .DQmK#Qm- _QKM 1Bb@
M2`- M *?B :mQ- M/ .pB/ a qBb?`iX .`m;"MF jXy,  +QKT`2?2MbBp2 `2bQm`+2 7Q`
ǶQKB+bǶ `2b2`+? QM /`m;bX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jNU.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.Ryj8ĜRy9R-
CMm`v kyRRX SJA., kRy8Ne3kX Ry- Rk- j3- ee- dN
(k9) q>PX q>P % 2bb2MiBH K2/B+BM2bX ?iiT,ffrrrXr?QXBMifiQTB+bf2bb2MiBHnK2/B+BM2bf2MfX
Ry
(k8) C_ >m;?2b- .E >ibmFKB- C1 JBi+?2HH- M/ G .?H;`2MX S`2pH2M+2 Q7 bKQFBM;
KQM; Tbv+?Bi`B+ QmiTiB2MibX K C Sbv+?Bi`v- R9jU3V,NNjĜNNd- m;mbi RN3eX Ry
(ke) *B` E2HHv M/ _Q#BM :X J+*`2/B2X aKQFBM; ?#Bib- +m``2Mi bvKTiQKb- M/
T`2KQ`#B/ +?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 b+?BxQT?`2MB+ TiB2Mib BM MBi?b/H2- b+QiHM/X K C
Sbv+?Bi`v- R8eURRV,Rd8RĜRd8d- LQp2K#2` RNNNX Ry
(kd) 1/r`/ _X GvQMX  `2pB2r Q7 i?2 2z2+ib Q7 MB+QiBM2 QM b+?BxQT?`2MB M/ MiBTbv@
+?QiB+ K2/B+iBQMbX Sbv+?Bi` a2`p- 8yURyV,Rj9eĜRj8y- P+iQ#2` RNNNX RR
"A"GAP:_S>u NR
(k3) JQMB+ *KTBHHQb- JB+?2H Em?M- MM2@*Hm/2 :pBM- G`b Cm?H C2Mb2M- M/
S22` "Q`FX .`m; i`;2i B/2MiB}+iBQM mbBM; bB/2@2z2+i bBKBH`BivX a+B2M+2-
jkRU833eV,kejĜkee- CmHv kyy3X RR- R9- 9N- 8R- e8- ee- dj
(kN) MM "m2`@J2?`2M- 1`BF JX pM JmHHBM;2M- SmH pBHH+?- J`ő /2H *`K2M *`@
`b+Qb- _B+`/ :`+B@a2`M- CM2i SBƢ2`Q- "?`i aBM;?- S2/`Q GQT2b- CQbû GX
PHBp2B`- :vQ .BHHQ- 1`Mbi ?H#2`; >2H;22- a+Qii "Qv2`- CQ`/B J2bi`2b- 62``M
aMx- CM X EQ`b- M/ Gm` AX 6m`HQM;X miQKiB+ }Hi2`BM; M/ bm#biMiBiBQM Q7
/`m; b72iv bB;MHbX SGQa *QKTmiiBQMH "BQHQ;v- 3U9V,2Ryyk98d- T`BH kyRkX RR- je-
9e- ee
(jy) X :mHiQM- GX CX "2HHBb- X SX "2MiQ- CX *?K#2`b- JX .pB2b- X >2`b2v- uX GB;?i-
aX J+:HBM+?2v- .X JB+?HQpB+?- "X H@GxBFMB- 2i HX *?1J"G,  H`;2@b+H2 #BQ+@
iBpBiv /i#b2 7Q` /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- 9yU.RV,.RRyyĜ.RRyd-
kyRkX Rk- j8
(jR) "X GX _Qi?- 1X GQT2x- aX "2Bb+?2H- _X "X q2biF2KT2`- CX JX 1pMb- 2i HX a+`22MBM;
i?2 `2+2TiQ`QK2 iQ /Bb+Qp2` i?2 KQH2+mH` i`;2ib 7Q` THMi@/2`Bp2/ Tbv+?Q+iBp2
+QKTQmM/b,  MQp2H TT`Q+? 7Q` *La /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX S?`K+QHQ;v  i?2`T2miB+b-
RykUkV,NN- kyy9X Rk- k3- j3
(jk) JX PH?- _X _/- GX PbiQTQpB+B- X "Q`- LX >/`m;- .X >/`m;- _X JQH/QpM-
X 6mHBb- JX J`+i+- M/ hX AX PT`2X qPJ"h M/ qPJ"h@SE, #BQ+iBpBiv
/i#b2b 7Q` H2/ M/ /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX *?2KB+H "BQHQ;v, 6`QK aKHH JQH2+mH2b iQ
avbi2Kb "BQHQ;v M/ .`m; .2bB;M- oQHmK2 R@j- T;2 deyĜd3e- kyy3X Rk- kd- k3- j3-
8k
(jj) hX GBm- uX GBM- sX q2M- _X LX CQ`Bbb2M- M/ JX EX :BHbQMX "BM/BM;.",  r2#@
++2bbB#H2 /i#b2 Q7 2tT2`BK2MiHHv /2i2`KBM2/ T`Qi2BMĜHB;M/ #BM/BM; {MBiB2bX
Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- j8UbmTTH RV,.RN3Ĝ.kyR- kyydX Rj- k3- j3
(j9) 1X qX av2`b- hX "``2ii- .X X "2MbQM- 1X "QHiQM- aX >X "`vMi- EX *M2b2-
oX *?2ip2`MBM- .X JX *?m`+?- JX .B*m++BQ- M/ aX 62/2`?2MX .i#b2 `2bQm`+2b Q7
i?2 MiBQMH +2Mi2` 7Q` #BQi2+?MQHQ;v BM7Q`KiBQMX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jNUbmTTH
RV,.j3Ĝ.8R- kyRRX Rj- j8
(j8) CX GX a?`KM- *X SX JTK?M;- JX aT2//BM;- SX :2`KBM- "X ai2Hb- *X .+[m2i-
oX Gm/2i- X CX >`K`- 2i HX AlS>_@.", M2r `2+2TiQ`b M/ iQQHb 7Q` 2bv
b2`+?BM; M/ pBbmHBxiBQM Q7 T?`K+QHQ;B+H /iX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jNUbmTTH
RV,.8j9Ĝ.8j3- kyRRX Rj- j3
(je) HHM S2i2` .pBb- *vMi?B :`QM/BM Jm`T?v- _Q#BM CQ?MbQM- C2M J Gv- E2H@
H2v G2MMQM@>QTFBMb- *vMi?B a`+2MB@_B+?`/b- .MB2H a+BFv- "2MDKBM G EBM;-
JB+?2H * _Qb2Mbi2BM- h?QKb * qB2;2`b- M/ *`QHvM C JiiBM;HvX h?2 +QKT`@
iBp2 iQtB+Q;2MQKB+b /i#b2, mT/i2 kyRjX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- P+iQ#2` kyRkX
SJA., kjyNjeyyX Rj- j3
(jd) JX Em?M- .X axFH`+xvF- X 6`M+2b+?BMB- *X pQM J2`BM;- GX CX C2Mb2M- M/ SX "Q`FX
ahAh*> j, xQQKBM; BM QM T`Qi2BMĜ+?2KB+H BMi2`+iBQMbX Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?-
9yU.RV,.3deĜ.33y- kyRkX R9- je- j3
(j3) X JQ`H2b- *X :BM;2HH- JX *QHHBMb- SX X qB+F2`- M/ AX >X Pbi2`HQ?X *HBMB+H b72iv
Q7 Q`H bBH/2M}H +Bi`i2 UoA:_V BM i?2 i`2iK2Mi Q7 2`2+iBH2 /vb7mM+iBQMX AMi2`@
MiBQMH CQm`MH Q7 AKTQi2M+2 _2b2`+?- RyUkV,eN- RNN3X R9
Nk "A"GAP:_S>u
(jN) Gm+b "`Qmr2`b- Jm`i AbF`- :2Q`; w2HH2`- o2` pM LQQ`i- M/ S22` "Q`FX L2i@
rQ`F M2B;?#Q`b Q7 /`m; i`;2ib +QMi`B#mi2 iQ /`m; bB/2@2z2+i bBKBH`BivX SGQa PL1-
eUdV,2kkR3d- CmHv kyRRX R9
(9y) X GX "`#bB M/ wX LX PHipBX L2irQ`F #BQHQ;v, mM/2`biM/BM; i?2 +2HHǶb 7mM+iBQMH
Q`;MBxiBQMX Lim`2 _2pB2rb :2M2iB+b- 8UkV,RyRĜRRj- kyy9X R9
(9R) hF2b?B >b2- >B`Qb?B hMF- ubm?B`Q amxmFB- aQ LF;r- M/ >B`QFB EBiMQX
ai`m+im`2 Q7 T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM M2irQ`Fb M/ i?2B` BKTHB+iBQMb QM /`m; /2bB;MX SGQa
*QKTmi "BQH- 8URyV,2Ryyy88y- P+iQ#2` kyyNX R9
(9k) CmM qM;- w?B@tBM GB- *?2M;@tBM; ZBm- .QM; qM;- M/ ZBM;@?m *mBX h?2
`2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M `iBQMH /`m; /2bB;M M/ /`m; bB/2 2z2+ibX "`B2}M;b BM "BQBM@
7Q`KiB+b- RjUjV,jddĜj3k- Jv kyRkX R9
(9j) GX uM;- CX *?2M- M/ GX >2X >`p2biBM; +M/B/i2 ;2M2b `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` b2`BQmb
/p2`b2 /`m; `2+iBQMb 7`QK  +?2KB+H@T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iQK2X SGQa +QKTmiiBQMH
#BQHQ;v- 8UdV,2Ryyy99R- kyyNX R8
(99) hX AX PT`2- aX EX LB2Hb2M- PX l`bm- CX CX uM;- PX h#Qm`2m- aX GX Ji?Bb-
AX EQmbFQmKp2FFB- GX X aFH`- M/ *X :X "QHQ;X bbQ+BiBM; /`m;b- i`;2ib M/
+HBMB+H Qmi+QK2b BMiQ M BMi2;`i2/ M2irQ`F zQ`/b  M2r THi7Q`K 7Q` +QKTmi2`@
B/2/ /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM;X JQH2+mH` BM7Q`KiB+b- jyUk@jV,RyyĜRRR- kyRRX R8- kj- jN-
ee
(98) aX JBxmiMB- 1X Smr2Hb- oX aiQp2M- aX :QiQ- M/ uX uKMBb?BX _2Hi@
BM; /`m;ĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM M2irQ`F rBi? /`m; bB/2 2z2+ibX "BQBM7Q`KiB+b-
k3UR3V,B8kkĜB8k3- kyRkX R8- ee
(9e) 1X GQmMFBM2- JX CX E2Bb2`- aX q?Bi2#`2/- .X JBF?BHQp- CX >KQM- CX GX C2MFBMb-
SX GpM- 1X q2#2`- X EX .QF- M/ aX *ƬiûX G`;2@b+H2 T`2/B+iBQM M/ i2biBM; Q7
/`m; +iBpBiv QM bB/2@2z2+i i`;2ibX Lim`2- 93eUd9yjV,jeRĜjed- kyRkX R8- ee
(9d) .Qm;Hb GX "H+FX J2+?MBbKb Q7 Hi2`MiBp2 T`2@K2bb2M;2` `M bTHB+BM;X MMmH
_2pB2r Q7 "BQ+?2KBbi`v- dkURV,kNRĜjje- kyyjX SJA., Rkekejj3X RN
(93) 1X *X .BKK2`- _X SX >mMiH2v- uX HK@6`m[m2- hX ar7Q`/- *X PǶ.QMQpM- JX CX
J`iBM- "X "2Hv- SX "`QrM2- qX JX *?M- _X 1#2`?`/i- 2i HX h?2 lMBS`Qi@:P
MMQiiBQM /i#b2 BM kyRRX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- 9yU.RV,.8e8Ĝ.8dy- kyRkX ky-
j3- jN- 8k
(9N) JX 1X *mbB+FX AMi2`+iQK2, ;i2rv BMiQ bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;vX >mKM JQH2+mH` :2@
M2iB+b- R9UbmTTHnkV,_RdRĜ_R3R- P+iQ#2` kyy8X ky
(8y) aiMH2v 6B2H/b M/ PF@Fvm aQM;X  MQp2H ;2M2iB+ bvbi2K iQ /2i2+i T`Q@
i2BM T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQMbX - Sm#HBb?2/ QMHBM2, ky CmHv RN3Nc % /QB,RyXRyj3fj9yk98y-
j9yUekjyV,k98Ĝk9e- CmHv RN3NX ky
(8R) _X 2#2`bQH/- JX JMM- 2i HX Jbb bT2+i`QK2i`v@#b2/ T`Qi2QKB+bX Lim`2-
9kkUeNk3V,RN3Ĝkyd- kyyjX ky
(8k) EbT2` G;2- LB+Hb hm2 >Mb2M- 1 PHQ7 E`H#2`;- `QM * 1FHmM/- 6`M+Bb+Q a
_Q[m2- Si`B+B E .QM?Q2- wQHiM axHHbB- h?QKb aFǠi C2Mb2M- M/ aǠ`2M "`mMFX
 H`;2@b+H2 MHvbBb Q7 iBbbm2@bT2+B}+ Ti?QHQ;v M/ ;2M2 2tT`2bbBQM Q7 ?mKM
/Bb2b2 ;2M2b M/ +QKTH2t2bX S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2
lMBi2/ aii2b Q7 K2`B+- Ry8U8kV,ky3dyĜky3d8- .2+2K#2` kyy3X SJA., RNRy9y98X
ky- kR- kN- jy
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(8j) GX GB+i- GX "`B;MiB- .X S2HmbQ- GX S2`72iiQ- JX AMMm++2HHB- 1X :H2Qi- 6X a++Q-
X SHK- X SX L`/Qxx- 1X aMiQMB+Q- GX *bi;MQHB- M/ :X *2b`2MBX JALh-
i?2 KQH2+mH` BMi2`+iBQM /i#b2, kyRk mT/i2X Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?-
9yU.RV,.38dĜ.3eR- LQp2K#2` kyRRX ky
(89) :`v . "/2`- .Q`QM "2i2H- M/ *?`BbiQT?2` q o >Q;m2X "AL., i?2 #BQKQH2+mH`
BMi2`+iBQM M2irQ`F /i#b2X Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jRURV,k93Ĝk8y- CMm`v kyyjX
SJA., Rk8RNNNjX ky- kN
(88) "X CX "`2BiF`2mix- *X ai`F- JX hv2`b- 2i HX h?2 :_A., i?2 ;2M2`H `2TQbBiQ`v 7Q`
BMi2`+iBQM /ib2ibX :2MQK2 "BQH- 9UjV,_kj- kyyjX ky
(8e) hX aX E2b?p S`b/- _X :Q2H- EX EM/bKv- aX E22`i?BFmK`- aX EmK`- aX Ji?@
BpMM- .X h2HBFB+?2`H- _X _Dm- "X a?7`22M- X o2Mm;QTH- GX "HF`Bb?MM-
X J`BKmi?m- aX "M2`D22- .X aX aQKMi?M- X a2#biBM- aX _MB- aX _v- *X CX
>``vb EBb?Q`2- aX EMi?- JX ?K2/- JX EX Eb?vT- _X JQ?KQQ/- uX GX _@
K+?M/`- oX E`Bb?M- "X X _?BKM- aX JQ?M- SX _M;Mi?M- aX _K#/@
`M- _X *?2`F/v- M/ X SM/2vX >mKM T`Qi2BM `272`2M+2 /i#b2ĜkyyN mT/i2X
Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- jdU.i#b2V,.dedĜ.ddk- CMm`v kyyNX ky
(8d) aX E2``B2M- uX HK@6`m[m2- "X `M/- AX "M+`x- X "`B/;2- *X .2`Qr- 1X .BK@
K2`- JX 62m2`KMM- X 6`B2/`B+?b2M- _X >mMiH2v- *X EQ?H2`- CX E?/F2- *X G2`Qv-
X GB#M- *X GB27iBMF- GX JQMi2++?B@SHxxB- aX P`+?`/- CX _Bbb2- EX _Q##2-
"X _Q2+?2`i- .X h?Q`M2v+`Q7i- uX w?M;- _X Tr2BH2`- M/ >X >2`KDFQ#X AM@
i+iĜQT2M bQm`+2 `2bQm`+2 7Q` KQH2+mH` BMi2`+iBQM /iX Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?-
j8U.i#b2V,.8eRĜ.8e8- CMm`v kyydX ky
(83) GmFbx aHrBMbFB- *?`BbiQT?2` a JBHH2`- /K C aKBi?- 6`MF E S2iiBi- CK2b l
"QrB2- M/ .pB/ 1Bb2M#2`;X h?2 /i#b2 Q7 BMi2`+iBM; T`Qi2BMb, kyy9 mT/i2X Lm@
+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jkU.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.99NĜ98R- CMm`v kyy9X SJA., R9e3R989X
ky- kN
(8N) h?BDb "2mKBM;- Gm+v aF`#M2F- Jb? uX LBp- SBHB JmF?2`D22- M/ >`2H q2BM@
bi2BMX S.w"b2,  T`Qi2BMĜT`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM /i#b2 7Q` S.w@/QKBMbX "BQBM@
7Q`KiB+b- kRUeV,3kdĜ3k3- J`+? kyy8X ky
(ey) GBb Jii?2rb- :QTH :QTBMi?- J`+ :BHH2bTB2- JB+?2H *m/v- .pB/ *`Q7i-
"2`M`/ /2 "QMQ- S?MB :`TiB- CBHH >2KBb?- >2MMBM; >2`KDFQ#- "BDv Cb@
bH- H2t EMTBM- amxMM G2rBb- a??M J?DM- "`m+2 Jv- 1bi?2` a+?KB/i-
AK`2 obi`BF- :mMKBM; qm- 1rM "B`M2v- GBM+QHM ai2BM- M/ S2i2` .Ƕ1mbi+?BQX
_2+iQK2 FMQrH2/;2#b2 Q7 ?mKM #BQHQ;B+H Ti?rvb M/ T`Q+2bb2bX Lm+H2B+ +B/b
`2b2`+?- jdU.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.eRNĜekk- CMm`v kyyNX SJA., R3N3Ry8kX ky- j3
(eR) JBMQ`m EM2?Bb- ambmKm :QiQ- uQFQ aiQ- JB?Q 6m`mKB+?B- M/ JQ hM#2X
E1:: 7Q` BMi2;`iBQM M/ BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 H`;2@b+H2 KQH2+mH` /i b2ibX Lm@
+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- 9yU.RV,.RyNĜ.RR9- CMm`v kyRkX SJA., kky3y8Ry SJ*A.,
SJ*jk98ykyX ky- j3
(ek) C2M@6`MÏQBb _mH- EpBi? o2MFi2bM- hQM; >Q- hQKQFQ >B`QxM2@EBb?BFr-
KûHB2 .`B+Qi- LBM; GB- :#`B2H 6 "2``Bx- 6`M+Bb . :B##QMb- JiBD .`2x2- LQMQ
vBpB@:m2/2?QmbbQm- LB2Hb EHBi;Q`/- *?`BbiQT?2 aBKQM- JBF2 "Qt2K- aim`i JBH@
bi2BM- C2MMB72` _Qb2M#2`;- .2#` a :QH/#2`;- GM o w?M;- a?`vH G qQM;- :BQ@
pMMB 6`MFHBM- aBKBM; GB- CQMM a H#H- CM;?QQ GBK- *`H2M2 6`m;?iQM- 1b@
i2HH2 GHKQbb- a2#B? *2pBF- *KBHH2 "2t- S?BHBTT2 GK2b+?- _Q#2`i a aBFQ`bFB-
N9 "A"GAP:_S>u
C2M oM/2M?mi2- >m/ u wQ;?#B- H2t aKQHv`- ai2T?MB2 "QbF- _2vMH/Q a2@
[m2``- GvMM .Qm+2ii2@aiKK- JB+?2H 1 *mbB+F- .pB/ 1 >BHH- 6`2/2`B+F S _Qi?-
M/ J`+ oB/HX hQr`/b  T`Qi2QK2@b+H2 KT Q7 i?2 ?mKM T`Qi2BM@T`Qi2BM BMi2`@
+iBQM M2irQ`FX Lim`2- 9jdUdyekV,RRdjĜRRd3- P+iQ#2` kyy8X SJA., ReR3N8R9X kR-
kN
(ej) J`BHvM a7`M- A`BM aQHQKQM- P`Bi a?Km2HB- JB+?H GTB/Qi- a?B a?2M@P``- pB@
iH /iQ- l`B "2M@.Q`- LB` 1bi2`KM- LQKB _Qb2M- AM; S2i2`- hbpBv PH2M@
/2`- o2`2/ *?HB7@*bTB- M/ .Q`QM GM+2iX :2M2*`/b kyyk, iQr`/b  +QK@
TH2i2- Q#D2+i@Q`B2Mi2/- ?mKM ;2M2 +QKT2M/BmKX "BQBM7Q`KiB+b UPt7Q`/- 1M;HM/V-
R3URRV,R89kĜR89j- LQp2K#2` kyykX SJA., Rk9k9RkNX kR- kN
(e9) CQMM K#2`;2`- *`QH "Q++?BMB- M/ / >KQb?X  M2r 7+2 M/ M2r +?HH2M;2b
7Q` QMHBM2 K2M/2HBM BM?2`BiM+2 BM KM UPJAJȉVX >mKM KmiiBQM- jkU8V,8e9Ĝ8ed-
Jv kyRRX SJA., kR9dk3NRX kR- j3
(e8) EbT2` G;2- 1X PHQ7 E`H#2`;- w2MB JX aiǠ`HBM;- SHH Ő ƥHbQM- M/2`b :X S2/2`b2M-
PH; _B;BM- M/2`b JX >BMb#v- w2vM2T hɃK2`- 6H2KKBM; SQ+BQi- LB2Hb hQKK2`mT-
up2b JQ`2m- M/ aǠ`2M "`mMFX  ?mKM T?2MQK2@BMi2`+iQK2 M2irQ`F Q7 T`Qi2BM
+QKTH2t2b BKTHB+i2/ BM ;2M2iB+ /BbQ`/2`bX Lim`2 "BQi2+?MQHQ;v- k8UjV,jyNĜjRe-
kyydX kR- kd- kN- je
(ee) "BQHKX :2M2*`/b @ rrrX;2M2+`/bXQ`;fX kR
(ed) JX l?H2M- SX PFbpQH/- GX 6;2`#2`;- 1X GmM/#2`;- EX CQMbbQM- JX 6Q`b#2`;-
JX wr?H2M- *X EKT7- EX q2bi2`- M/ aX >Q#2`X hQr`/b  FMQrH2/;2@#b2/
?mKM T`Qi2BM iHbX Lim`2 #BQi2+?MQHQ;v- k3URkV,Rk93ĜRk8y- kyRyX kR- dN
(e3) M/`2r A am- hBK qBHib?B`2- a2`;2 "iHQp- >BHK` GTT- E2Bi?  *?BM;- .pB/
"HQ+F- CB2 w?M;- _B+?`/ aQ/2M- JBKB >vFr- :#`B2H E`2BKM- JB+?2H S
*QQF2- CQ?M _ qHF2`- M/ CQ?M " >Q;2M2b+?X  ;2M2 iHb Q7 i?2 KQmb2 M/
?mKM T`Qi2BM@2M+Q/BM; i`Mb+`BTiQK2bX S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7
a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/ aii2b Q7 K2`B+- RyRUReV,eyekĜeyed- T`BH kyy9X SJA.,
R8yd8jNyX kR- kN
(eN) EX m/Qmx2 M/ SX :`M/D2MX TTHB+iBQM Q7 +QKTmiiBQMH bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;v
iQ 2tTHQ`2 2MpB`QMK2MiH iQtB+Biv ?x`/bX 1MpB`QMK2MiH ?2Hi? T2`bT2+iBp2b-
RRNURkV,Rd89- kyRRX kj
(dy) SX hBBFFBM2M M/ GX 6`MF2X MHvbBb Q7 +QKK2`+BH M/ Tm#HB+ #BQ+iBpBiv
/i#b2bX CQm`MH Q7 +?2KB+H BM7Q`KiBQM M/ KQ/2HBM;- 8kUkV,jRNĜjke- kyRRX
kj
(dR) "X *?2M- uX .BM;- M/ .X CX qBH/X bb2bbBM; /`m; i`;2i bbQ+BiBQM mbBM; b2KMiB+
HBMF2/ /iX SGQa *QKTmiiBQMH "BQHQ;v- 3UdV,2Ryyk8d9- kyRkX kj
(dk) EX E`vbBF@"HivM- CX hQTT`B- LX 1X aFFF2#2F- hX aX C2Mb2M- >X 1X oB`iM2M-
EX qX a+?`KK- >X a?2M- hX o`iBBM2M- >X EBpB`Mi- M/ PX h#Qm`2mX b@
bQ+BiBQM #2ir22M +?2KB+H Tii2`M BM #`2bi KBHF M/ +QM;2MBiH +`vTiQ`+?B/BbK,
KQ/2HHBM; Q7 +QKTH2t ?mKM 2tTQbm`2bX AMi2`MiBQMH DQm`MH Q7 M/`QHQ;v- kyRkX
kj
(dj) >X SQHm`- hX CQb?B- *X hX qQ`FKM- :X Gp2F`- M/ AX EQmbFQmKp2FFBX "+F iQ i?2
`QQib, S`2/B+iBQM Q7 #BQHQ;B+HHv +iBp2 Mim`H T`Q/m+ib 7`QK vm`p2/ i`/BiBQMH
K2/B+BM2X JQH2+mH` AM7Q`KiB+b- jyUk@jV,R3RĜR3d- kyRRX kj
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(d9) 1X _X u2`- X 1X *H2p2b- M/ X LX CBMX *?2KB+H bi`m+im`H MQp2Hiv, QM@i`;2ib
M/ Qz@i`;2ibX CQm`MH Q7 K2/B+BMH +?2KBbi`v- 89URNV,eddRĜed38- kyRRX kj
(d8) GX h`B- LX oQ- aX GBM;- CX Si2H- *X "`H- M/ CX *BX A/2MiB7vBM; MQp2H /`m;
BM/B+iBQMb i?`Qm;? miQKi2/ `2bQMBM;X SHQa QM2- dUdV,29yN9e- kyRkX kj
(de) _B+`/ :`+B@a2`M M/ CQ`/B J2bi`2bX MiB+BTiBM; /`m; bB/2 2z2+ib #v +QKT`iBp2
T?`K+QHQ;vX 1tT2`i PTBMBQM QM .`m; J2i#QHBbK  hQtB+QHQ;v- eURyV,Rk8jĜRkej-
P+iQ#2` kyRyX kj- 8d- ee
(dd) EX C2Mb2M- .X SHB+?i- :X SM;BQiQm- M/ AX EQmbFQmKp2FFBX JTTBM; i?2 ;2MQK2
Q7 THbKQ/BmK 7H+BT`mK QM i?2 /`m;@HBF2 +?2KB+H bT+2 `2p2Hb MQp2H MiB@KH`BH
i`;2ib M/ TQi2MiBH /`m; H2/bX JQH2+mH` "BQavbi2Kb- kyRkX kj
(d3) GX sB2- GX sB2- aX GX EBMMBM;b- M/ SX 1X "Qm`M2X LQp2H +QKTmiiBQMH TT`Q+?2b
iQ TQHvT?`K+QHQ;v b  K2Mb iQ /2}M2 `2bTQMb2b iQ BM/BpB/mH /`m;bX MMmH
`2pB2r Q7 T?`K+QHQ;v M/ iQtB+QHQ;v- 8k,jeRĜjdN- kyRkX kj
(dN) "X GX EBM;- X SX .pBb- JX *X _Qb2Mbi2BM- hX *X qB2;2`b- M/ *X CX JiiBM;HvX
_MFBM; i`MbBiBp2 +?2KB+H@/Bb2b2 BM72`2M+2b mbBM; HQ+H M2irQ`F iQTQHQ;v BM i?2
+QKT`iBp2 iQtB+Q;2MQKB+b /i#b2X SHQa QM2- dURRV,29e8k9- kyRkX kj
(3y) .X CX qBH/- uX .BM;- X SX a?2i?- GX >`HM/- 1X JX :BzQ`/- M/ JX aX GDBM2bbX
avbi2Kb +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v M/ i?2 b2KMiB+ r2#, r?i i?2v K2M 7Q` i?2 7mim`2 Q7
/`m; /Bb+Qp2`v `2b2`+?X .`m; /Bb+Qp2`v iQ/v- kyRRX kj- je
(3R) :X SM;BQiQm M/ PX h#Qm`2mX h?2 BKT+i Q7 M2irQ`F #BQHQ;v BM T?`K+QHQ;v
M/ iQtB+QHQ;vX a_ M/ Za_ BM 1MpB`QMK2MiH _2b2`+?- kjUj@9V,kkRĜkj8- kyRkX
kj
(3k) >X qX *?M;- GX uX *?mM;- JX hX hbB- M/ *X >X uM;X h?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7
BMi2;`iBM; aLS M/ +?2KBM7Q`KiB+b `2bQm`+2b iQ T?`K+Q;2MQKB+bX *m``2Mi .`m;
J2i#QHBbK- RjUdV,NNRĜNNN- kyRkX kj
(3j) JX :HB+F M/ 1X C+Q#vX h?2 `QH2 Q7 +QKTmiiBQMH K2i?Q/b BM i?2 B/2MiB}+iBQM Q7
#BQ+iBp2 +QKTQmM/bX *m``2Mi PTBMBQM BM *?2KB+H "BQHQ;v- R8U9V,89yĜ89e- kyRRX
kj
(39) CX Em#`v+?i- EX aB;H2`- M/ SX aQm$p+2FX oB`imH BMi2`+iQKB+b Q7 T`Qi2BMb 7`QK
#BQ+?2KB+H biM/TQBMiX JQH2+mH` "BQHQ;v AMi2`MiBQMH- kyRk- kyRkX kj
(38) :B oX SQHBMB- _B+?`/ >X "X a?THM/- qBHH2K SX pM >QQ`M- CQMi?M aX J@
bQM- M/ M/`2r GX >QTFBMbX :HQ#H KTTBM; Q7 T?`K+QHQ;B+H bT+2X Lim`2
"BQi2+?MQHQ;v- k9UdV,3y8Ĝ3R8- kyyeX ke- kd- 8y
(3e) JB+?2H CX E2Bb2`- oBM+2Mi a2iQH- CQ?M CX A`rBM- *?`BbiBM G;;M2`- i?2B` AX ##b-
aM/` CX >m72Bb2M- LB2Hb >X C2Mb2M- JB+?2H "X EmBD2`- _Q#2`iQ *X JiQb- h?mv "X
h`M- _vM q?H2v- _B+?`/ X :H2MMQM- Cû`ƬK2 >2`i- E2HM GX >X h?QKb- .Qm@
;Hb .X 1/r`/b- "`BM EX a?QB+?2i- M/ "`vM GX _Qi?X S`2/B+iBM; M2r KQH2+mH`
i`;2ib 7Q` FMQrM /`m;bX Lim`2- 9ekUdkdyV,Rd8ĜR3R- LQp2K#2` kyyNX ke- kd- 9N
(3d) CQ`/B J2bi`2b- 1HBb#2i :`2;Q`B@SmB;DMû- a2`;B oHp2`/2- M/ _B+`/ oX aQHûX .i
+QKTH2i2M2bběi?2 +?BHH2b ?22H Q7 /`m;@i`;2i M2irQ`FbX Lim`2 "BQi2+?MQHQ;v-
keUNV,N3jĜN39- kyy3X ke- 8y- 8R- dN- 33
Ne "A"GAP:_S>u
(33) X MiQM2HHB- aX JX 62```B- SX 6HH?B- aX SB;;B- X SQHB++?B- aX aX 6`M+2b+?BMB-
JX aHpB- M/ 1X 62``MMBMBX *viQFBM2b UBMi2`72`QM@I B= 0$;KK0IfB= M/ imKQ`
M2+`QbBb 7+iQ`ĜI B= 0$HT?0IfB=V@BM/m+2/ Mm+H2` 7+iQ`ĜI B= 0$FTT0IfB=
# +iBpiBQM M/ +?2KQFBM2 U*s* KQiB7V HB;M/ Ry `2H2b2 BM ;`p2b /Bb2b2 M/
QT?i?HKQTi?v `2 KQ/mHi2/ #v TBQ;HBixQM2X J2i#QHBbK- eyUkV,kddĜk3j- kyRRX
ke
(3N) _X CX ox- hX EH#mM/2- M/ _X JMM?QH/X MiBi`;2ib, S`2/B+iBQM M/ T`2p2MiBQM
Q7 /`m; bB/2 2z2+ibX qBH2v@o*> q2BM?2BK- :2`KMv- kyy3X ke
(Ny) 6X "`Q++i2HHB- 1X *`QbiB- :X *`m+BMB- M/ hX AX PT`2X h`MbTQ`i2`@K2/Bi2/
2|mt BM~m2M+2b *La bB/2 2z2+ib, "*"R- 7`QK MiBi`;2i iQ i`;2iX JQH2+mH`
BM7Q`KiB+b- kNUR@kV,ReĜke- kyRyX kd
(NR) LX q2BHH M/ .X _Q;MMX .2p2HQTK2Mi M/ pHB/iBQM Q7  MQp2H T`Qi2BM@HB;M/
}M;2`T`BMi iQ KBM2 +?2KQ;2MQKB+ bT+2, TTHB+iBQM iQ ; T`Qi2BM@+QmTH2/ `2+2TiQ`b
M/ i?2B` HB;M/bX CQm`MH Q7 +?2KB+H BM7Q`KiBQM M/ KQ/2HBM;- 9NU9V,Ry9N- kyyNX
kd
(Nk) CX J2bi`2b- GX J`iőM@*Qm+2- 1X :`2;Q`B@SmB;DMû- JX *b2b- M/ aX "Qv2`X GB;M/@
#b2/ TT`Q+? iQ BM bBHB+Q T?`K+QHQ;v, Mm+H2` `2+2TiQ` T`Q}HBM;X CQm`MH Q7
+?2KB+H BM7Q`KiBQM M/ KQ/2HBM;- 9eUeV,kdk8Ĝkdje- kyyeX kd
(Nj) w+?`v  EMB;?i- >2M`v GBM- M/ E2pM J a?QFiX h`;2iBM; i?2 +M+2` FBMQK2
i?`Qm;? TQHvT?`K+QHQ;vX Lim`2 `2pB2rbX *M+2`- RyUkV,RjyĜRjd- 62#`m`v kyRyX
SJA., kyyN9y9dX kd
(N9) _B+`/ :`+B@a2`M- PH2; l`bm- hm/Q` AX PT`2- M/ CQ`/B J2bi`2bX BS>*1, BM@
i2;`iBp2 MpB;iBQM BM T?`K+QHQ;B+H bT+2X "BQBM7Q`KiB+b- keUdV,N38ĜN3e- T`BH
kyRyX kd- 8j
(N8) .pB/ G q?22H2`- hMv "``2ii- .2MMBb  "2MbQM- ai2T?2M > "`vMi- Ei?B
*M2b2- ov+?2bHp *?2ip2`MBM- .2MM J *?m`+?- JB+?2H .B*m++BQ- _QM 1/;`-
a+Qii 62/2`?2M- G2rBb u :22`- um`B ETmbiBM- PH2; E?QpvFQ- .pB/ GM/bKM-
.pB/ C GBTKM- h?QKb G J//2M- .QMM _ J;HQii- CK2b Pbi2HH- o/BK JBHH2`-
EBK . S`mBii- :`2;Q`v . a+?mH2`- 1/rBM a2[m2B`- ai2p2M h a?2``v- E`H aB`QiFBM-
H2tM/`2 aQmpQ`Qp- :`B;Q`v ai`+?2MFQ- _QKM G himbQp- hiBM  himbQp-
GmFb q;M2`- M/ 1m;2M2 ub+?2MFQX .i#b2 `2bQm`+2b Q7 i?2 MiBQMH +2Mi2`
7Q` #BQi2+?MQHQ;v BM7Q`KiBQMX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- j8U.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.8ĜRk-
CMm`v kyydX SJA., RdRdyyykX kd- k3
(Ne) SmH /2 JiQb- _72H H+Mi`- /`BMQ .2FF2`- J`+mb 1MMBb- CMM >biBM;b-
E2MM2i? >m;- AMK+mH/ aTBi2`B- ai2p2 hm`M2`- M/ *?`BbiQT? ai2BM#2+FX *?2K@
B+H 2MiBiB2b Q7 #BQHQ;B+H BMi2`2bi, M mT/i2X Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- j3U.i#b2
Bbbm2V,.k9NĜk89- CMm`v kyRyX SJA., RN389N8RX kd- k3
(Nd) Jm?KK2/  uøH/ø`øK- ErM;@AH :Q?- JB+?2H 1 *mbB+F- H#2`i@GbxHƦ "`#bB-
M/ J`+ oB/HX .`m;ěi`;2i M2irQ`FX Lim`2 "BQi2+?MQHQ;v- k8URyV,RRRNĜRRke-
P+iQ#2` kyydX kd- 8y
(N3) "BM *?2M- .pB/ qBH/- M/ _D`b?B :m?X Sm#*?2K b  bQm`+2 Q7 TQHvT?`K@
+QHQ;vX CQm`MH Q7 +?2KB+H BM7Q`KiBQM M/ KQ/2HBM;- 9NUNV,ky99Ĝky88- a2Ti2K#2`
kyyNX SJA., RNdy3e3kX kd
"A"GAP:_S>u Nd
(NN) JB+?2H Em?M- JQMB+ *KTBHHQb- ApB+ G2imMB+- G`b Cm?H C2Mb2M- M/ S22` "Q`FX 
bB/2 2z2+i `2bQm`+2 iQ +Tim`2 T?2MQivTB+ 2z2+ib Q7 /`m;bX JQH2+mH` bvbi2Kb #BQHQ;v-
e,j9j- kyRyX SJA., kyy3dj9yX kd- 8j- 8d- ee- dN
(Ryy) EX m/Qmx2- X aX CmM+F2`- 6X CX _Q[m2- EX E`vbBF@"HivM- LX q2BM?QH/-
PX h#Qm`2m- hX aX C2Mb2M- M/ aX "`mMFX .2+BT?2`BM; /Bb2b2b M/ #BQHQ;B+H
i`;2ib 7Q` 2MpB`QMK2MiH +?2KB+Hb mbBM; iQtB+Q;2MQKB+b M2irQ`FbX SGQa +QKTmi@
iBQMH #BQHQ;v- eU8V,2Ryyyd33- kyRyX kd
(RyR) EX AX :Q?- JX 1X *mbB+F- .X oHH2- "X *?BH/b- JX oB/H- M/ X GX "`#bBX
h?2 ?mKM /Bb2b2 M2irQ`FX S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b-
Ry9UkRV,3e38Ĝ3eNy- kyydX kd- j3
(Ryk) .pB/ a qBb?`i- *`B; EMQt- M *?B :mQ- apBi a?`Bpbip- Jm`ix >bbMHB-
SmH aiQi?`/- w?M *?M;- M/ C2MMB72` qQQHb2vX .`m;"MF,  +QKT`2?2M@
bBp2 `2bQm`+2 7Q` BM bBHB+Q /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v M/ 2tTHQ`iBQMX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?-
j9U.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.ee3Ĝedk- CMm`v kyyeX SJA., Rej3RN88X k3
(Ryj) JB+?2H >2r2ii- .BM2 1 PHBp2`- .MB2H G _m#BM- Ei`BM G 1biQM- CQb?m J aim@
`i- _mbb " HiKM- M/ h2`B 1 EH2BMX S?`K:E", i?2 T?`K+Q;2M2iB+b FMQrH2/;2
#b2X Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jyURV,RejĜRe8- CMm`v kyykX SJA., RRd8kk3RX k3
(Ry9) HHM S2i2` .pBb- *vMi?B : Jm`T?v- *vMi?B  a`+2MB@_B+?`/b- JB+?2H *
_Qb2Mbi2BM- h?QKb * qB2;2`b- M/ *`QHvM C JiiBM;HvX *QKT`iBp2 iQtB+Q;2@
MQKB+b /i#b2,  FMQrH2/;2#b2 M/ /Bb+Qp2`v iQQH 7Q` +?2KB+H@;2M2@/Bb2b2 M2i@
rQ`FbX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jdU.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.d3eĜdNk- CMm`v kyyNX SJA.,
R3d3k3jkX k3
(Ry8) JB+?2H Em?M- .KBM axFH`+xvF- M/`2 6`M+2b+?BMB- JQMB+ *KTBHHQb- *?`Bb@
iBM pQM J2`BM;- G`b Cm?H C2Mb2M- M/`2b "2v2`- M/ S22` "Q`FX ahAh*> k,
M BMi2`+iBQM M2irQ`F /i#b2 7Q` bKHH KQH2+mH2b M/ T`Qi2BMbX Lm+H2B+ +B/b
`2b2`+?- j3U.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.88kĜ88e- CMm`v kyRyX SJA., RN3Nd893X k3
(Rye) "X GX "mb? M/ _X SX a?2`B/MX Shhu,  T`Q;`KK#H2 iQK ivT2 M/ HM;m;2
7Q` miQKiB+ +HbbB}+iBQM Q7 iQKb BM KQH2+mH` /i#b2bX CQm`MH Q7 +?2KB+H
BM7Q`KiBQM M/ +QKTmi2` b+B2M+2b- jjU8V,d8eĜdek- RNNjX k3
(Ryd) JP1X Up2`bBQM kyydXyNV- +?2KB+H +QKTmiBM; ;`QmT- KQMi`2H- +M/X (UkN b2Ti2K@
#2` kyRy- /i2 Hbi ++2bb2/V)X rrrX+?2K+QKTX+QKX kN
(Ry3) S2i2` qBHH2iiX aBKBH`Biv@#b2/ pB`imH b+`22MBM; mbBM; k. }M;2`T`BMibX .`m; /Bb+Qp@
2`v iQ/v- RRUkj@k9V,Ry9eĜRy8j- .2+2K#2` kyyeX SJA., RdRkN3kkX kN
(RyN) *?`Bb ai`F- "Q##v@CQ2 "`2BiF`2mix- h2`2b _2;mHv- GQ``B2 "Qm+?2`- b?iQM "`2@
BiF`2mix- M/ JBF2 hv2`bX "BQ:_A.,  ;2M2`H `2TQbBiQ`v 7Q` BMi2`+iBQM /ib2ibX
Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- j9U.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.8j8Ĝ8jN- CMm`v kyyeX SJA.,
Rej3RNkdX kN
(RRy) M/`2b wMxQMB- GmBb JQMi2++?B@SHxxB- JB+?2H2 ZmQM/K- :#`B2H2 mbB2HHQ-
JMm2H >2HK2`@*Bii2`B+?- M/ :BMMB *2b`2MBX JALh,  KQH2+mH` ALh2`+iBQM
/i#b2X 61"a H2ii2`b- 8RjURV,Rj8ĜR9y- 62#`m`v kyykX SJA., RRNRR3NjX kN
(RRR) :QT _ JBb?`- J am`2b?- E EmK`M- L EMM#B`M- a?m#? am`2b?- S "H-
E a?BpFmK`- L Mm`/?- _;?mMi? _2//v- h J/?M _;?pM- a?HBMB
J2MQM- : >MmKMi?m- JHpBF :mTi- aTM lT2M/`M- a?r2i :mTi- J J@
?2b?- "BM+v C+Q#- SBMFv Ji?2r- S`BiK *?ii2`D22- E a `mM- aHBH a?`K-
N3 "A"GAP:_S>u
E L *?M/`BF- LM/M .2b?TM/2- Eb?BiBb? SHpMF`- _ _;?pMi?- _ E`Bb?@
MFMi?- >B`2M E`i?B- " _2F?- _b?KB LvF- : oBb?MmT`Bv- > : JQ?M
EmK`- J L;BMB- : a aK22` EmK`- _QDM CQb2- S .22Ti?B- a amDi? JQ?M-
h E " :M/?B- > * >`b?- E`Bb?M a .2b?TM/2- JH#BF a`F2`- h a E2b?p
S`b/- M/ F?BH2b? SM/2vX >mKM T`Qi2BM `272`2M+2 /i#b2Ĝkyye mT/i2X Lm@
+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- j9U.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.9RRĜ9R9- CMm`v kyyeX SJA., Rej3RNyyX
kN
(RRk) >2MMBM; >2`KDFQ#- GmBb JQMi2++?B@SHxxB- *?`Bb G2rBM;iQM- am;i? Jm/HB-
aKm2H E2``B2M- aM/` P`+?`/- J`iBM oBM;`QM- "2`M/ _Q2+?2`i- S2i2` _Q2T@
biQ`z- H7QMbQ oH2M+B- >M? J`;HBi- CQ?M `Kbi`QM;- KQb "B`Q+?- :BMMB
*2b`2MB- .pB/ a?2`KM- M/ _QH7 Tr2BH2`X AMi+i, M QT2M bQm`+2 KQH2+mH`
BMi2`+iBQM /i#b2X Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jkU.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.98kĜ988- CMm`v
kyy9X SJA., R9e3R988X kN
(RRj) S?BHBTT S;2H- ai27M EQp+- Jii?Bb P2bi2`?2H/- "`#` "`mM2`- A`Ki`m/
.mM;2`@EHi2M#+?- :Q` 6`Bb?KM- *Q`BMM JQMi`QM2- S2FF J`F- oQHF2`
aiɃKT~2M- >Mb@q2`M2` J2r2b- M/`2b _m2TT- M/ .KBi`BD 6`Bb?KMX h?2 JASa
KKKHBM T`Qi2BM@T`Qi2BM BMi2`+iBQM /i#b2X "BQBM7Q`KiB+b UPt7Q`/- 1M;HM/V-
kRUeV,3jkĜ3j9- J`+? kyy8X SJA., R88jRey3X kN
(RR9) lH`B+? :ɃH/2M2`- J`iBM JɃMbi2`Fƺii2`- Jii?Bb P2bi2`?2H/- S?BHBTT S;2H- M@
/`2b _m2TT- >Mb@q2`M2` J2r2b- M/ oQHF2` aiɃKT~2MX JS+i, i?2 JASa T`Qi2BM
BMi2`+iBQM `2bQm`+2 QM v2biX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- j9U.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.9jeĜ99R-
CMm`v kyyeX SJA., Rej3RNyeX kN
(RR8) : CQb?B@hQT2- J :BHH2bTB2- A obi`BF- S .Ƕ1mbi+?BQ- 1 a+?KB/i- " /2 "QMQ- " Cb@
bH- : _ :QTBMi?- : _ qm- G Jii?2rb- a G2rBb- 1 "B`M2v- M/ G ai2BMX _2+@
iQK2,  FMQrH2/;2#b2 Q7 #BQHQ;B+H Ti?rvbX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jjU.i#b2
Bbbm2V,.9k3Ĝ9jk- CMm`v kyy8X SJA., R8ey3kjRX kN
(RRe) JBMQ`m EM2?Bb- ambmKm :QiQ- Jb?B`Q >iiQ`B- EBvQFQ 6 QFB@EBMQb?Bi- J@
bmKB AiQ?- a?mB+?B Erb?BK- hQb?BFB EivK- JB+?B?B`Q `FB- M/ JBF >B@
`FrX 6`QK ;2MQKB+b iQ +?2KB+H ;2MQKB+b, M2r /2p2HQTK2Mib BM E1::X Lm+H2B+
+B/b `2b2`+?- j9U.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.j89Ĝj8d- CMm`v kyyeX SJA., Rej3R338X kN
(RRd) E2pBM S PǶ"`B2M- JB/Q _2KK- M/ 1`BF G G aQMM?KK2`X AMT`MQB/,  +QK@
T`2?2MbBp2 /i#b2 Q7 2mF`vQiB+ Q`i?QHQ;bX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jjU.i#b2
Bbbm2V,.9deĜ93y- CMm`v kyy8X SJA., R8ey3k9RX kN
(RR3) / >KQb?- HM 6 a+Qii- CQMM a K#2`;2`- *`QH  "Q++?BMB- M/ oB+iQ` 
J+EmbB+FX PMHBM2 K2M/2HBM BM?2`BiM+2 BM KM UPJAJV-  FMQrH2/;2#b2 Q7 ?mKM
;2M2b M/ ;2M2iB+ /BbQ`/2`bX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jjU.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.8R9Ĝ8Rd-
CMm`v kyy8X SJA., R8ey3k8RX kN
(RRN) 1p2HvM *KQM- JB+?2H2 J;`M2- .MB2H "``2HH- oBpBM G22- 1KBHv .BKK2`- CQ?M
JbH2M- .pB/ "BMMb- LB+QH >`i2- _Q/`B;Q GQT2x- M/ _QH7 Tr2BH2`X h?2 ;2M2
QMiQHQ;v MMQiiBQM U:PV /i#b2, b?`BM; FMQrH2/;2 BM mMBT`Qi rBi? ;2M2 QM@
iQHQ;vX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jkU.i#b2 Bbbm2V,.kekĜkee- CMm`v kyy9X SJA.,
R9e3R9y3X kN
(Rky) 6 SQMiûM- E CB`bi`ƺK- M/ J l?H2MX h?2 ?mKM T`Qi2BM iHbĜ iQQH 7Q` Ti?QHQ;vX
h?2 CQm`MH Q7 Ti?QHQ;v- kReU9V,j3dĜjNj- .2+2K#2` kyy3X SJA., R338j9jNX kN
(RkR) J`pBMX - p2`bBQM8XjX (UkN b2Ti2K#2` kyRy- /i2 Hbi ++2bb2/V)X
?iiT,ffrrrX+?2KtQMX+QKfX jy
"A"GAP:_S>u NN
(Rkk) 1pM;2HQb S}HBb- a2M A PǶ.QMQ;?m2- G`b C C2Mb2M- >2BFQ >Q`M- JB+?2H Em?M-
LB;2H S "`QrM- M/ _2BM?`/ a+?M2B/2`X _2~2+i, m;K2Mi2/ #`QrbBM; 7Q` i?2 HB72
b+B2MiBbiX Lim`2 #BQi2+?MQHQ;v- kdUeV,8y3Ĝ8Ry- CmM2 kyyNX SJA., RN8Rjy9NX jy
(Rkj) MBi *?K#- JB+?2HH2 C >QH/2`- _mi? 6 C``2ii- G2bH2v a?B2H/- EB J hQ2HHM2`-
J`F h .`vbQM- LB+?QHb J "`M2b- M/ CQ?M :Q`/QMX aG*e9 2tT`2bbBQM M/
MiB@T`QHB72`iBp2 `2bTQMb2b iQ b2`QiQMBM i`MbTQ`i2` HB;M/b +?HQKBT`KBM2 M/ ~m@
Qt2iBM2 BM T`BK`v #@+2HH KHB;MM+B2bX G2mF2KB `2b2`+?- j9U3V,RRyjĜRRye- m;mbi
kyRyX SJA., kyjejyk8X jk
(Rk9) _QH7 l >H/2MX SHbiB+b M/ ?2Hi? `BbFbX MMmH `2pB2r Q7 Tm#HB+ ?2Hi?- jR,RdNĜRN9-
kyRyX SJA., kyydyR33X jk
(Rk8) b?2` JmHH`/X ++2H2`i2/ TT`QpH /mbi #2;BMb iQ b2iiH2X Lim`2 _2pB2rb .`m;
.Bb+Qp2`v- RyURRV,dNdĜdN3- LQp2K#2` kyRRX j8
(Rke) X CX qBHHBKb- aX 1FBMb- M/ oX hF+?2MFQX hQr`/b  ;QH/ biM/`/, `2;`/@
BM; [mHBiv BM Tm#HB+ /QKBM +?2KBbi`v /i#b2b M/ TT`Q+?2b iQ BKT`QpBM; i?2
bBimiBQMX .`m; /Bb+Qp2`v iQ/v- kyRkX j8
(Rkd) .X _Q;MMX *?2KQ;2MQKB+ TT`Q+?2b iQ `iBQMH /`m; /2bB;MX "`BiBb? DQm`MH Q7
T?`K+QHQ;v- R8kURV,j3Ĝ8k- kyyNX je
(Rk3) X GX >QTFBMbX L2irQ`F T?`K+QHQ;v, i?2 M2ti T`/B;K BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`vX Lim`2
+?2KB+H #BQHQ;v- 9URRV,e3kĜeNy- kyy3X je- e8
(RkN) :X >X 62`MH/- 1X *T`BQiiB- _X .M2b?DQm- EX CX E`+x2rbFB- M/ _X "X
HiKMX "BQBM7Q`KiB+b +?HH2M;2b 7Q` T2`bQMHBx2/ K2/B+BM2X "BQBM7Q`KiB+b-
kdURjV,Rd9RĜRd93- kyRRX je
(Rjy) LX hX >Mb2M- aX "`mMF- M/ _X "X HiKMX :2M2`iBM; ;2MQK2@b+H2 +M/B/i2 ;2M2
HBbib 7Q` T?`K+Q;2MQKB+bX *HBMB+H S?`K+QHQ;v  h?2`T2miB+b- 3eUkV,R3jĜR3N-
kyyNX je
(RjR) CX pQM 1B+?#Q`M- JX aX Jm`;m2BiBQ- JX .mMF2H- aX EQ2`M2`- SX 1X "Qm`M2- M/
_X S`2BbbM2`X S_PJAa*lPla,  /i#b2 7Q` M2irQ`F@#b2/ /`m;@`2TQbBiBQMBM;X
Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jNUbmTTH RV,.RyeyĜ.Ryee- kyRRX je
(Rjk) PX h#Qm`2m- aX EX LB2Hb2M- EX m/Qmx2- LX q2BM?QH/- .X 1/b; `/- 6X aX _Q[m2-
AX EQmbFQmKp2FFB- X "Q`- _X *m`TM- hX aX C2Mb2M- 2i HX *?2KS`Qi,  /Bb2b2
+?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2X Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- jNUbmTTH RV,.jedĜ.jdk- kyRRX
je- ek
(Rjj) SX .2 aK2iX L2r TTHB+iBQMb Q7 i?2 h*f... K2i?Q/QHQ;v BM i?2 M2i?2`HM/bX
T`i RXUh*f... T`BM+BTH2b M/ +QKTmi2`Bx2/ K2/B+iBQM bm`p2BHHM+2VX ALh1_@
LhAPLG S>_J*u CPl_LG- d,RNeĜRNe- RNNjX j3
(Rj9) :X ai2Hx2`- AX .H?- hX AX ai2BM- uX aiMQr2`- LX _Qb2M- LX LiBp- .X Px@G2pB-
hX PH2M/2`- 6X "2HBMFv- AX "?B`- 2i HX AM@bBHB+Q ?mKM ;2MQKB+b rBi? :2M2*`/bX
>mKM :2MQKB+b- 8UeV,dyNĜdRd- kyRRX j3
(Rj8) LX JX PǶ"QvH2- JX "M+F- *X X CK2b- *X JQ`H2v- hX oM/2`K22`b+?- M/ :X _X
>mi+?BbQMX PT2M ##2H, M QT2M +?2KB+H iQQH#QtX CQm`MH Q7 +?2KBM7Q`KiB+b-
jURV,RĜR9- kyRRX jN
Ryy "A"GAP:_S>u
(Rje) aX 6X Hib+?mH- hX GX J//2M- X X a+? z2`- CX w?M;- wX w?M;- qX JBHH2`- M/ .X CX
GBTKMX :TT2/ "Gah M/ SaA@"Gah,  M2r ;2M2`iBQM Q7 T`Qi2BM /i#b2
b2`+? T`Q;`KbX Lm+H2B+ +B/b `2b2`+?- k8URdV,jj3NĜj9yk- RNNdX jN
(Rjd) JX SQHBiBb M/ *X GQM2X a2`QiQM2`;B+ /vb7mM+iBQM BM T`FBMbQMǶb /Bb2b2 M/ Bib
`2H2pM+2 iQ /Bb#BHBivX h?2a+B2MiB}+qQ`H/CPl_LG- RR,Rdke- kyRRX 9y
(Rj3) CX hX 62``2B`- SX ZX G2pv- *X _X J`BM?Q- JX SX "B+?Q- M/ JX _X Jb+`2M?bX
bbQ+BiBQM Q7 b2`QiQMBM i`MbTQ`i2` ;2M2 TQHvKQ`T?BbK 8>hhoLh_ rBi? Qbi2Q@
TQ`QbBbX +i `2mKiQHƦ;B+ TQ`im;m2b- jeURV,R9- kyRRX 9y
(RjN) hX AX PT`2- PX h#Qm`2m- M/ *X :X "QHQ;X P7 TQbbB#H2 +?2KBM7Q`KiB+b 7mim`2bX
CQm`MH Q7 +QKTmi2`@B/2/ KQH2+mH` /2bB;M- T;2 RĜe- kyRkX 9j
(R9y) hX EQ?QM2MX h?2 b2H7@Q`;MBxBM; KTX S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 A111- d3UNV,R9e9 ĜR93y-
a2Ti2K#2` RNNyX 98- 89
(R9R) EBMH2v G`MixX aKHH@bKTH2 +QKT`BbQMb Q7 2t+i H2p2Hb 7Q` +?B@b[m`2/ ;QQ/M2bb@
Q7@}i biiBbiB+bX CQm`MH Q7 i?2 K2`B+M aiiBbiB+H bbQ+BiBQM- djUjekV,k8jĜkej-
RNd3X 9e
(R9k) _X GX *?M;- GX sB2- GX sB2- SX 1X "Qm`M2- M/ "X ǟ SHbbQMX .`m; Qz@i`;2i 2z2+ib
T`2/B+i2/ mbBM; bi`m+im`H MHvbBb BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7  K2i#QHB+ M2irQ`F KQ/2HX
SGQa *QKTmiiBQMH "BQHQ;v- eUNV,2RyyyNj3- kyRyX 9e
(R9j) CX .`2rbX AMMQpiBQM /2}+Bi `2pBbBi2/, `2~2+iBQMb QM i?2 T`Q/m+iBpBiv Q7 T?`K+2m@
iB+H _.X .`m; .Bb+Qp2`v hQ/v- jURRV,9NRĜ9N9- RNN3X 93
(R99) h PHbbQM M/ h A PT`2X *?2KBM7Q`KiB+b,  iQQH 7Q` /2+BbBQM@KF2`b BM /`m;
/Bb+Qp2`vX *m``2Mi QTBMBQM BM /`m; /Bb+Qp2`v  /2p2HQTK2Mi- 9UjV,jy3ĜjRj- Jv
kyyRX SJA., RR8eyyejX 93
(R98) CQb2T?  .BJbB- _QMH/ q >Mb2M- M/ >2M`v : :`#QrbFBX h?2 T`B+2 Q7 BM@
MQpiBQM, M2r 2biBKi2b Q7 /`m; /2p2HQTK2Mi +QbibX CQm`MH Q7 >2Hi? 1+QMQKB+b-
kkUkV,R8RĜR38- J`+? kyyjX 93
(R9e) *?`BbiQT?2` SX /Kb M/ oM oX "`MiM2`X 1biBKiBM; i?2 +Qbi Q7 M2r /`m; /2@
p2HQTK2Mi, Ab Bi `2HHv 03yk KBHHBQM\ >2Hi? zB`b- k8UkV,9kyĜ9k3- J`+? kyyeX
93
(R9d) *?`BbiQT?2` SX mbiBM- GBM/ aX "`/v- h?QKb _X AMb2H- M/ 6`M+Bb aX *QHHBMbX LA>
KQH2+mH` HB#``B2b BMBiBiBp2X a+B2M+2- jyeU8eNNV,RRj3ĜRRjN- LQp2K#2` kyy9X 93
(R93) *haX , ?iiT ,ffrrrXM+``XMB?X;Qpf+HBMB+Hn`2b2`+?n`2bQm`+2bf +HBMB@
+HnM/ni`MbHiBQMHnb+B2M+2nr`/bfX 93- 8y
(R9N) 6`M+Bb aX *QHHBMbX PTTQ`imMBiB2b 7Q` `2b2`+? M/ LA>X a+B2M+2- jkdU8NeRV,jeĜjd-
CMm`v kyRyX 93- 8R
(R8y) J`F aX "Q;mbFB- E2MM2i? .X JM/H- M/ oBFb SX amF?iK2X _2Tm`TQbBM; rBi? 
/Bz2`2M+2X a+B2M+2- jk9U8NjjV,RjN9ĜRjN8- CmM2 kyyNX 9N
(R8R) C2z`2v >X hQM2v- C2z`v AX 6bB+F- aQMH aBM;?- *?`Bb "2v`2`- M/ .pB/ CX amHHBpMX
Sm`TQb27mH H2`MBM; rBi? /`m; `2Tm`TQbBM;X a+B2M+2- jk8U8N9eV,RjjNĜRj9y- a2Ti2K@
#2` kyyNX 9N
"A"GAP:_S>u RyR
(R8k) *m`iBb _X *?QM; M/ .pB/ CX amHHBpMX L2r mb2b 7Q` QH/ /`m;bX Lim`2-
993UdR89V,e98Ĝe9e- m;mbi kyydX 9N
(R8j) h2/ hX b?#m`M M/ E`H "X h?Q`X .`m; `2TQbBiBQMBM;, B/2MiB7vBM; M/ /2p2HQTBM;
M2r mb2b 7Q` 2tBbiBM; /`m;bX Lim`2 _2pB2rb .`m; .Bb+Qp2`v- jU3V,edjĜe3j- m;mbi
kyy9X 9N
(R89) aKvi? a *KT#2HH *GX bTB`BM /Qb2 7Q` i?2 T`2p2MiBQM Q7 +`/BQpb+mH` /Bb2b2,
 bvbi2KiB+ `2pB2rX CJ, h?2 CQm`MH Q7 i?2 K2`B+M J2/B+H bbQ+BiBQM-
kNdUR3V,kyR3Ĝkyk9- Jv kyydX 9N
(R88) h?2 6. TT`Qp2/ H#2H 7Q` wv`i2+ . Rk ?Qm`X +M #2 +@
+2bb2/ i ?iiT ,ffrrrX++2bb/iX7/X;Qpf/`m;bi7/n/Q+bfH#2Hf
kyy9fRN3j8bH`yRe-kRR8ybH`yy8-jyj9ebH`yRRnxv`i2+nH#HXT/7X 9N
(R8e) .BQ;Q _X G`X *z2BM2- K2MiH ?2Hi?- M/ Tbv+?Bi`B+ /BbQ`/2`bX CQm`MH Q7
Hx?2BK2`Ƕb .Bb2b2- kyUyV,kjNĜk93- CMm`v kyRyX 9N
(R8d) JB+?2H CX :H/2X *z2BM2ěLQi Dmbi  biBKmHMiX Lmi`BiBQM- keURyV,NjkĜNj3- P+iQ@
#2` kyRyX 9N
(R83) .pB/ C >2M/2`bQM@aK`i M/ MiQMBQ : .2 SQHBX J2i?vHtMi?BM2 i`2iK2Mi
7Q` TMQ2 BM T`2i2`K BM7MibX *Q+?`M2 /i#b2 Q7 bvbi2KiB+ `2pB2rb UPMHBM2V-
URkV,*.yyyR9y- kyRyX SJA., kRR89j9jX 9N
(R8N) h?2 6. :mB/M+2X 7Q` i?2 BM/mbi`v rBi? `2bT2+i iQ 8y8U#VUkV Bb pBH#H2
i ?iiT ,ffrrrX7/X;Qpf/QrMHQ/bf.`m;bf:mB/M+2 *QKTHBM+2_2;mHiQ`vAM7Q`@
KiBQMf:mB/M+2bfm+KydNj98XT/7X 9N
(Rey) h?2 >i+?@qtKM K2M/K2MibX `2 i ?iiT ,ffrrrX7/HBXQ`;f Tm#bfCQm`MH QM@
HBM2f89nkf`ikXT/7X 9N
(ReR) *ha `2b2`+? pQHmMi22`bX , ?iiTb ,ffrrrX`2b2`+?Ki+?XQ`;fX 8y
(Rek) *ha ASX , ?iiT ,ffrrrX+ibBTXQ`;fX 8y
(Rej) *ha SQ`iHX , ?iiT ,ffrrrX+ibT?`KTQ`iHXQ`;fX 8y
(Re9) AM;Q oQ;i M/ CQ`/B J2bi`2bX .`m;@i`;2i M2irQ`FbX JQH2+mH` AM7Q`KiB+b- kNUR@
kV,RyĜR9- kyRyX 8y
(Re8) h?2 Sm#*?2K SQ`iHX Bb ?iiT ,ffTm#+?2KXM+#BXMHKXMB?X;QpfX 8y
(Ree) S`2birB+F *?2KB+H GB#``v BM7Q`KiBQMX i ?iiT ,ffrrrX T`2birB+F+?2KB@
+HX7`fBM/2tXT?T \T 4 keX 8y
(Red) .BHvJ2/X +M #2 ++2bb2/ i ?iiT ,ff/BHvK2/XMHKXMB?X;Qpf /BHvK2/fX 8R- ee
(Re3) .`m;"MFX Bb pBH#H2 i ?iiT ,ffrrrX/`m;#MFX+fX 8R
(ReN) hX "2`M2`b@G22- CX >2M/H2`- PX GbbBH- 2i HX h?2 b2KMiB+ r2#X a+B2MiB}+ K2`B+M-
k39U8V,k3Ĝjd- kyyRX 8R
(Rdy) owX 6`QMi Kii2`X AM _Qv CX ox M/ h?QKb EH#mM/2- 2/BiQ`b- MiBi`;2ib- T;2
AĜssAoX qBH2v@o*> o2`H; :K#>  *QX E:- kyy3X 8R
(RdR) S.aSX Bb pBH#H2 i ?iiT,ffT/bTXK2/XmM+X2/mfX 8k
Ryk "A"GAP:_S>u
(Rdk) CQ?M _X S`Qm/7QQiX h?2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 bvMi?2iB+ Q`H /`m; T`QT2`iB2bX "BQQ`;MB+ 
J2/B+BMH *?2KBbi`v G2ii2`b- R8U9V,Ry3dĜRyNy- 62#`m`v kyy8X 8k
(Rdj) JB+?H oB2i? M/ C2z`2v CX ami?2`HM/X .2T2M/2M+2 Q7 KQH2+mH` T`QT2`iB2b
QM T`Qi2QKB+ 7KBHv 7Q` K`F2i2/ Q`H /`m;bX CQm`MH Q7 J2/B+BMH *?2KBbi`v-
9NURkV,j98RĜj98j- CmM2 kyyeX 8k
(Rd9) a+B6BM/2`X Bb pBH#H2 i ?iiTb ,ffb+B}M/2`X+bXQ`;fb+B}M/2`fX 8k
(Rd8) PX h#Qm`2m- aX EX LB2Hb2M- EX m/Qmx2- LX q2BM?QH/- .X 1/b;`/- 6X aX _Q[m2-
AX EQmbFQmKp2FFB- X "Q`- _X *m`TM- hX aX C2Mb2M- aX "`mMF- M/ hX AX
PT`2X *?2KS`Qi,  /Bb2b2 +?2KB+H #BQHQ;v /i#b2X Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?-
jNU.i#b2V,.jedĜ.jdk- P+iQ#2` kyRyX 8k
(Rde) X CX >`K`- _X X >BHHb- 1X JX _Qbb2`- JX CQM2b- PX SX "mM2KM- .X _X .mM@
#`- aX .X :`22M?BHH- oX X >H2- CX GX a?`KM- hX AX "QMM2`- qX X *ii2`@
HH- X SX .p2MTQ`i- SX .2H;`M;2- *X hX .QHH2`v- aX JX 6QQ`/- :X X :miKM-
oX Gm/2i- _X _X L2m#B;- 1X >X P?Hbi2BM- _X qX PHb2M- CX S2i2`b- CX@SX SBM- _X _X
_mzQHQ- .X "X a2`Hb- JX qX q`B;?i- M/ JX aT2//BM;X AlS>_@.", i?2 AlS>_
/i#b2 Q7 ; T`Qi2BM@+QmTH2/ `2+2TiQ`b M/ BQM +?MM2HbX Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?-
jdU.i#b2V,.e3yĜ.e38- CMm`v kyyNX 8k
(Rdd) h?2 AlS>_ .i#b2X Bb ?iiT ,ffrrrXBmT?`@/#XQ`;fBM/2tXDbTX 8k
(Rd3) h?2 *?2K#H." .i#b2bX `2 i ?iiT ,ffrrrX2#BX+XmFf +?2K#H/#fBM/2tXT?TX 8k
(RdN) C q "H+F- q  .mM+M- M/ _ : a?MFbX *QKT`BbQM Q7 bQK2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7
T`QM2i?HQH M/ T`QT`MQHQHX "`BiBb? DQm`MH Q7 T?`K+QHQ;v M/ +?2KQi?2`Tv-
k8UjV,8ddĜ8NR- .2+2K#2` RNe8X SJA., 9j3y8N3X 8k
(R3y) C*?2KX M/ Qi?2` *?2KtQM bQ7ir`2 `2 pBH#H2 7`QK *?2KtQM i ?iiT
,ffrrrX+?2KtQMX+QKfT`Q/m+ifD+n#b2X ?iKHX 8k
(R3R) P1*?2KX M/ Qi?2` PT2M1v2 bQ7ir`2 `2 pBH#H2 7`QK PT2M1v2 b+B2MiB}+ bQ7ir`2
i ?iiT ,ffrrrX2v2bQT2MX+QKfX 8k
(R3k) h?2 BS>*1 BMi2`7+2 7`QK AJAJX - ?iiT ,ff+;HXBKBKX2bfBT?+2f KBMXT?T- Bb KB`@
`Q`2/ i lLJ- ?iiT ,ff;p2X?2Hi?XmMKX2/mf BT?+2fKBMXT?TX 8j
(R3j) h?2 AlS>_ .i#b2 HBMF2/ iQ qBFBT2/BX - BS>*1 M/ S?`KE:" BM Kv
kyRyX 8j
(R39) h?2 lXaX 6QQ/ M/ /`m; /KBMBbi`iBQM QM@HBM2 b2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i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p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p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i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